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THE LITTLE‘FLOWER SHOP

SILSBY'S
Telephone 318-W.

399 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Wishes you to know that besides its regular supply of
Cut Flowers it has some fine Cineraria Plants. Those
who had a Cineraria of our growing last year will cer
tainly want one this year, and others who do not

know the plant will want to make its acquaintance.

Come in—visitors are welcome.

Cu* Flowers and Design Work for all occasions

,1. M. SILSBY, Florist
13-15

s..
If your fingers or toes get cold, come in and let us
help you. If you need clothing of any
kind, let us be your doctor.
Men's Flannel Shirts ..................................... $1-75, $2.00, $2.50, $2.98
Men's Wool Pants ..................................................... $3.50, $3.98. $5.00
98, $4.50, $5.00
Men’s Army Fants ................. ............................
00, $1.50, $2.00
Men’s Golf Stockings
........ $7.50
Men’s Wool Sweaters ........................................
......... $3.00
Men’s Heavy Cotton and Wool Sweaters ........
.... 25c, 59c
Men's Wool Work Stockings
......... $1.00
Boys' Heavy Shirts and Blouses .......................
........ $2.90
Boys’ Wopl Shirts ..............................................
........ $3.98
Boys' Army Pants ..............................................
50c, $1.00, $1.25
Boys’ Golf Stockings .........................................
................ $5.00
Boys' Sweaters ........................ ........... ............
$7.00. $9.00
Men’s Sheepskin Coats
............... $5 00
Boys' Mackinaw Coats .......................................................
............... $1.00
Boys' Heavy Caps ................................................................
These are cnly a few cf the many good things,
p. S.—Have you bought your Food Fair ticket yet?

WILLIS AYER
MAINE
BEWiBH

EXTRA TROUSERS FREE!
with the Fashion Craft line up to March 1
Just in, a new lot of Remnants from Dexter Mills.
Suits made any style from this lot, $40.00 value, for
$30.00
A few uncalled for Suits $20.00 to $30.00

Suits made from Customer’s Goods, $18.00

C. A. HAMILTON
442 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

u.tf

a

VIGTROLAS
Established
1890

We have served
the public faith
fully for 33
years

Service
Store

MAINE MUSIC CO.
ROCKLAND

GARDINER

Th-tf

KEEP ’EM ALIVE
After You Hatch Them.
Be sure and use

BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.
ALL THE HOME NEWS

And Its Four Sons, Bom On a Farm, Who Unaided
Made Their Way To High Places In Financial Circles

Subscription $3 00 per year payable in ad
vance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general inter
est are solicited.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday mori.'ng, from 469 Main Street, Rock
land, Maine.
Entered at the postofflee in Rockland for cir
culation at second-class postal rates.

(By Benjamin F. Smith of Warrenton Park)
[Continued From Preceding Issue]

Write today (or our 180 page illustrated Catalog: free.
Port!

-d, Maine.

(mi)

Volume 78................. Number 14.
trees. The result gave them the best
apples in town, including Spttzenberg,
Baldwin, Greening, Golden Dun, Sum
mer Graft, Seek-No-Further, and the
early High-Top Sweeting,—all apples
of superior quality. When late in the
fall the father and mother invited their
neighbors to a paring bee, it was an
occasion of delight to the children,
long to bp remembered.
The varieties of potatoes then grown
on the farm and common in those
days, such as Shenango, Long Red, and
Hog Horn:, had a flavor not equalled
by my of today. With an abundance
of milk, butter, eggs, farm-grown yel
low corn, and wheat, all ground at the
local gristmills, the method of making
wheat bread and johnnycake seemed
to produce a deliciousness not found
in the cooking of the present day.
The hog-killing lime, just before
Christmas, provided ham for smoking,
side meat to be salted down for win-

Sometimes, during winter evenings,
I here were spelling schools, common,
in all school districts in the neighbor
hood, when spelling contests put the
boys and girls at Ihelr whs' end to
secure prizes by spelling down all the
others in Ihe class Tims the brighter
and quicker lsiys and girls became
good spellers as a result of the teach
ing methods of those days. At other
times there were oratorical contests,
when on an appointed evening people
from adjoining school districts would
come, filling the schoolhouse. Oft 11,
to enliven the occasion, some wellknown man would act the part of
clown, dressed in costume and often
being very witty.
As time passed and the children grew
older, the father, working with his
young sons in the fields, would often
tell them the incidents of his early
life: of leaving home with his three
brothers, making their long •Journey

George pondered over the situation,
and decided that his mother’s objec
THE PIONEERS
tions were well founded and should be
III.
considered. He wrote to his brothers
When the War of 1812 was declared in Ohio regarding the matter, and they
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
between England and the United all replied that he should remain with
The Rockland Gazette was established in
the "old folks” while they lived. Since
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established, States, and young men were enlisting the remaining brothers had also gone
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882 for service, Stephen’s son George, our
to Ohio, it was important that at least
The Free Press was established in 1855, and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. father, was among them. He served one son should stay with the mothei
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
in Captain John Cummings’s company and father in their old age.
This decision changed
George's
IP
•«. «•« •«. ••• .
••• ••• •••
in a volunteer regiment of United whole plans for his future life, but he
•••
Heaven ne’er helps the man who will —• States Infantry, from May 28, 4813,
••• not help hinrselt.—Sophocles.
— until May 27, 1814, when he was mus
•••
•••
•••
•••
tered out.
Returning home. George and his
ERRORS IN WARRANTS brothers discussed their future pros
pects and what they should do for a
living. There was not room for so
Gov. Baxter Asks Co-opera large a family of boys on their father's
they must strike out for them
tion of County Attorneys In farm,
selves. What should they do? Dur
ing the winter of 1814 various plans
Preventing Loopholes.
were discussed. They had heard of a
During the past two years it has new country in the far West, where
the land was rich and there were no
been repeatedly brought to the at stones to hinder easy cultivation
tention of Gov. Baxter that many That Rounded very attractive com|>ared
prosecutions in the lower courts fail with the hard work necessary to make
ed on account of carelessly drawn a farm on the stony land of Maine.
Four of the boys—two pairs of twin?,
warrants. It discourages sheriffs and
John and Joshua, George and Stephen
other prosecuting officers to have —decided that in the spring of 181J
cases thrown out of court on techni- they would leave for “the Ohio." They
calties, and Gov. Baxter has taken the pent the winter in building a wagon
matter up with the county attorneys suitable for the long journey to that
of ihe 16 counties of the State. He El Dorado, and when the snow was
has written a letter as follows:
gone and the roads settled, these four
"As you know, 1 am deeply inter boys were ready with their wagon,
ested in the enforcement of the pro horses, and necessary personal effects,
hibitory law. One of the difficulties to make that long journey of fifteen
which our prosecuting officers en hundred miles. There were no rail
counter is the large number of war roads then, ar.d "the Ohio" seemed very
rants thrown out of court on account far off.
of being defective. It seemed to me
The day of departure from South
that there is little or no reason for de freedom arrived. Early in the mornfective warrants. 1 propose to present ng the wagon was packed, the horses
a hill to the legislature making it pos harnessed, and the start was made,
sible for the court to correct technical the father and mother riding beside
or clerical errors in warrants and the them on horseback as far as Augusta
county attorneys of each county can to see them off- They reached Augus
render a real service by calling to ta the first day, where they remained
gether the trial justices and municipal overnight with friends.
The next
judges and going over this matter with morning Stephen and Mercy said
good-bye to their boys and returned
them.
“Tiie county attorney of one of our to their South Freedom home. On that
large counties is planning to do this, lonely journey homeward, Mercy in her Francis, George Warren, David and Benjamin Smith—Photographed by Fredericks, New York, March 17, 1866
and in the Interest of law, order and downheartedness would exclaim, “Ste
proper enforcement I make this sug phen, we will never see those dear boys accepted it. Having settled this im ter use, and choice parts for sausages, in a two-horse wagon to Ohio, and of
gestion to you. 1 could call all these again!”
»
portant question, George realized that flavored with sage and other spices, his live years of life there. All thesa
The boys journeyed on. In passing he would be lonely with all his broth which appealed to Ihe appetite in a stories interested the boys immenselyofficers together in Augusta but it
would entail considerable expense and through Connecticut they were stopped ers in Ohio. He soon made the ac way not equalled by any of today's Then after dinner, in summer days,
a conference in each county seems for traveling on Sunday by officers en quaintance
of
Mehitable Clifford, productions- And the goose for Christ they would run down to the millpond
preferable. If you wish I will have the forcing the "Blue Laws.” When they daughter of John Clifford, who was the mas dinner, roasted on a spit before and have a swim before going Io
Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, son of Zachariah Clifford of New an open wood fire, together with pump work in the afternoon.
attorney general's office represented at reached
your meeting I hope the day soon will President Madison was just arriving Hampshire. John Clifford had previ kin pies, mince pies, and puddings, al
Francis, when about eighteen years
pome when defective warrants will be with a long train of wagons loaded ously lived in New Hampshire near ways made Christmas an eventful of age, in the sledding season of mid
with
government
archives
to
save
them
i rarity in the ‘courts of our State.
his father, and had a large family of time. With the cellar filled with pota winter, drove a pair of steers with a
from the British, who had captured children, mostly grown up. Deciding toes, apples, turnips, onions, and other load of bark to Hunt’s Tannery at Lib
(Signed) Percival P. Baxter,
Washington
and
burned
the
White
Governor of Maine.'
to move to Maine, he secured a trict vegetables, the barrel of sauerkraut erty. Meeting some bad roads over
Several of the county attorneys have House. On and on westward the boys of land in Montville, adjoining the and the pork barrel, these children Otis Hill, he did not return home until
traveled
“
with
their
wagon,
finally
responded and are glad to do every
town of Freedom, near Hogback Moun had much to be thankful for in being after midnight. Having taken no lunch
thing in their power to correct the sit reaching the new town of Zanesville, tain- There he and his family began born on a farm in the country.
with him, he was very hungry and ata
OhioAfter
a
six
weeks'
journey
they
The corn huskings were memorable much cold food. Indigestion resulted,
uation. Conferences are to be called
their new life, several stalwart sons
in some counties while the matter will had at last reached the El Dorado helping to subdue the forest. The ac events, when George Smith’s neigh together with a high fever the follow
be taken up by correspondence in they had dreamed about.
quaintance between George Smith and bors were invited to come and husk ing morning, which terminated in a
Here they made their stand from Mehitable Clifford resulted in a pro the long pile of corn heaped on one severe sickness It incapacitated him
other counties. The first meeting will
be held at Machias, Feb. 13, and other which to go out and battle for a living. posal of marriage. On March 29, 1821, side of the barn floor. Men and wom for any more hard work, and for a
Two sought work as carpenters, the they married, George taking his brid « en, boys and girls, seated on the sides year or more he moped about with a
meetings will be held later.
of the pile, husked the corn and threw cloak over his shoulders, always feeling
County attorneys of the State are other two working at anything that home to his father's house.
the ear3 into another pile. The great chilly. As a matter of fact, in his
said to be much Interested, and Gov offered. Columbus was then being
bank of ears diminished very fast, and whole after life he never knew what
Baxter is planning to ask the legis built as the capital of the state; and
THE SMITH BROTHERS
usually some man with a voice sang a good health really meant.
lature to amend the law so that tech our father George there found work in
familiar tune to enliven the scene
nical errors can be corrected by the helping to clear the stumps out of the
[Continued In Next Issue.]
IV.
Then came a summons to the house
courts and thus prevent criminals streets that were being laid out.
In due course of time, George and for supper: baked beans, hot puddings,
After four years, the boys concluded
from escaping.
that they should bring the "old folks" Mehitable had six chidren,—Aurelia, also mince, apple, and pumpkin pies,
THE STATE SUNDAY SCHOOL
out to Ohio, where they all expected to Francis, George Warren, David Clif with all the “fixings" that went with
A State Sunday School Day will be
NO CORES: NO SEEDS
live, for two more brothers, Benjamin ford. Benjamin Franklin, nnd Nancy them. All had a fine time, and always observed Sunday, March 4, when
and Silas, had come to Join them. It Cordelia. Life on the farm provided some small child lurked about, to be through a program of exercises the
Quebec Orchardist Raises Ideal Ap w’sis decided that George should go plenty of good, wholesome farmer’s
given some of the good things after importance of religious education of
pics, But He Is Perplexed.
East for this purpose- Accordingly, in work for these growing children, and ward.
children and young people will be em
the summer of 1819 George left Zanes all helped to provide for the necessi
Another incident in that early life phasized. A call also will be made for
A. W. Buzzell of Abbottsford, Que ville on horseback for South Freedom, ties of life as they developed into man
awoke one morning to find himself fifteen hundred miles away. In his hood and womanhood But along with happened in midwinter, when Benja support on the part of the general pub.
min, called "Benny," suddenly became lie of the work being done by the
unexpectedly the originator of a seed after life he used to relate to us young all this were surroundings that ap
very sick. It was a stomach trouble, churches and Sunday schools in giving
less and coreless variety of apples, says boys many incidents about that trip. pealed to these country children: beau
called erysipelas by the doctor. At any instruction in religion- A message
a United Press despatch from Mon Arriving home, he laid before his tiful hills, fields, and woodlands,
rate, intense and long-continued pain from Governor Baxter relative to the
treal.
mother and father the proposal to take streams and brooks filled with trout resulted in emaciation, and the sever subject will soon be issued and the
This accidental Luther Burbank ex them to the new home in Ohio.
and ponds with pickerel, making it a ity of the disease eiiused the ease to
needs of Maine with respect to this
hibited his freak apples at the recent
The father was elated over the idea never-ending delight to go fishing. be regarded as hopeless. When weeks
exhibition of the Pomological and and wanted to go, but the mother re And in the woods bordering the fields passed and the boy, only eight years work will be set forth in a dramatiza
Fruit Growing Society of Quebec fused to listen to a plan which would were partridges in plenty, where the of age, still lived, it wag a wonder tion which will be sent to all the Sun
where they created a sensation. Seed separate her from her lifelong friends, small boy with a gun was always sure commented upon by all the neighbors. day schools of the State. The date is
less and coreless apples, it is said whom she would never see again. to bring heme a few for a stew or pot Returning spring helped to bring in harmony with the custom to receive
reports from the Sunday schools of
pie.
were never produced by science or ac
strength to the boy and happiness to Maine in the early spring. It is ex
In those days, wild pigeons were the whole family.
cident in the world's history. The
pected great interest will be taken in
apples are of the Fameuse variety
abundant, and in September, when the
The routine of farm work, and the
wheat harvest had been secured, th- care of cattle, sheep, hogs, chickens, the observance as this is the first of
with the typical coloring and shape of
the kind to be held, and a sense of fel
pigeons would fly onto the stubble in
their family except that, at either end
At the time this ad. is great compact flocks to feed on the geese, ducks, and turkeys, always kept lowship created among the neatly’
they have a slight mark instead of the
the family well employed- As winter
scattered grain. A smooth bed sprin came on, a good-sized woodpile was 100,000 who are in the Sunday Schools
usual depressions that indicate the
of the State.
kled
over
with
grain
was
made,
and
core.
being written we have on
always in the yard to furnish plenty
an ingenious net fastened with ropes of the open fires of those days. Stoves
"1 had been cropping a block of 100
to some springs poles was concealed
Fameuse trees in my orchard that had
furnaces were then an unknown YOUR FAVORITE POEM
hand All Sizes of Men’s, behind it. The pigeons would see the and
just come into bearing,’’ said Mr. Buz
luxury to the farmers. The winter
grain and swoop down- A man hid schools, which brought the children
zell. "All the trees had been top
Wlftitevcr your occupation may be and how
grafted on Rabka seedlings. In grad
Women's, Misses’ and den in a booth near by would th.u of the district together for education ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
spring the poles. The net would in and the incidental fun and frolic it fail to secure at least a few minutes every day
ing the apples, I noticed that a large
for lefreshment of your inner life with a bit
stantly envelop the whole bed, secur
number were peculiarly marked and
and noontime, were looked for of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.
Children’s 3 and 4 Buckle ing hundreds of pigeons at a time. recess
out of curiosity, 1 set them aside. I
ward to with a great deal of pleasure.
These
were
exciting
incidents
for
the
found ail of them without core or
THE FOOL’S PRAYER
boys, and remain vividly in memory
seeds.
The royal feast was done ; the king
in
after
life.
Sought
some
new sport to banish care,
“Unfortunately my apples had been
And to his jester cried: "Sir Fool,
There are incidents worthy of note
placed in piles and I was unable to
Kneel
now,
and
make for us a prayer.”
in the early childhood days of these
determine which particular trees had
children.
One
line
afternoon
in
sum

The
jester
doffed
his
cap and hells.
produced the abnormal fruit. I will
And stood the mocking court before;
mer their mother invited some women
now have to wait until next year to
They could not see the hitter smile
of till neighborhood to have hot bis
Complete line of Parts for the man
learn the parent trees. Then by graft
Behind the painted grin he wore.
cuits and tea with her- Francis, four
ing, I shall undertake to develop seed
who wants to build his own set.
He
bowed his head, anti bent his knee
years
of
age,
and
George
Warren,
two
less and coreless apples as a com
the monarch’s silken stool;
and one-half, were playing round the Advice and assistance rendered. HisUpon
mercial crop.’’
pleading voice arose, "O Lord,
grounds near a well with no curl), but
Be merciful to me a fool 1
Prof. F. C. Seers of Amherst Agri
PRICES THAT ARE RIGHT
with a board platform and the usual
cultural College in Massachusetts who
No pity. Lord, could change the heart
well hook with which to let down and
inspected the specimens said he be
From red with wrong to white as wool;
draw up the water bucket. These little
The rod mu«t heal the sin : but, Lord,
lieved Buzzell will be able to evolve
children
saw
a
frog
leap
upon
the
Be merciful to me, a fool!
this unique fruit after he has discov
platform and down into the well.
Telephone 535-W or 700
ered the trees which produced it.
’Tis not by guilt the onward sweep
George, then called Warren, ran upon
Of truth and right., I Lord, we stay;
Th-11’17
the platform to look Into the well and

OVERSHOES

Men’s....

$3.75

Women’s.

$3.50

Misses’ ..

$2.75

Children’s

$2.00

THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY

One damper regulates your check draft and the direct
draft to your fire.
This is unique. Queen Brooders are safe; gas and fire
proof. Everybody using them has only kind words to say.

H'/ial address, please?
KENDALL & WHITNEY ~ tfW. 1858 -

A MAINE FAMILY OF SMITHS

THREE TIMES A WEEK

and enjoy the luxury of wearing our
handsome and serviceable silk shirts
—the kind that dont' shout out loud
but are modest yet elegant. You
can afford our silk Shirts because
they are not expensive or extrava
gant.

ROCKLAND,

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, February I, 1923.

The Courier-Gazette

Be a Sport

'UKSu -

The value of the American ship
building industry including boatbuiiders, in 1921 had declined 75 3 per cent
from the 1919 level, but was 115.7 per
cent greater than in 1916, the Depart
ment of Commerce announced Tues
day. Census Bureau figures placed
the 1921 total at $400,834,000, the 1919
amount at $1,622,361,000, and that for
1916 at $183,852,000. Of 640 establish
ments reporting products valued at
$5,000 more in 1921, the statement,
which was described as preliminary,
said 112 were situated in New York, 39
in Massachusetts, 32 in Maine, 20 in
Connecticut, 11 in Rhode Island, two
in Vermont and onei in New Hamp
shire.

Owing to supply and demand
this lot will quickly be disposed
of.

Boston Shoe Store
278 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

LEND A HAND!
Buy a ticket for the Food Fair

and help the Boys and Girls get
an Athletic Field.

RADIO SUPPLIES
C. L. RAY

j see where the frog went. A plank
tipped up and pitched him headlong
into the well. Francis, frightened, ran
into the house crying, “Mother, War
ren isfin the well'.” With a scream his
mother rushed out, and, seizing the
I well hook, thrust it down into the
' well. Warren had now come up to
1 the surface of the water. The mother
hooked him under his arm, the hoox
I catching in his dress, and pulled him
'out. The Incident was the talk, of the
neighborhood for years afterward.
The father, George Smith, on return
ing from his five years of life in Ohio,
found that Stephen, his father, had
many apple trees. Men in the busi
ness of grafting came along with sci
ons of the best varieties of apples, and
i George employed them
!JM to graft his

'Tis >by our follies I hot so long
We hold the earth from heaven away.

To have your films promptly
developed and printed

send or bring them to

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

These clumsy feet, stiill in the mire,
Go crushing blossoms without end;
These hard, well-meaning hands we thrust
Among tlie heart-strings of a friend.
The ill-timed
Who knows
The word we
Who knows

truth we might have kept—
how sharp it p eered and stungf
had not sense to say—
how grandly it had rung?

Our faults no tenderness should ask.
Thy chastening stripe must cleanse them a.11;
But for our blunders ah, In shame
Before the eyes of heaven we fall!
Earth bears no balsam for mistakes;
Men crown .he knave, and scourge the tool
That did h's will; hut thou, 0 Lord,
Be merciful to me, a fool!”
Ther oom was hushed; In silence rose
The king, and sought, his garden cool,
And walked apart, and murmured low,
"Be merciful to me, a fool!”

—I. R 8ilL

V
Every-Other-DaJ

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 1, 1923.
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ARDAGNA GOES TO PRISON

SUPPORTS WEAK

Three To Six Years For Barber Who Assaulted Sweet
heart—Respondents In Liquor Cases Take Appeal.

ARCHES

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland, Maine. Feb. 1. 1923.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on '
oath declares that lie is pressman in the office j
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Inn. 30.!
1923, there was printed a total of 6,075 copies.
«. Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

MAINE LEGISLATURE

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

'

Rogers nf Rockland—Resolve ap
propriating $1,000 in favor of the Home
fyr Agist Women of Rockland.

LINOLEUM
REMNANT SALE

Because the shank is flexible, and the
last modelled to lit the instep, a weak
foot is supported in the Cantilever
Shoo without resorting" to artificial ap
pliances. But the great advantage is
that the Cantilever support permits
the muscles to exercise in walking,
and the blood to circulate. whereupon
strength begin* to return to the foot.
For exercise" Is the prime correction
of a weak (or fallen) arch.
The
muscles tind ligaments will again hold
the arch bones up in their normal posi
tion if given a chance to recuperate
through exercise and healljhful flow of
circulation.

The farm group will ask for the en
tire highway mill tax for third class
sei and representations of friends, I
highways, it will seek to have this tax
should not feel that this offejise should
distributed among the towns arenrding
be condoned and punished only by
WE SHALL PLACE ON SALE SATURDAY
to the total number of miles of third
fine. This case concerns not only the
class road within each town, provided
MORNING AT 10 O’CLOCK, FEBRUARY 3, A
Ardagnas and Pellicanos. They may
V TUmiri-lT I
that these towns shall raise a tax of
★ D1HI
dIdLL lrivUurll j
all be satisfied, and want him released,
at least four mills for hlghwuy pur
QUANTITY OF INLAID AND PRINTED LINO
hut that doesn't change the situation.
poses. Bills covering these proposals
This crime ,was made upon the United
will be introduced in (lie legislature as
LEUM IN LENGTHS SUITABLE FOR SMALL
mFOR TODAY >“ i
nounced:
States of America and State of Maine,
I vi\ » vix
| j ignaxio Arilagnn, assault with intent
soon as they can Ixe drawn, in con
thisthan
manthree
is letand
off not
withmore
light penalty,
ROOMS.
BELOW WE LIST THE SIZE OF
*I
to Kill, notifless
sideration of the entire mill tux the
and without imprisonment some other
farm interests are willing to abandon
titan six years in State Prison.
ROOM THEY WILL COVER.
FORGIVENESS: — Lord, how oft
to the trunk lines and State aid roads
John II. Breen, two eases of search man in a jealous rage might cut a lit
shall my brother sin against me, and I and seizure, six months in jail and $600 tle deeper on some rfther Phyllis Pellifor maintenance the auto license fees
REMEMBFR—The lot is limited and the price is very low. They
forgive him'’ till seven times? Jesus fine, with six months additional in de cano. We must consider that phase.
and any revenue that may be derived
The interests of society require sub
will he sold quickly. Be on hand.
saith unto him, I say not unto thee. fault of payment in each case.
from a tax on gasoline. They are also!
ITntil seven times: but, Until seventy M. Frank Donohue, search and seiz stantial imprisonment and author
willing to have the entire bond issue!
Regular
Sale
izes a maximum of 20 years for just
times seven.—Matthew 18:21, 22ure, same sentence.
leveled to the construction of trunk!
Price
Price
such
cases.'
1
Frank ('. Powers, search and seizure
lines and State aid roads.
1 Remnant Inlaid, 2 yds. x 5'/2 yds......... .... 16.50
The prisoner was then interrogated
10.50
j some sentence.
This policy was formulated Monday
HIGHLY DESERVING
by
the
Court
at
some
length,
with
Rufus Moore, search and seizure,
2
9.00
night at a meeting of the legislative
5.25
Thomas Anastasio serving as inter
i same sentence,
committee of the Maine State Grange
4.50
3 Remnant V/2 yds. x 2 yds....................
-----, Gilbert Gallant, search and seizure. preter. He said that he was born in
and the roads committee of the Maine
2.95
The Courier-Gazette is confident that [placed in custody of Probation Officer Salumi, island of Sicily. Italy; came to
Federation of Agricultural Associations
Inlaid Carpet, room 9x12 ft.................. ... 18.00
this country in 1914; had applied for
support
Rockland
no enterprise
in lateof times
more citide- i vehicle
A. B. Clark for one year.
and others interested.
naturalization
and received
his first
,
Hamilton,
driving
"A mill tax which is permunent. fur
zens than the Community Food Fair,1 •serves the
5 Inlaid Carpet, room 9x13!/j» ft.............. .... 21.00
support. ofr Rockland citi- i William
.
,
. „ a motor,
vehicle while under the influence of papers. He was in the service with
12.35
nishes a much more satisfactory basis
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er of the prisoner, who came here from
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and their ambitious efforts should re Lawrence, Mass., shortly after the uty Sheriffs Percy A. Condon, Sherman in the afternoon and suggested that the first year repairs at the University will
Rokes and J. I). Pease. They reached
ceive the helping hand of everybody. crime was committed and who has the interior of the house Jus( in time to latter bling along something so that cost $200,000, while as much more will
they might have a little set-to. Bach lie required in the second year for new
It is cheering to observe the in worked faithfully in Ignazio’s behalf.
see Mrs. Breen pour some liquid from
• * • •
elder, who was intoxicated when he construction.
a
pitcher
into
the
sink.
dications that already public approval
We Also Offer 20 BEAUTIFUL CHAMBER RUGS
came, had four bottles, two of which
Judge Emery who appeared in the
Deputy Rokes applied a match to the
of the playground idea is warmly reg respondent's behalf, said in part:
he left with the witness when he de
Just received—ladietf 4-buckle over
liquid which was disappearing down
6x9 ft., reg. price $8.50. Sale price.................. $4.95
istering itself. We hope that the com
"Ignazio Ardagna has been in this vi the sinkspout, and it burned in a splut parted. Witness did not pay Bach shoes—Ij. E. Rlaekington.—adv. 14-lt
9x12 ft., reg. price $14.00. Sale price............. $7.95
ing fair cleans up enough money to cinity since 1914. He comes from a tering manner. Deputy Condon went eider for the liquor and never intend 'd
to, he said.
make the carrying-out of the plans onej«(Od
,’?!e ‘i'"e
a step further by removing the sink
“Didn't you tell Fred Miller that you
LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
■ assault upon Phyllis Pelhcano, he was spout trap from which he obtained
NO GOODS SOLD BEFORE TIME MENTIONED
hundred per cent possible.
[making his home with Joseph Pellicano. four ounces of liquor, which was be bought liquor from Bacheider Jan.
______________
, the girl’s father. For the past three lieved by the officers to be alcohol and many other times?" asked County
STATE OF MAINE
[years it has been understood by all con Samples were sent to the Department Attorney Dwinal.
In the Senate, January 18, 1923
’T did not."
We always have been puzzled loj cerned that Phyllis would become his of Agriculture (Bureau of Inspection).
Ordered, the House concurring, that the time
Lewis Bacheider, the respondent, for the reception of bills for prlva«c and special
understand why a man occupying a wife at the proper time. The Pellicanos James M. Parker, the chemist who
ROCKLAND, MAINE
legislation tie limited to
church pulpit under an arrangement ’ spoke of him as ‘their boy. He con- made the analysis, testified that one of testified that he had treated two mer.
THURSDAY, February 8. 1923, at four o’clock
in the stable, Sunday, Jan. 7, including P M .
the samples contained 95.56 percent of
iwitoSi’/Sv /iv/iv'/Sv1? iWiWVw iv iiv
that gave him legitimate right to
Harriman, and told the latter that he
And that aH such petitions and bills pre
alcohol. There was no denatured alco
after that date be referred to the next
there, should not have the grace toj pa(jon of marriage in June he was al- hol and no foreign substance in the had paid $7 a quart for it: also that he sented
Legislature: that the Secretary of the Sena e
had reimbursed Clark when the dog cause copies of this order to be published in
step down from it when the conditions ready accumulating furniture. There samples he said.
‘ Bity” Wright’s playing was litPe
trade had not proved satisfactory.
all the daily and weekly papers uf the Star
LOST ITS SECOND
governing that arrangement had been was love, and there is love now’.
Breen, who appeared on the scene
short of marveb^us. and Purcell was
until and including Wednesday, February 7,
"You
had
been
drinking
for
two
or
.
a
o I “About three weeks prior to the as- about 10 minutes after the officers had
1923.
kicking out lots of hard ones.
altogether changed. For instance, a
tb-e
Presented by Sargent of Hancock.
°
sault on Christmas morning that made their raid, declared that the three days, had you not?” asked At
Welch made some particularly fine
Rockland
Polo
Team
Out

torney
Tirrell.
In
Feuate
Chamber,
Jan.
16,
1923
Read
and
preacher called to an Episcopal pulpit Phynis was not feeling the same to- pitcher had contained denatured alco
drives.
Putted. Sent down for concurrence.
"Yes,
awo
or
three
weeks.
Clark
in

receives the call because he is a mem- ward Ignazio that she had in the past, hol, and he had it for the purpose of
L ERNE«T THORNTON’. Sec.
classed By Pawtucket Last The score:
vited me to come ‘down and have a
House. Jan. 16. 1923. Read and Passed. In
her of that religious faith and is de- He saw’ things that caused him to be mixing with government shellac to put set-to. I bought flVe quarts, but don’t
Period
concurrence.
(
LYDE
K
CHAPMAN,
Clerk
Night—Rubber Game Fri 1 ^PawtucketFirst
on a ceiling.
—Welch
3.01
A true copy—Attest
sired to administer the affairs of thel ^Pve her love was cooling.
know how much I drank. 1 was in
“It had been his custom on Saturday
Deputy Condon testified also to see
L ERNEST THORNTON,
2 Pawtucket—Welch
4.27
toxicated
when
I
went.
The
sleigh
day
Night.
church in accordance with principles nights to t5kc home a razor, with which ing eight or »n drinking glasses on
11-16
Secretary of the Senate.
3 Rockland—Sk inner'
.09
capsized, and I don’t remember sit
common to the churches dedicated to! to shave Mr. Pellicano, and this was in the sideboard where the pitcher hail
Second Period
ting back into it, or anything else until
LEGAL AFFAIRS
The second game in the Rocklandthat faith. If the preacher finds in the his vest pocket on the morning of stood; also to having seen intoxicated I awoke at 8.30 that night on the out
4 Pawtucket—Welch
10.0a
The CoramiUee on Legal Affairs will give a
...
... . .
I-- » , „„ Christmas dav when the quarrel began. men on the premises. He had searched side of my bed.
5 Pawl ticket—Welch
2.22
public hearing In its rooms at the State House, Pawtucket series went last night to
process of time that his views have so
•
__ „
I As the result of this quarrel Ignazio the place on four occasions.
Augusta, on
the visitors, so that for the first time
Third Period
On cross examination Bacheider tes in THUttSDAY,
Febniary I. at 2 p. m. on the
changed as that lie is discovered to he I assaukwj the girl, cutting her with the
Breen did not take the stand. The
6 Rockland—Therrien
3.14
this season Rockland on Friday night
tified that he bought the five quarts
:
in violent opposition to the beliefs up- I razor once on the forehead, once on the defense was that the liquid was to use of liquor with which he started for following
7 Rockland—-St. Aubin
1.21
An Act to amend Section 47 of C hapter 211 will be forced to play a rubber game,
with
shellac,
and
when
Mrs.
Breen
the Public Laws of 1921 relating to motor
X Pawtucket—Healey
6.15
on which his admission to that pulpit ' bin and once on the throat. The first
Clark’s from a man named Fred Par of
vehLcles
used
lor
imbllc
hire.
with
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fate
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the
series
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poured
it
into
the
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it
was
the
act
two cuts were not serious; the third
Score, PawtiKket 5. Rockland 3.
tridge of Beech Hill. The liquor which
were founded, oughtn’t he to do the
An Act to incorporate the Grand Temple
might have been, and the girl after be- of a woman in a highly nervous con he gave away at the stable he bought Pythian Sisters of Maine.
St. Aubin’s team found two big Rushes, Mulvey 5, St. Aubin 6. Stops.
gracious thing and take his wares to
jn tke hospital a short time has re- dition who thought appearances would
An Artwto amend Chapter 399 of the Private stumbling blocks in its way. One was Jette 46. Purcell 44. Referee. Winsloxr.
from a man in Camden, who said he Laws
of 1885 relating to the First, Tenth and Cusick, whose real value as a halfback Timer, Davies. Scorer, White.
another market? That is what high- covered. She will probably carry a count against her husband.
was a fisherman the witness testified. Twenty-ninth Regimeutt AMocfeUon.
The jury was out only about 10 min He also acknowledged on cross exam
minded men in business would do. scar on her throat.
UE8DAY February «, at 2 |,. m.. on the | ls apparently just dawning on some of
The Community Food Fair at the
. .
, . _
•__________ „,s
I "Ardagna became remorseful after the utes, and returned a verdict of "guilty.” ination that he had been convicted on following:
j the fans. The sweep of his mighty
That is what men in politics would do.
,
...
, ..
An Act to amend section 22 of chapter 32 war dub seemed to reach from one Arcade, Rockland. Feb. 12-17, is to be
, affair, for the thing then presented lt- County Attorney Dwinal for the State: liquor charges a number of times.
To the average layman it looks as gej{ j„ jts jjCrrjtjje aspect. The Pelli- Tirrell and Emery for the respondent.
t|U“S re,lUn* ,r> Cof“or:Uel side of the rink to the other, and many the biggest ever. Thousands of samples
Then came the State's rebuttal U
and Stock Lists
1
.
’
. , ,
A second case of search and seizure which the jury evidently looked upo.t Records
though Dr. Percy Stickney Grant of j canos, through their counsel, Judge
An Act to amend section 9 of chapter 40 i well aimed Rockland attack perished will be given away, together with
of the Revised Statutes relating to Vnwu.hor- , at his doorway. The other stumbling many valuable gifts at the door.—adv.
New York ought to stand off and take Payson, brought a civil action to re- against Breen was immediately be as the nub of the case.
iud Advertlsra.MH.5 » Ortitl.il 1’ublte Ac- ( |(,oek in Rock|an,rB way was
th„
n-H
cover for the damages which had been gun, and Supreme Court history for
The witness was Charles Fred Miller uGunianis.
h-i»
•
a good look at himself.
j inflictK, Th{. ,ta]lan peop](> ,aw abi„. Knox county, at least, was made when
BURLEIGH MARTIN. Sec. I large and good natured Pawtucket goal
of Camden, who testified that Clark
Confidence In Uncle Sam
----tend.
---------------------1 ing and industrious took the matter up, Justice Deasy appointed Mrs. Eliza told him he had bought two bottles of
Tony WelcK joined the team last
The most recent issue of Treasury
Hasn’t this country troubles enough ‘°e«her with the brother from Law- beth Duffy of Camden as foreman of liquor from Bacheider Jan. 7, and that APPROPRIATIONS A FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
The Committee on Appropriations & Financial night and took the place of Jolly in Certificates has been over-subscribed
ronce, and civil actions were settled, the jury. So far as known she is the he had bought liquor frftni him many
at home.' Why take on the responsi- Ardagna turned his savings over to the first woman in Maine to have that dis times before. On cross examination Affairs will give a public hearing at the State the lineup.
Manager Mulvey an about 75 per cent, proving once more
House,
in Augusta, on
bilities of European complications,! family in order to make recompense as tinction. This case had to do with the Mr. Miller said that his conversation
THl'IGOAY February 1, 1923, at 2 p m, nounced that Jolly will be hack in the that the country is prosperous and that
seizure by Depifty Sheriff Condon, Oct. with Clark had been started by a re on ihe following resolve:
game Friday night, succeeding Mealey, the people have boundless faith in the
with their age-old hatreds, until we far as possible. He had previously
Ro&oive, in favor of the Kn3X Aoad?im of, frQrri which it is easilv seen that Paw- government at Washington.
given Phyllis jewelry, dresses, etc. She 18, of a half pint of alcohol.
mark
that
liquor
was
a
means
of
kill

Arts
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Sciences,
a
Corporation
organized
end
J
1’0?1 ?
“ 1S
"n
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shall have first cleared off some of our
The defense contended that it was ing Knowlton. Clark had come in existing under the law's of the State of Maine | Jtucket
desires to keep them and clings to the
will hawe the strongest team on
own incumbrances? When our more we(](jing ring. It is very probable that intended for external bathing pur and said that two bottles bought from located in Warren, in Mid Stale
, the floor that has yet come to the Ar
Girls Not Wanted in India.
12-13
THOMAS A SAUNDERS, ®eecade.
or less statesmen have discovered a these young people will again be united, poses, and to this end presented Dr. C Bacheider had made him sick.
Infanticide Is common In India, bnt
E.
Buchanan
as
a
witness.
The
physi

While
Rockland's
offense
last
night
The jury returned a verdict of guilty.
way to deal with the coal situation, and that their lives will be as they had cian testified that he had advised alco
PUBLIC UTILITIES
„ ...
... .
sometimes lacked the pep that it hao girls tire the chief victims. In one
dreamed they would.”
' The Committee on Tuhllc Utilities will give .
..
..
1
the railroad troubles, the outlawry and
public hearing in its rooms at the Slate shown in the preceding games, such community of .’U),(XX) people some years
Judge Emery referred to the fact that hol for that purpose. The jury was
The cases against Charles E. Burch
and crime everywhere manifest, the the respondent had been studying un almost as prompt as its predecessor and his wife, Marcia Burch, the former House, in Augusta, on
cannot lie said of the defense, for ago there was not n single girl.
had been in returning a verdict of
THURSDAY. Feb. 1, 1923, a< 2 P. -M In room
for search and seizure, and the tatter 113.
Ku Klux Kian rearing its ugly head, der a tutor, and that his one ambition “guilty."
,
for
illegal
deposit,
terminated
with
un
was
to
lie
a
gentleman.
An Act to Relieve the Town of Bootbbny
the serious problems arising out of
In the earlier case thp counsel for
looked-for suddenness Tuesday fore Harbor from die liability and duty to .uli or
"I think, your Honor,” said Judge
prohibition, and a number of other Emery, in closing, that the ends of the respondent had asked that certain noon when Theodore R- Sweetland furninh water for any (Hirpose to a portion of
the Town of Southport and the inhabitants
things with equal seriousness calling! justice would be met if the maximum instructions be given to the jury. took the stand and declared that the thereof by reason of Chapter 203 of the Pri
This Justice Deasy declined to do, and
premises had been engaged for him vate and Special Laws of 1903. By Hie same
for attention—then they may perhaps! line could be given in this instance, in exceptions were taken.
Petition of the Town of Boothhay
by Michael Ristanio, and that liquor gentleman:
“ Prison •’’‘‘ntence.
Harbor in favor of the same.
12-13
find time o attend to a fresh cargo of. ’’'’’a'1
• * « *
had been dsposited there hy the latter
Sherman Rokes, turnkey, confirmed
12 13
JAMES M BECKETT, Sec.
old world problems. But does the Judge Emery’s statement that the Pelli
State vs. Lewis Bacheider of Cam Sept. 21, without the knowledge of th
——
I
manner in which we dispose of our canos (parents of Phyllis) had visited den. This was an appealed case from Burches. Witness absolved Mr. and
JUDICIARY
Rockland Municipal Court, with "com Mrs. Burch from all responsibility.
The Connrtittee on Judiciary will give a nubown grave matters warrant any great Ardagna in jail.
OF OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF
It appeared from cross examination lic hearing in its rooms at the State House, in
Two Italian residents spoke very mon seller" as the charge, and was the
hope that we can smooth out the yet
Augusta, on
outgrowth
of
the
recent
death,
under
that
Sweetland
and
Ristanio
were
in
highly of the prisoner’s previous repu
TUESDAY, Febniary 6, at 2 P. M , on the
graver ones presented in the overseas tation. "He worked for me a year,” suspicious circumstances, of John D. partnership.
following :
Knowlton,
Jr.,
in
Camden.
“
Was
the
alcohol
intended
for
sale
situation? We wonder.
An Act to amend paragraph numbered one
testified Libby Paiailino, “and there was
Russell Turner, who wag employed asked County Attorney Dwinal.
under Section 1, Chapter 76 of the Revised
never any trouble. I consider him a
Statutes of Maine, relative to granting of
in
the
Carleton
stable,
Camden,
testi

"It
wouldn
’
t
he
kept
there
to
look
at,
”
nice young man.”
licenses for the sale of real estate by Probate
Assistant Secretary of the Navy
Courts
Medical Examiner G. L. Crockett said fied that he saw money pass for liquor replied Sweetland.
sold
by
Bacheider
to
Ferd
Harriman
An Act to amend Section 41 of Chapter 51
The
county
attorney
moved
that
a
Roosevelt has joined those who believe that the class of Italians to which the and that there was talk about the price
of the Revised Statutes as amended by Chap
verdict
of
“
not
guilty"
he
directed
and
prisoner
belonged
was
very
impulsive;
UNTIL FEBRUARY 12
ter
28 of the Public Laws of 1921, providing
the British debt to the United States
that the gill had spoken to Ardagna on being $7 a quart. Harriman drank in this was done by Justice Deasy, who for the payment of fees on Amendment <>f Purcould be partly liquidated by turning Christmas morning in a tormenting the stable, and treated others, includ said that this course met with his en poue.
We Shall Sell
All Act to amend Section 89 of Chapter 51 of ’
tire approval. Mr. and Mrs. Burch
the British islands in the West Indies and plaguing manner. Phyllis had told ing the witness.
the Revised Statutes, relative to Dissouiion of
"What
kind
of
liquor
was
it?
”
asked
were
at
once
discharged.
Corporal lzvns.
13-15
over to this country. He would give him that the whole thing was due to the county attorney.
Sweetland was immediately arrest
WEDNESDAY, February 7. at 2 P. M. on I
the people of those possessions control jealousy. ”1 am an honorary vice presi
“I thought it was whiskey,” was the ed, and in Municipal Court yesterday the following:
dent of the Sons of Columbus of
Resolve amending ttie Constitution of the
over their own government, but they America," said Dr. Crockett, "and I answer.
was found guilty of illegal deposit. He
of Maine so as to limit appropriations
“Are you familiar with intoxicating appealed to the April term, and gave Stale
for private Institutions and purposes until Dec
would be under the general protection know that leniency shown to this man liquor?"
31,
1930,
and so as to prohibit such appropria
bail in the sum of $560, with I. Berof the United States, and this country would meet with the approbation of all
“Quite familiar," the witness replied Uawsky and Ardie M. Johnson as sure tions after December 31, 1930.
Italians.”
THURSDAY, February 8, at 2 P. M , on the 1
with grim emphasis.
would get additional protection for the
ties.
"The State admits the previous good
following:
Leon Poland of Washington, 17 years
Panama Canal because of that fact. reputation of this man," said County
An Act to amend Section 62 of Chapter 211
of age, testified that Bacheider left
of the PublicvLaws of 1921, relative to motor
The plan has much merit in it, from Attorney Z. M. Dwinal, "hut it doesn’t two bottles of liquor with William
vehicles and law of the road and the speed of {
vehicles.
the point of view of both the United excuse the commission of an offense Clark, Limprock street, Camden, the
An Act to amend Section 5 of Chapter 184
of this nature. The girl’s life was same day (Sunday, Jan. 7) and that
States and Great Britain.
of the Public Laws of 1321 relating to ffic
nearly destroyed and it was not ,lie- Bacheider was intoxicated. On cross
Jurisdiction of the Public Utilities Commission
cause of any desire on the part of the examination the youthful witness ad
over certain motor vehicles.
13-16
respondent that she was not killed. mitted that he had been convicted of
THURSDAY, Februnry 8th, at 2 P. M , on
On June 30, 1922, the deposits in the
the
following:
There was also a gash on her arm
WARD CAUCUSES
An Act to regulate the right of way of vehi
country’s savings bunks amounted to which she received while defending breaking and entering when he was a
boy.
The Republicans of Rockland are hereby cles at intersecting public ways.
All our BOYS’ OVERCOATS AND SUITS AND
$18,087,493,000, compared with $16,618,- herself from further assaults.
An Act to amend Section 77 of Chapter 211
"You were probably surprised, as I notified to meet In Caudus in their severU
of ihe Public Laws of Nineteen Hundred!
“The girl is 16, he is 31. The fact was,” said Attorney Frank A. Tirrell, ward rooms
C95.000 on June 30, 1921. The whole
Twenty-one, relating toz/Ahe publication of
MEN’S AND BOYS’ MACKINAWS
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 8. 1923,
that he has paid the charges hns no to the jury, “that the State did not
monthly motor vehicle/regLsvtratIon lists.
period was under a Republican na
At 7.30 o'clock R. m.
hearing on the defense. While his repu produce Harriman and Clark as wit
is-w
tional government, and proves con tation must lie considered (and that
We Shall Sell At
for the purpose of nominating In each ward a
TUESDAY, February 6, ai 2 I’ M, on the i
nesses. But they are both here and I full ticket of ward officers; to elect for each
following
:
clusively that Republican policies he is not a hardened criminal is ad shall put them on the stand to testify ward
a member of the city committee for the
Au Act to amend Chapter 93 of tile Publie
20 PER CENT BELOW REGULAR PRICES
bring prosperity. It is the improvi mitted) it is a very serious offense, that Bacheider did not sell them liquor ensuing year; and to transact such other bus Laws of 1917, relative io giving checks or
iness as may legally come before said Caucuses, drafts on banks where maker lias not stiff.- |
and fell short of premeditated murder on the da'te mentioned."
dent, who would not save under any only a narrow margin."
eient funds.
MAYORALTY CAUCUS
Harriman testified that somebody
to amend Section 11 of Phaplar 127 1
♦ • • •
conditions, who are railing at the
The Republicans of Rockland are hereby noti of AntheActRevised
gave him a drink at the Carleton sta
Statutes relative to search
In the course of his summing up ble, and that there was conversation fied to meet in Caucus at City Council Room, warrants lor implements or gamtUng
Washington administration.
Spring St.
An Act to amend Sections 59 and 60. Chap- ,
Associate Justice L. B. Deasy said:
about how much the liquor cost, but
Friday. February 9, 1923, at 7.30 P. M.
ler 18. Revised Statutes relating to registra
“This is a case of assault with intent that Bacheider never sold him any.
14-16 !
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for tion or veterinary surgeons.
Goodbye, January, adoo. You've to kill, armed with a dangerous
Clark told of a dog trade with Bach- Mayor and to transact such otlier business as
THl'RSDAY, February 8, aj 2 P. M , on the
supplied us with all the snow and bit- weapon, and the penalty is imprison- elder. Witness had paid $20 for a may legally come before said Caucus.
following:
jNFW K,\GLAND
Per order
Au Act to amend Section 72
Chapter 211
,
,
f ment for not less than one year, nor pup. but the animal nearly tore the
of the Public Laws of 1921, relative tu penalty
REPUBLICAN (TTY COMiMITTEE,
ter weather that the heart of man m3re (kan 20 years. There is no pro- house to pieces over night, and he took
for
reckless
driving,
going
away
without
stop

WALTER U BUTLER, Chairman.
could wisli for. We're glad to see the vision for a fine instead of imprison him back and received his money. He
ping after an aecldcnt, usin« motor vehicles
MILTON M GRIFFIN, Secretary.
without aiithority.
14-16
ment, and if there was I should not invited Bacheider to come to his hous;
disappearing hack of you.
Dated at Rockland, Jan. 30, 1023.
W. T GARDINER. Sec
feel, in spite of the arguments of counThe January ttTrm nf Supreme Court,
which lapped over into February byreason of several postponements, will
probably adjourn today. With the eomIpletion of the criminal docket yester[day, the follow-ins sentences were pro-

4

11.40

11.40
1.89
1.69

7.94
7.42

6.95

i -

FIBRE CHAMBER RUGS

BURPEE

FURNITURE COMPANY

•»♦•

Mark Down Sale
MEN’S AND BOYS’

SUITS, OVERCOATS and MACKINAWS

Men’s $40. Overcoats and Suits, $32‘00

Men’s $38. Overcoats and Suits, $30-40

Men’s $35. Overcoats and Suits, $28*^

REPUBLICAN

Men’s $30. Overcoats and Suits, $2^«00

CAUCUSES

Men’s $28. Overcoats and Suits, $22’^

CWTHJNGz HOUSE

>

L

_4

r

,

V. L

,
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Every-Other-Day

Calk of the town

POLO

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan. 29 and 31 and Fob. 2 (Polo) Rockland
vs* Pawtucket.
Feb: 2—Candlemas—groundhog day.
Feb. 2—(Basketball) Rockland High vs. Lin
coln 4<**domy—boys ajid girls.
•Feb. 2 (7 15 p in ) —Illustrated lecture on
“The Bridges of Maine,'* by State Bridge En
gineer L. N. Edwards. of Augusta, auspices
WMMp’s Educational Club.
Feb. 2—Regular meeting of Woman’s Educa
tional Club, in Methodist vestry.
Feb 3—Knox Pomona Grange meets with
Pioneer Grange, East Union.
Feb. 6—Democratic mayoralty caucus In City
Council Rooms.
Feb. 7—Democratic ward caucuses.
Fdb. 7—Annual masquerade gift ball of the
Assistant Engineers of the Fire Department at
Che Arcade.
•Fob.®— Republican ward caucuses.
Feb 9—Republican mayoralty caucus in City
Council Rooms.
Feb. 9—Bahquet and Open Forum of th?
Chamber of Commerce at the Thorndike Hotel.
Fen. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday
Feb. 12—Open meeting of the Shakespeare
Society with Mrs G W. Smith, Summer streetFeb. 14—Ash Wednesday.
Feb- 14—St. Valentine’s day.
Fob. 12-17—The Community Food Fair at
Mie Arcade
Feb. 16—Rockland Lodge of Perfection meets
in Temple hall
Feb. 18—Lent begins
Feb. 19—Community Ball at the Arcade
Feb. 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist .Men’s
League.
Feb. 22—‘Washington’s Birthday.
March gl—Observance of State Sunday School
Day.
March 2—Partial eclipse of the moon, begin
ning 8 13 p m
March Id*—Rockland Lodge of Perfection and
Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem, meet
in Temple hall.

FRIDAY EV’G, FEB. 2
VS.

PAWTUCKET
Visitors will have strongest lineup
seen here this season and it will be
the rubber game of the series.

IF DREAMS COME TRUE!
Our mackinaws, the most popular and
practical of all coat£, are a combina
tion of comfort and style that boys
appreciate. Those who kick on wear
ing a big overcoat will kick into a
mackinaw with joy.
A winning assortment, models, colors,
patterns the newest.

$ I 2.00 garments,
$9.60
$ 8.50 garments,
$6.80
Men’s Cotton Half Hose in all
the desirable colors,
19c
Men’s Gray Cotton Sweaters,
sizes 38, 40,
89c
Boys Outing Flannel Pajamas
98c
New Spring Hats

The close season on Irigh buckled
overshoes seems to be over and there
are plenty of the bi-buckles in the
market.

_

•Claremont Commandery will hold
its monthly conclave next Monday
evening. Work on Orders of Red
Gross and Malta.

J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.

The new quarters of the Capital
1,'uncli in the Harold Robbins building
Tillson avenue/ are rapidly nearing
completion.

jJMMIKIEfldiMllgiiMhaiilOIIWM

The opening session of the “Bum
Inasmuch as there were no January
Elder Wilson of Vinalhaven conducts thaws, it is not out of order to hope Faggett” District School will be held
services in the Oosiwl Mission tonight that there will not be many February at tlie First Baptist church tomorrow
evening after the study classes. All
commencing at 7.30. Everybody wel (r<-<*-s.
young people who are interested will
come.
A controversy lias arisen as to tlie want to lie present and meet the new
J'erlty C./Miller un iron worker of eligibility of Willis Ayer in tlie Hand teacher, “Ichaibod Hackiburnum.”
the Snow Marine Co., was severely somest Man Contest. Several votes
At a meeting of the Boston school
scalded on the arm amt shouldea while had been cast for tlie jovial Brook
forking on the boiler of the trawler merchant when the question arose as board Monday night approval was ex
to ills age. He is still several months pressed of the proposed Massachusetts
Snipe yesterday.
under the limit and thus very much in daylight saving law, believing it to be
desirable to re-establish daylight sav
Will) the exception of a few cases of the running.
ing in the Eastern time zone.
whooping tough—not more than live—
and a few light cases of influenza,
('apt. John Husby of tlie I". S. Ship
The Postal Telegraph Co. expects to
which are little else than grippe. David ping Board steamship Capulan was in
L. McCarty, public health officer, is this eity and Camden Tuesday, having open its new office today and Manager
able to give Rockland the best of rec lately completed a very rough voyage. Frank C. Pratt takes real pride in his
ommendations for the midwinter sea Capt.-Husby. who was for a long time new plant. The office is next door to
son.
commander of the Borland yacht, went the Thorndike Hotel in the quarters
ir^to the Shipping Board service when formerly occupied by the Thomas
A marked Change in appearance of the war broke out, and has been in Sporting Goods Co.
a street always occurs with the command of several craft. His ship
erection or demolition of a building, sailed yesterday for Liverpool.
Four huge galvanized iron tanks, so
and this is noted in connection with
large that they necessitated the un
the recent tearing down of the old
Owing to bad weather conditions the hanging of several doors to insure their
structures on the George M. Simmons financial secretary of the Veteran Fire passage, attracted considerable attenproperty, Tillson avenue, where Mr. men's Association has been unable to I tion in front of the Rockland Hard
Simmons is to erect a new building in collect many dues. The members would ; ware Co.'s store yesterday. They were
the spring.
do H. L. Oxton a favor if they would j destined to go into a big flounder flshgo to the meeting Friday evening. At |erman now building in the yards of
What appeared to be an automobile last Friday night/s meeting 25 cap j W. A. & J. D. Morse at Friendship.
truck almost completely buried in badges were ordered: also the matter There were two 400-gallon tanks for
snow turned out to be the St. Clair & of attending the Charlestown, Mass., fuel oil and two 200-gallon tanks for
Atlen machine backed up to their front muster June 17, Bunker Hill Day, was water, the larger tanks weighing 1250
dqor for loading. The snow had been discussed. "If there is a muster in pounds each. The lot will be trans
thrown up to a considerable height Rockland this summer, and there will ported to Friendship by Bert Benner
in order to make the pathway.
lie one. mark me present.” writes Harry on a big double sled. This is only one
A. Mather from Northampton, X. H.. to of a series of big jobs completed by
Just received, an invoice of Ladies Secretary Lawry of the Veteran Fire Foreman Jackson’s crew for the
4-butkle Overshoes. low and military mens' Association. Harry wishes to be Morses. The present job is for the
Heel, at C. H. Morey’s, 2S6 Main St.—ad.
sixth flounder fisherman sent from the
I remembered to all the boys.
Morse yard to the Long Island Sound
fishing grounds.
Gome to tlie Fulier-Cobb-Davis store
Saturday, Feb. 3. at 2 p. m., where a
The mark down sale at the Davis
food sale will be held by the Christian Garment Shop will save you money on
Read Burpee’s Sale of Linoleum
Endeavor of the First Baptist chureii. Coats, Suits, Dresses, Skirts and Furs,
—adv.
12-14
13-1 *
Remnants on Page 2.—adv.

GOOD LIVING

COBB’S
SALTED

LIST

GREENS—Our Own Salting
and

SHOULDERS,

4

or CANNED J DANDELIONS

6

LBS,

or

HAM

to

or CORNED SPARERIBS,

or SALT

MACKEREL or

GREENS

SALT SALMON
15c for

stew beef, corned beef, pie meat

We have the Best
POTATOES
$1.00 bushel
The best allround
FLOUR—COBB’S
$1.00 per bag

Small Native
ROAST PORK
25c pound

STRAWBERRIES

We Have

BRUSSELL
SPROUTS

calf’s Liver

Our Own Link
SAUSAGE
25c
SAUSAGE MEAT
25c

While it lasts

BELGIAN ENDIVE MONARCH COFFEE
SPINACH
None Better, 45c
3 pkgs. $1.00
RIPE TOMATOES
ICEBERG LETTUCE
BOSTON LETTUCE
CAULIFLOWER

Wonderful
POP CORN
4 lbs. 25c

GREEN PEPPERS
CELERY

FLORIDA
GRAPE FRUIT
3 for 25c

SWEET PICKLED
HAM
Delicious

Largest Size
NAVEL ORANGES SMOKED HAMS 29c
Sliced
4 for 25c

FLORIDAS
4 for 25c

All Sizes
FOWL & CHICKENS

SCALLOPS
HADDOCK -FRESH NATIVE
HALIBUT
CLAMS
MACKEREL <

‘

LB.

ENDS

BEET

or BONELESS LEAN BEEF,

Coasts,

15c

or CANNED SPINACH

or FRESH SPINACH or FRESH

pot

OYSTERS

Portland Grocers want 48 hours' notice to deliver an order.
Give us I hour; we will be there.

CUALlTY

The committee on charter revision
will report at next Monday night’s
meeting of the City Government.

ROCKLAND

Trawler Medric puts to sea today.

SMOKED

Past Grands will work the initiatory
degree in Knox Lodge next Monday
night.

COBB’S

SERVICE

There’s a good deal of crowing be
ing done at Ingraham Hill where A. C.
Ingraham lives. The cause of It all is
his flock of 18 May pullets which laid
328 eggs in the month of January.
There’s no blooded stock in the outfit,
and the hen pen isn’t deeprated with
blue ribbons, but when it comes to de
livering the goods, Fred's biddies are
sure on the job.

Dr. F. B. Adams leaves tomorrow
Maine Central section hands rubbed I
for Jacksonville, where he will remain their eyes Tuesday afternoon when j
until' the first of April.
they received orders to go out ahead of ]
the late afternoon train with the snow
Tomorrow is ground-hog day. Of plow. There was no snow on the11
course you can recite all the little dit tracks here and no sign of snow com- j
ties: and of course you believe in ail ing. but over on the western end of the
of them.
division, where there had been no rain ,
to form a crust the snow was blowing j
“1 never had things go so easily or
in on the tracks at an alarming rate. ■
see space taken so readily.” said A. W.
Gregory, veteran Food Fair secretary Hence the call for a "plow train.”

in speaking of this year’s fair. Everyspace was taken some time ago and re
arrangement necessary to accommodate
late comers. There will be a greater
number of samples than ever before
and many exceptional attractions have
been booked. It promises now to far
surpass any previous effort in both ex
hibitions and financial returns.

News lias been received here of the
death in South Gardiner Monday nf
George Wesley Oliver, father of Mrs.
Ella D. Crockett, widow- of the late
.Jonathan Crockett of Rockland. He
was the son of Robert and Eunice Oli- I
-er and was born Sept. 14, 1849, ini
Freedom. Besides his wife, he leaves I
two daughters, Mrs, Crockett of!
Public Health Officer David L. Mc South Gardiner, and Mrs. Philip Smith
Carty. wlio recently bought the Fred of Portland. The funeral was he'd
B. Robbihs residence on Grace street, .yesterday from his late home.
is now comfortably installed in his newhome. The house at the corner of Lin
Polo fans should not overlook the
coln and Grove streets, which he oc fact that the present series between
cupied seven years, is at present va Rockland and Pawtueket is the tautest i
cant.
that has been played in the Arcade this ,
season. Rockland won the first game |
Woodbury M. Purington, the veteran
to 2; Pawtucket came back last night
jeweler, died at his home on Park street with a 5 to 3 win, and the public is
at 2 o’clock this morning aged 81 years. given a line opportunity to guess how
The funeral services will be held in the Friday night's game will come out. It i
Congregational church Sunday after; is the first time this season that a rub
boon at 2 o’clock.
ber game lias been necessary to de- I
_______
»
cide a series. Pawtucket tomorrow
The House-Sherman, Inc., will give night will have four men who have
a radio concert at the meeting of the played in the National League—Welch,
Woman’s Educational Club Friday Jolly, Cusick and Jette. But Rockland
evening, in addition to tlie regular pro is going after that game, hummer and
tongs.
„
gram.
Atkins. Pease, Inc., might bo tlie
name of a new telegraph company
which is conducting an exclusive short
line service on Grove street. Having
had some experience shinning freight
cars Al. is developing much skill as a
pole climber.
Captain George W. Hovey, C. A. C.,
inspected the local company Tuesday
night, and found a goodly percentage
of the members out for drill. The com
pany is installing a new dummy gun.

The week of Feb. 12-17 will see one
of the biggest and best Food Fairs
ever held in Rockland. The sale of
tickets to date has been exceptionally
large and there is every indication
that a goodly sum of money will be
realized to provide an Athletic Field
for the High School. This is one of
the pressing needs of the community
and should have the whole hearted
support of every citizen. One busi
ness man remarked when he displayed
three tickets, ”1 am willing to buy
three more if it becomes necessary for
I know every dollar taken in on the
sale of tickets goes towards buying the
field for our boys and girts.” Many or
ganizations in the city have offered
their he|p to the committee in charge
of the fair but it remained for the
newly reorganized Rockland Concert
Band to demonstrate what real service
was. This excellent organization com
posed of 24 of Knox County's best
musicians, is playing at greatly re
duced prices for the week. This is an
excellent example of real public spirit
and every person or organization
needing a band in the future should
remember this before considering out
of-town bands.
A runaway with ail the thrills of a
Bill Hkrt movie started its hair rais
ing course down by Mont Trainer’s
restaurant yesterday when A. D,
Bird’s delivery pung got away to a fly
ing start and according to hazy re
ports of onlookers, side-swiped a pung
belonging to tho Deep Sea Fisheries
Co. and Miehael Hailigan's truck at
the corner of Tillson avenue. The fish
pung started south but was stopped
before going far.
The *Bird outfit
went down Tillson avenue and in some
miraculous way apiieared on Main
street at the Brook, shedding part of
his outfit at every bound. At the cor
ner of Lindsey street lie took to the
sidewalk with the result that the last
fractions of the puug were left tang
ling on a liydraut and pedestrians ran
for their lives. In front of the Wooster
market the flying hoofs actually
gouged paint from the baby carriage
of Mrs. Marguerite Johnson, but no
damage was done. The badly fright
ened animal was caught near Rankin
Bloek.

Glenn A. Lawrence, Fred C. Black
and Henry B. Bird attended the an
nual convention of the National Canners' Association in Atlantic City, N.i
J., last week. There was a large dele- j
gation present from the Maine Can- (
ners’ Association, the corn packers be-!
ing especially well represented. It was
one of the largest conventions the Na
tional Can ners' Association ever held
The amount of canned goods in the
hands of packers was reported to be
considerably smaller than last year.
Among the Maine delegates were
Carus T. Spear of Bangor, formerly of
this city; and E, D. I-ehan of Portland,
well known here. Mr. Black made !
II
isits in Boston and New York.
____
|
Inquiry among coal dealers this '
morning reveals a situation that is de
scribed by ’the word “tight,” with pat-11
rons only too glad to take anythingj |
they can get. M. B. & C. O. Perry and
Fred R. Spear have barges on the way. I
and within a week or ten days it is j
expected that the city will be on Easy
Street as far as the present winter is
concerned. The federal building has less
than its usual supply, but will have
no difficulty in getting along until
spring. The Court House burned wood
the early ijart of the winter, and is o. I
k. Most of the churches have a tol-1
erably good supply. It doesn't look as
though there would be actual suffering,
in Rockland this winter on account of'
coal shortage.

GUN CLUB ELECTS
T. J. Foley Is Again President J
—Committee To Seek New:
Quarters.
The annual meeting uf the Rockland j
Gun Club was held in the Thorndike
Hotel Monday evening and was the
jolly and enthusiastic sort of an affair j
that has come to be expected. After |
the banquet the business meeting j
elected as trustees for the ensuing
year: W. H. Spear, Dr. W. M. Spear.!
T. J. Foley, R. L. Knowlton and C. W.,
Creighton, Jr. of Thomaston.
A meeting of the trustees elected.
these officers: T. J. Foley, president; I
C. W. Creighton, vice president; J. F.j
Burgess, secretary and treasurer.
The most important piece of busi- j
ness was the appointing of a commit
tee to endeavor to locate satisfactory
quarters for the club. For several
years the organization lias felt the
need of a more commodious home than I
the Oakland Park structure and Dr.
W. II. Spear, E. S. Bird and B, B.
Smith will try to remedy the condition.
This club is one of the city’s live in
stitutions and since its incorporation
in 1916 has come to occupy a real po
sition in the social and sporting
scheme of tilings. It has tiflten lively
interest and has supported its position
financially when public welfare de
manded.

Page Three

PERRY’S
THE CORNER GROCERY

/

TELEPHONES 796—797

OTf

—

'

ROASTS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8c, 10c, 12c
BONELESS ROAST.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... 25c
CORNED BEEF.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 8c, 10c, 12c
BONELESS CORNED BEEF 16c, 18c, 20c
Finest Quality—Cut from Heavy Western Steers

PORK ROAST, very lean ........ 21c
PORK CHOPS, middle cuts.. .. ..... 25c
FRESH PIG PORK, fat & lean mixed 15c
PORK STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 35c
All cut from Young Tender Pigs

Whole or Half

Sv ift

28c '
Sliced to Fry

40c
(Swift

Pea Beans, quart ... 16c
Fancy Walnuts .... 32c
Maine Corn, 3 cans 40c
Seeded Raisins, pkg. 17c
Pink Salmon, can . ..15c

Seedless Raisins pkg 17c
Bulk Dates, 2 lbs... . 25c
Anchor Dates 3 pkg. 25c
B&G Pea Beans can 20c
Bulk Cocoa, 3 lbs. . . 25c

PIG’S LIVER, 2 pounds.. .. .. .. ......... 25c
BEEF LIVER, 2 pounds.. .. .. .. .. ........ 25c
HAMBURG STEAK, 3 pounds.... 25c
FLOUR—guaranteed, per sack .... 90c
Cloverbloom Creamery Butter .... 60c
Finest Quality Dairy Butter.. .. ...... 50c
SMOKED SHOULDERS, best quality 15c
HOME MADE SAUSAGE, lb.. .. ...... 30c
DEAN’S SOUR KROUT, lb.. .. .. ...... 10c
25c
SPANISH ONIONS, 3 lbs.
EVAPORATED MILK, can.. .. ......... 10c
CRANBERRIES, quart.. .. .. .. .. .. ......... 15c
BULK OATS or MEAL, 6 lbs.. ........ 25c
ORDER

EARLY

ANOTHER OLD SCHOOLHOUSE
In the Days When Shoes Were Made
Out of Dad's Bootlegs.

BORN
Sidelinger—HMckney Corner, Jan. 23, to Mr.
and Mrs. Burtellc R Sldelinger, a son.
Beverage—North Haven. Jan. 24, to Mr and
Mrs Kay Beverage, a son
Mi Her—Kn»; Appleton, Jan. 24, to Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Miller, a son.
Hilton- Waldoboro, Jan. 26, to Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Hilton, a son.
Robinson—-Warren, Jan 29. to Mr. and Mrs
Ralph Robinson, a daughter, Verna Olive.
Chapman Thoniastwu, Jan. 39. to Mr. and
Mrs Loren W. Chapman, a. daughter, DoroMiy
Maxine.
•
/

Editor of The Couric,r*Gazette:—•
I notice that some who are a good
distance from their former homes say
they are interested to read in your
columns the accounts of old schoolhouses. Let me write something of my
boyhood days.
DIED
1 can well remember the first day I
Purington Rockland, Fob I, Woodbury M.
went to school, some 70 years ago. I Purington, aged 81 years, Funeral Sunday
at 2 o’clock in Congregational
will give a little description of the old afternoon
church.
house, where our parents had gone to
Sargent Attleboro, Mass. Jan. 29, Mrs Mary
school before us. It was about 35 Sargent, formerly of Rockland, aged 91 years.
Gregory Haverhill, Mass, Jan 31, Belle M .
feet square, with a hip roof. The floor wife of Hiram Gregory, formerly of Rockland
was
level
in
the
center,
for
about
10
Funeral
services in Haverhill, Saturday at 2
The regular weekly meeting of the
feet rising on each side lo an elevation o’clock.
directors of tlie Chamber of Commerce
Harwood -Hope. Jan 28, Raymond II . . oi
of perhaps a foot. The scats were of Mr. altid Mrs. Arthur Hatowood, aged IS
was held Monday evening a^ the Cham
made of 2-inch plank mortised into 4- years. 2 months, 29 days
ber of Commerce'rooms, at which many
Thompson North Appleton, Jan. 28, Anrbro o
Inch timbers pinned down with 1-inch
matters were discussed, among them
Thompson, aged 70 years
rods of pine, some sticking up an inch
Clark -Rockport, Jan. 30, Sarah, widow o’
being thp advisability of establishing a
or more for us to stub our toes on. John II. Clark, aged 72 years. 2 mouths, 2»
Credit Bureau. This is in line with
INFORMATION WANTED
days.
Funeral 2 p. lu. Thursday from r<
, There were three rows of desks on
Chamber of Commerce activities in
of daughter. Mis W'm Spear
J each side; the boys had one side, the deuce
Harwood
Hope, Jan. 28. Raymond Harwood,
other communities and a personal ser
Mrs. John L. Youqg writes from
18 years.
vice rendered to the mercantile mem Weymouth, N. S„ under date of Jan. girls the other. The place was quite aged
Storer
Waldoboro,
Jan. 26, Miss Susan A.
bers of every Chamber. A survey is 29, saying that she has lost all trace a surprise to me.
Storer, aged 74 years
I
got
along
quite
well.
At
first
I
sat
Mahoney
Portland,
Jan. 31. Frank Mahonvv
being made of Rockland to determine of btr husband who was working in
of Soutli Thomaston.
whether a eity nf this size would bene the Adams quarry (presumably liock- with my aunt. It was the rule to go
Wiggin
Rockland,
Jan.
31, Elvira A. Wiggin,
fit by having a Credit Bureau. Another laqrt) when last heard from six weeks out into the floor to recite, so my aunt aged 66 years.
put her shawl under my head and I
matter brought up for discussion was ago. Mrs. Young says that she has
identification cards or more commonly telegraphed to his people and another went to sleep, while she went to toe
the line in the floor arid recite her les- i
called membership cards, and in the friend, but lias received no reply. Shi
very near future cards will be issued ts sick and penniless. The Courier- son. The thought came to me Unit I
had better turn over, so turn over I |
to every member of the Chamber. Gazette will be pleased to hear from did and I went rolling down under the |
These cards arc small enough to plat- anybody who can throw light on the
seats to tlie center of thi room. That |
in a pocketbook and are valuable es unfortunate situation.
was no place for me, so I got out andl
pecially to a member who is in other
ran for home. On the way I met u,
communities and wishes information
Just received—ladies’ 4-buckle over neighbor’s hog that had big cars, lie!
BOUGHT AND SOLD
from the Chamber of Commerce in the shoes—L. E. Rlaekington.—adv. 14-lt scared me still mb re, so I took to a log ]
—IN—
town in which he is. Upon presenta
fence, where my aunt found me.
tion to the secretary of any other
One of tlie fair committees of the
New York and Boston
In those days we had no such com
Chamber of Commerce it Immediately Congregational Chruch will hold a forts to wear on our feet as pupils have,
Markets
opens avenues of service which would cooked food sale at Burpee's Furniture today. I have been many a day 'to
not be available under any other cir store, at 2 o’clock Saturday afternoon. school with shoes my father made out
For
Cash
or carried on
cumstances. This in itself is a unique —adv.
of his bootlegs, wading through deep
service which the Chamber of Com
Margin
over
snowdrifts.
Sometimes a neighbor
merce renders to its membership with
OUR PRIVATE WIRES
Sale of linoleum remnants at Bur would take bis oxen with a long sled
out any extra charge.
and carry us to school.
pee’s Saturday at 10.—adv.
To New York and Boston
The old schoolhouse is now vacant
and going to ruin, hut I love to just
Tho Community Food Fair at the
peek in once in a while and think of
Arcade, Rockland. Feb. 12-17. ls to bo
the good times I have had in it. Most
the biggest ever. Thousands of samples
of my old scfloolmates are dead or
will be given away, together with
uway. I realize t can't give the
many valuable gifts at the door.—adv.
The Boston Sunday Globe moved
E. A. Rogers, Manager
old schoolhouse many more calls, as I
is in great demand.
ROCKLAND—PHONE 822
am nearly 76. Hoping this may in
The Community Food Fair at the
LIVERMORE FALLS
B. T. Overlock.
It has made a marked in terest some.
Arcade, Rockland. Feb. 12-17, ts to be
AUGUSTA
LEWISTON
Liberty, Me., Jan. 30.
tlie biggest ever. Thousands of samples crease in circulation during

STOCKS AND]
BONDS

GROWING-GROWING

will be given away, together with
many valuable gifts at the door.—adv.
13-14

the past year.
Know the tremendous pull
To make sure of your copy
of the Boston Sunday Globe, ing power of Courier-Gazette
Just received—ladies' 4-buckle over order the paper regularly from
shoes—L. E. Blackington.—adv. 14-lt your newsdealer or newsboy. fids.
r

Kenney & Greenwood
Inc.

BATH
PORTLAND
BERLIN, N. H.
Send for free copy of January
issue of The Inveetors' Pocket
Manual.
K-l®
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bj-

Sidney
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SYNOPSIS

l
CHAPTER I.—Disliking the prospect of

a month's visit to her austere aunt. Lady

Hfythvg Lambe, at Jervaulx abbey, and
her cousin. Alexander Lambe. Aimee. vi
vacious daughter of the Very Reverend
Viscount Scroope, la in a rebellious mood.
CHAPTER II.—She wanders into the
park, there encountering a strange youth
In trouble with a motorcycle. He laugh
ingly Introduces himself as "Billy." Amer
ican. The two cement the acquaintance
by a ride on the motorcycle, the, "Flying
Sphinx.” and part. With Georgina Ber
ners. her cousin, Aimee sets out for Jer
vaulx. On the way she decides that Geor
gina shall Impersonate her at Jervaulx.
while she goes on a holiday. Georgina's
horrified protest is unavailing.

CHAPTER III.-Happy ln her new free
dom, Aimee again meets "Billy." He tells
her his name is Spencer, and she gives
hers as Amy Snooks, at presest "out of a
Job." Billy offers to take her into part
nership in relllng the Sphinx. In a spirit
of mad'ap adventure, she accepts. The
two proceed to the town of Stanhoe. tak
ing separate lodgings in Ivy cottage.

CHAPTER IV.—That night Aimee visits
Georgina and learns that the deception
has not been discovered. By her dominant
personality she compels Georgina to con
tinue the subterfuge.

CHAPTER V.—On a trial spin next day
on the Sphinx, with Billy, Atmee almost
collides with a carriage in which are her
aunt, Georgina and Alexander. The pair
escape unrecognized.
CHAPTER VI.—Georgina learns that
Lord Scroope is coming to visit Lady Ery
thea and. realizing what will happen on
bis arrival, is in hopeless bewilderment.

CHAPTER VII.—While Aimee is secretly
▼laiting Georgina at Jervaulx, the place is
burglarized. Aimee escapes.
CHAPTER VIII.—Georgina learns, with
much relief, that Atmee has got away.
CHAPTER IX.—Police Inspector Panke
decides that the robbery is the work of
"Jack the Climber" and "Calamity Kate."
noted thieves, who travel on a motorcy

cle.

CHAPTER X.—Billy, aware of his
>artner's” nocturnal Jaunts. Is troubled.
e follows her. on the Sphinx, to Jer
vaulx. He hears the commotion, at once
auapecta burglary, and follows two figures
on a motorcycle who are apparently in a
desperate hurry. Cornering the pair. Billy
knocks out a man who attempts to shoot
him. picking up a package the fellow hau
dropped. He discovers the other fugitive
to be a woman Stopping to aid her. she
■trlkea him with a stone, rendering him
unconscious, and the pair escape.

3

Begun in January 25th issue,
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CHAPTER XI

V

Back

“What do you want to see. me
“Certainly 1 could.
Why, they'll
PARK THEATRE
about?” she said sternly.
never find meWith
his
sunniest
smile,
Billy
“Gome up here," said Billy, leading
“Grandma's Boy" is hailed as Harold
A Gambler’s Chance.
I/oyd's mesh pretentions comedy In a
Billy siared straight before him. the way along the cave, which turned
line-up of tuugn-producijjg photo
a long curve, narrowing to a very
When at last he found hls voice, it
plays that have not had one mark
hnd so dazed a tone that Aimee hardly small space. At the end stood the
against them. Lloyd's newestjiomedy
recognized it. lie laid a hand on her Sphinx.
is always a step forward, and “Grand
‘She'll have to stay here, too.
shoulder.
ma's Boy" Is a mighty big stride
There
’
s
a
bit
of
risk
to
that
—
hut
very
"This thing’s got me guessing,” said
—XL ahead.
Lloyd is seen as' a bashftif- small
Billy slowly. “I—I don't know what—” little. We can't lielp It. In tlie pan
nicr-iuse you'll find iron rations, a
town hoy. afraid of Ids own shadow.
"Of course, you never thought twice
When his little old»fashioned grand
about it. And no more did I!” said can-opener, biscuits, an’ chocolate. 1
mother comes to his rescue with her
Aimee. “I didn't care 1 And I don't always carry thos“. Down the pit
great wisdom and teaches him the
care now! or I wouldn't if it wasn't ronder, Just hy the aider bush, is a
meaning of self-confidence, he makes
spring
of
water.
That
settles
sup
for Dad. But people—it’s all this mis
the sleepy little town of Blossom Bend
plies.
erable
sentiment — that's
what’s
—and the Girl in particular—sit up and
"Now, the first deal is to keep you
wrong."
take notice that the worsn has turned!
At the Park today and Friday. Ad
A
“Yes’" said Billy dizzily. "Well—" right out of tlie way. For a few
hours, perhaps for a day or more—
mission prices 28c floor,' 17c' balcony.
"And now—why, the police are look
I can't say how long. But we've got
Matinee and night.
<
ing for a man and woman on a motorComing Saturday WilSam Russell
Cj.c|e. an(j they’ll find out we were to put up a bluff. And you’ll he at
will be seen ln his latest production
least as safe here as unywhere In tin
at Ivy cottage. They’ll get my de
"Mixed Faces." In this picture, which
British isles.
scription. And even when they find
deals with the intrigue and iinderhand
“Our best chance is that the police
out who I really am"—
methods of small town polices, Rus
may get the bracelets onto the real
Billy drew tn his breath sharply.
sell plays a dual role, two tythfe entire
thieves right away. I’m not much
ly opposite in their character, but ex
“Georgie told me It was my finish—
actly alike in appearance.'
even before this silly burglary hap- stuck on tiiat chance. Police, wher
pene,]
One of the characters is that of
continued Aimee gloomily. ever you strike 'em, are—well, they're
just police. We're in a lot more dan
Jimmie Gallop, -hustling salesman of
“Georgie knows about these sort of
the Outkwik Fire Extinguisher com
things. It lsn'fthe burglary that mat get- from them than that dead-beat
pilin', and the other is Judge Granger,
who tiroke Into Jervaulx, and the fe
ters. I could get over that. It's this—
candidate for mayor of the town on a
male rattlesnake he had along. The
this other thing."
“votes for women.” and reform ticket.
police mustn’t get you, nt any price.
Billy was silent.
The theme of the tale Is based on the
And—thoy mustn't get me either.
“The Idea Is.” continued Aimee, with
striking resemblance of Jimmie and
Only there’s more to it than that.
the judge.
the same remarkable calm, “that I’ve
Half a hundred things. There's a
The salesman not only causes con
lost my character; like a housemaid
Bi-lly Laid Before Her the Lambe Em siderable trouble with the judge's po
mighty tangled deal in front of me.
that’s been stealing, or a groom
erald*.
Now, I'm going to sail right In. All
litical aspirations, hut wins his'flancee
caught selling the com.
Only I
as well.—adv.
you've got to do Is lie here in tills
haven't been caught—yet.
opened the leather case nnd laid be
cache till about seven or eight o'clock.
"But—If Dad knew!
You don't
fore her tlie Lambe emeralds.
I’ll be bnck here by then. If I'm not,"
EMPIRE THEATRE
know my father, Billy. I couldn't ex
said Billy quietly, “it’ll he because
plain him to you. Dad is just about
CHAPTER XIII
I've fallen through. You het your life
The announcement that Marj- Pick
the dearest thing that ever lived—In
won't. But—if I don't get here by
ford will be seen in her United Artists
hls way. But he belongs to a time
“Very Good, My Lady.”
production. "The Ixive Light." a grip
then, you must throw your hand In
about two hundred years back. Mother
“Do these Interest you, madame?” ping emotional drama, at thc Empire
just get straight to your father,'best
would understand; but not Dad. It's
Theatre today (Thursday) is one that
way you can. Do you promise that?" said Billy simply.
hls creed that a girl mustn’t be even—
Lady Erythea stared as though the is bound to prove of great interest to
Y-yes! But tell me what you're
suspected. It was only tonight Geor
green gems hypnotized her. Then, her thousands of admirers.
going to do, Billy!” she said breath
“The Ixive Light” Is the story of a
gina told me this thing would—well.
with a little gasp of Joy, she lifted
lessly.
little Italian girl ln an Italian ftthlng
It would break his heart. And I know
I can't tell you anything. I'll have them from the case with trembling village hidden away among the cliffs
him; I see she's right If you and
to play the hand as it's dealt me; It fingers. It was one of the rare occa bordering on the Mediterranean in
I—"
just depends hew the cards fall. And sions of her life when Lady Erythea Northern Italy. How' the tittle girl
"Stop!” said Billy hoarsely. “Don't
presides over the family of her or
don't you worry any!" he said ear exhibited emotion.
say any more. I—I've got to think nestly. “If you get doubtful or scary,
She laid down the necklacfc and phaned brothers, how a, great tragedy
■omes into her life, tho final realiza
this thing out."
Just wash it right out of your mind, looked at Billy as one might regard tion with its accompanying sacrifice,
Before she
Aimee found that he had suddenly an’ sny this: ‘Billy's running tlie tiling a materialized angel.
left her. Presently she became aware for me, an’ he'll see me through!' I'm could speak, however, Mr. Alexander makes not only an uhuslial story for
the screen, but is a startling innova
of the outlines of hls big figure, stand off. Shake!"
Lambe entered the room.
tion for Miss Pickford herself.
It
has
heen
said
that
Mr.
Lambe
’
s
ing motionless just outside the cave
With a sudden gesture Aitnee pul
On the same program wjii be seen
He was there quite a long time. Al both her hands in his. Ho gave them eyes were large. They expanded In Mack Sennetts raving revelations of
mee sat where she was, twisting her a crushing grip, and broke into the describably when he saw the Lambe matrimonial mishaps.
After producing screaming two-reel
necklace lying on the table. He closed
handkerchief between her fingers. She sunniest smile.
comedies galore and several equally
felt very much calmer. The trouble
"We sure are seeln' llfe, partner!" tlie door softly behind him, and ap funny five-reelers. Mack Sennott has
and the stress were now with Billy.
proached the table in an awestruck
he chuckled.
succeeded in even surpassing ills for
He came hack, nnd stood over her
Aimee repljed with a rather tremu manner.
mer impressive comedy creations In his
He
glanced
from
the
emeralds
to
“I'm a coyote,” he said quietly lous laugh. The nest moment Billy
newest five-rpe! super picture, “Mar
“What I need is a quirt laid across had dropped her hands, nnd was gone Lady Erythea’s face, and then, some ried Life." Today only (Thursday).—
me. I've been a fool.'
.advOnce clear of the crag-pits. Billy what sternfy, at Billy.
“How did you come by these?" said
“Not a bit!” said Aimee quickly made for the road by another route.
The Community Food Fair at the
"How should you know?”
While climbing a gate he glanced nt Lady Erythea, pointing to the em
Arcade, Rockland. Feb. 12-17, is to be
eralds.
Suddenly
she
presented
the
“It was my business to know
the luminous dial of his wrist watch
he biggest ever. Thousands of samples
There isn’t any excuse. But—things and omitted a whistle of consterna ear-trumpet at Billy. "Explain!”
will tic given away, together with
The ear-trumpet startled Billy a nany valuable gifts at the door.—adv.
tion. Aimee's account of herself was
are so different, where I come from
And I don't know anything about absorbing, but he did not realize till little. He felt—so he declared to
13-14
women. We think a lot of women now what an unconscionable time Aimee afterward—ns If Lady Erythea
down my way, but we don’t talk about they had spent in the cave. The night had tlie drop on him. But Ids face,
STICKNEY CORNER
as he answered, was ingenuous ns a
them—much. Partner, this thing I've was nearing Its close.
baby's.
let you in for through my foolish
Billy avoided the roads. He struck
Arthur McArthur and Charlie Car
“I wns passing,by your park gates gill have gone to Warren where they
ness—It’s broken me all up.
rigtit across country and reached Ivj
“Because I’m Lord Scroope’s daugh
cottage with as little loss of time as early this morning, on my way to Sy have employment.
Mrs. Miles G. Pitcher was called to
possible. But the eastern sky wa- derford. It was past one, an’ the
ter?"
“No!” said Billy shortly. “Be the rapidly ligliten'ng when he arrived house was dark. When I got to the Augusta to see her brother Perley
same if you-were his housemaid. But Entering the garden with extreme can place where the lane turns into the Miller who was operated..on for ap
But I'll bet it’s enough What’s to be! it's up to me to see you clear—you tlon, Billy found everything quiet. He road I heard a motorcycle coining up pendicitis at thb Maine Otneral Hos
pital.
done?"
climbed the trellis deftly, nnd heaved behind, h—1 for—coining mighty
and him, too. And I'll do It.
Murdock Cramer who Is away at
"Hear my side of It!” said Billy,)
quick," said Billy, turning pink. "It tending school, had to come home on
His voice was so confident that himself through Aimee's window.
dropping on his knees and producing Almee's trouble fell away from her,
With a certain sense of embarrass came rigid by me, pretty near out of account of sickness for a few days.
the Jewel case. “Here's tha first as a sun-ripened chestnut sheds Its ment Billy swept the walls with his control. It hadn't nny lights, there
James Cargill who has been in the
Item!"
torch, unhooked the blue dust-cloak' was a bend just nh£ad, an' I heard Maine General Hospital at Ad^usta
prickly husk.
has returned home.
He opened the case and shone the
that hung on the door, folded it small, it crash.”
"What are we to do then, Billy?”
Elmer Cramer is working for W, E.
torch upon It. Aimee gave a little
Billy delivered this witb a beautiful
and packed it Inside his jacket. That
“It seems to me,” said Billy gently
Keene.
•
cry. Billy explained briefly how he “that the simplest way Is the best wns the main object of tlie expedition. fluency into the ear-trumpet.
Cyrus Jones and son Willie were
had come hy the gems. He said little way. Let's you an' me go to the old
He also annexed a cake of soap, a
"I Just ran in on them," pursued
They report much
about the struggle; that point was as mnn. No use talkin' about It here, towel and ,a brush and comb—these Billy, “for I didn't have to stop an' here Saturday.
better roads in the upper part of the
sore as the side of his head. The best I’ll put it straight for you, partner.
latter lie liad himself bought for Altnee figure it out that an outfit traveling town than In the central locality.
of us have our pride.
at Syderford on the first morning. tiiat way witii lights out at one In
“No!
George Rhodes was a business call
“One of them knocked me out for a
“I hope I can make him see sense- Billy again descended the trellis, tlie morning was up to any good. They er here Saturday.
spell, and like a fool I let ’em get even if he's two hundred years old
Chester Grierson who has been here
raked over his footprints carefully, were Just picking themselves up when
away,” he said. “I guess I didn't get as you say. It's all my fault. It isn
and with all possible speed shook tiie I arrived, and they went for inc—” with his family the past few weeks,
He was ac
all the goods, but this looks like an yours—not one scrap of It. I won
mud of Ivy cottage from his feet.
|
“Was it a nijn and a woman?" ex has returned home.
companied hy his brother Robert.
ace flush to ma.”
It was broad daylight when he had claimed Mr. Lambe,
say much—but come right along with
Mrs. A. L. Moore and granddaughter
"How splendid yon are I" cried Ai me to your father now—an’ leave the crossed the fields and came within I
“You've hit it, sir.”
Florence were calling on Mrs. Annie
sight of Jervaulx abbey. He hid the|
mee, a catch ln her voice. "Why, talking to me."
“My dear aunt!” cried Alexander, Folsom Sundaj'.
cloak and Its accessories under a thorn "tlie Inspector told me. after you re
those will be the Lambe emeralds.
Aimee rose.
Mr. Cabana and son went to Au
I’ve heard of them—everybody has.
bush, glanced at his watch again, tired, tiiat he suspected a man nnd a gusta Monday with a load of produce.
“Never! I won't have it, Billy!'
They belong to my Aunt Erythea!"
seated himself under the hedge, and woman, on a motorcycle, of being the
George Miller , and family have
she said desperately. “I don’t know
“Then I shouldn't wonder If they I don't know what you might say.
Ut a cigarette.
thieves! They can he no other ttian moved to Warren where he has em
'
He drew the jewel case from hls those people who ran into us jester ployment in the woods.
scooped the Jack-pot.
But there’s It comes out I’m done for anyhow
some high cards out against us. See I'm golqg to take the chance that It pocket and examined the necklace, day on the Syderford road—“
LOWER SUNSET
here. We had to run for It. Here's won’t! There must be a way to stop thoughtfully emitting puffs of smoke.
“Hold your tongue, Alexander," In
Then he replaced the case In tils terruptM Lady Erythea impatiently,
the police prancin' over the country It—there must be some way.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin 8. Smail were
pocket and finished his cigarette, hls "and allow this amazing young man
after a man and a woman on a motor
“It’s my trouble—mine! And
smooth forehead wrinkling into tiny to continue!”
cycle—for I guess they must be wise won't have It given away.”
. the guests of Mr. anil Mrs. Raymond P,
Barter of South Deer Isle Friday.
to it. Here's me with the stuff In my
"There was some scrap." said Billy
Billy drew a quick breath and lines. Finally he rose and walked
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis J. Small spent
briskly towards the entrance lodge of diffidently, "maybe If there’d been two Sunday and Monday with Mr. and
pocket, and yon with a dress sample straightened himself.
in the hands of the sleuth-hounds.
men I'd have done better, but the lady Mrs. E. S. Small.
“Right!" he said. "Those are the Jervaulx.
There was no electric bell in the hampered me, nnd somehow I took the
Been the station-house for ours. If orders. I accept them.< I s’pose
Willis C. Small spent Sunday with
they’d got us just now—an’ there’d man can't give away a girl's secret great porch. He pulled a pendant count. They knocked me out. and his mother, Mrs. Amy B. Small.
Miss Estella Small was' the guest of
be too much explaining to do. We'd if she wants It kept. I know that handle of wrought iron, and was an- i got away. But they left this behind
swered by an archaic clanging Inside. , them," lie pointed to the case of em Mrs. Lizzie^ Small Wednesday.
have hit the cells for the night, sure. much.”
Miss Ethel Davis is visiting her
After a brief pause the doors were} eralds, “and it looks like they never
No place for you, partner. And all
“Why, of course,” said Altnee stm
aunt, Mrs. Raymond Marshall of Deer
tlie newspapers spreading themselves ply. “But will you please understand thrown open by Tarbeaux the butler. knew they'd lost it. I don't know,' Isle.
over it.”
‘madam, if there was anything else
Billy, that I'm not going to drag you He looked at Billy inquiringly.
Norman Sellers and Edmund Stin
“I want to see the proprietor—on of yours they got. If so. I'm very son are cutting wood for William
“I know. It's f-fearful!”
into this. The best thing you can do
“Not a bit!” cried Billy. “For now Is to get away out of It all. I shall urgent business," said Rifly. “Is he sorry I didn't attach it, and rope the Coolen.
you crifl get in ahead of the cops. manage all right. I don’t want to—' up yet?”
two thieves for you as well. But, with
Mrs. Fannie Cole is visiting her sis
ter. Mrs. Stephen N. Small.
“If you mean Lady Erythea Lnmhe," the pair of them, It was rather
Don't you see? Put your folks wise
"Gut that out,” said Billy very qui
William Powers was in Stonington
said Mr. Tarbeaux wjtli dignity, “her roughliouse. I did my best.”
to it—lay down all your cards. You're etly. “It don't go.” There was
ladyship has not yet tfsen.”
There was a flush of admiration on on business Monday.
Lord Scroope’s daughter—you ain’t a pause. “I did think, for a while,
Mrs. Roscoe S. Powers was the
“1 am a stranger here,” said Billy, Lady Erythea’s high cheek-bones.
burglar. Give it them straight. I'll might be best—for you. But that'
guest of her mother, Mrs. E. S. Small
“
but
what
I
want
you
to
do
Is
get
a
stand hy an’ see you through.”
“Yes. there were other jewels sto Monday.
wrong. I've got to lie right on hand,
“But—I can’t, Billy! it’ll all have for I'll lie wanted. Now hold on while message to her ladyship that It will len," she said, "but their value is the
Mrs. Amos Small celebrated her 91st
be worth her while to see me as soon merest trifle compared to what you birthday Jan. 21. She is the oldest
to come out. then. Every bit of It,1 I tell you what we've got to do.”
as convenient. Say I've Important have restored to me. These emeralds woman on Deer Isle.
said Aimee with a gasp.
"Yes?" said Aimee eagerly.
Billy stretched out a long arm, news about some property that's miss are my most priceless family posses
“Why, of course it will! It was
sion.
They are historic—nothing
bound to come out anyway, soon or plucked a leaf from the bramble that ing from here.”
SUNSHINE
Mr. Tarbeaux became more alert.
could have recompensed me for the
late. You didn't think you could keep screened the cave, and chewed It pen
“
Come
this
way,
”
he
said,
and
Billy
loss
of
them.
Your
conduct
has
been
up this Jervaulx racket? I don't see sively.
Mrs. W. O. Conary of Deer Isle spent
not only Intelligent, hut extraordi a few days recently with her mother,
"There's Just a gambler's chance,” followed him.
any way you could do that But you
In less than ten minutes Lady Ery narily gallant. May I ask your name?' Mrs. O. B. Buckministcr.
can keep it In the family. You've got he said at Inst. "It's pretty thin—
Mrs. Fred Uunham who has been
“Spencer. William Spencer."
like drawing to a three-card flush. thea arrived, pallid after her night nf
to face the music.”
"Mr. Spencer, it Is impossible for through an operation in the Bluehlll
But it's wonderful how they come off stress, but unconquerable, clad In a
There was a long pause.
Hospital, has returned home. .
"I—can't,” said Aimee, scarcely sometimes, if you back your luck, purple wrap. Billy turned to face me to express my gratitude in words
Alton Barter went on a business trip
tiiat
tremendous
presence.
I
thank
you
most
heartily
for
what
good
an'
full.
”
audibly.
to Bockland last week.
you have done; it Is fortunate for me
He flashed the torch round the walls
Billy was amazed. If It hnd not
Clyde Conary spent the weekend
the emeralds fell Into such good with friends at Sunset.
been so dark—and an Incredible sup of the eave.
hands. Let me sny that I was about
"What d’.vou think of this place?”
position in any case—he would have
Lemuel Pickering who has been in
to offer a reward for Information the Biuehiil Hospital for nearly four
“It's—snug.”
supposed from her voice that she was
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
leading to the recovery of thc jewels months, has returned home.
“Snug!” echoed Billy admiringly. The Famous Shoot Mjolo you i« atfvorcrying.
'Mrs. Varney had a social and pie
a reward of—" Lady Erytlmn liesl
"You aren't afraid?” he said won- "That's you! It would give some
tiled In all the trading magazlmi. Ovor
supper in the schoolhouse Saturday.
2200 lelectioni—sind tor catalogue.
tnted,
and
achieved
an
Inward
strug

women
tit
But
you've
sand.
Do
you
deringly.
gle—“one hundred pounds. But 1
think,” he added diffidently, "that you MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland. Mo.
“Of a row? No! It Isn't that.”
must really ask you to accept a hun
•could make out here for a bit? Gould
Billy sat down beside her.
dred and fifty.”
_
“What is it then, partner?" he said you sleep here?”
FULL LINE OF
Lady Erythea unlocked a desk, nnd
gently.
can often be ‘'nipped in
COLUMBIA RECORDS
produced a check-hook. Hilly flushed
“I never thought of it—till Georgle
the bud” without dosing
red.
SOLD EVERYWHERE ‘
told me,” said Aimee In stifled tones
by rubbing Vicks over
“
Madam,
”
he
said
quietly,
"the
serv

"Told you what?” he answered qui
A?
throat and chest and
ice I did you cost me nothing. I’m
etly. "What's the trouble?”
glad you have your jewels hack. I'm
applying a little up the
,
u»
"About staying there. I—Ivy cot
a man who earns hls living, hut I don't
tage !”
nostrils.
BAKING POWDER
$1.00
accept gratuities. And people very
Billy moved slightly.
scarcely ever offer them to me.”
you use
"I—I don't quite get you,” he said.
STONINGTON
Lady Erythea turned somewhat
“I can't tell Dad!” Aimee put her
FURNITURE CO.
.pink In her turn. She slid tlie check
hands over her eyes and burst Into
Those small ads in The CourierL. MARCUS
book aside.
"
tears. "I daren't! Billy, what am I Gazette are read by every body. That
313-316 Main Stroot
to do!"
Is why they are so popular and
ROCKLAND, MAINE IStf
(To Be Continued)
Ove, 17 Mlllhnjar, m Yairlg
effective.

tiov.sly. Aimee, close at his h?els.
presently found herself in the en
trance of a sandy cave with a very
small mouth, screened by rough
creeper and brush.
"There’s several of these around
here." said Billy, “but this is one you
don't find unless you hunt for It with
a sounding pole. It's a heap quieter
spot than fhe high roads tonight. Sup
pose we sit down."
They seated themselves on the
powdered cmg in the cave’s mouth.
“It's time to show down our hands,
partner,” said Billy. "Do you mind
putting me wise? Don’t leave any
thing out. I wont the facts."
Aimee was silent some moments.
She found it difficult to begin.
I "It was like this, Billy."
She plunged into the tale, and went
through It from beginning to end—
leaving out nothing. It took some
time. She could hardly see Billy in
pable hands restored tlie machine to the gloom. He made no comments;!
fair running order, and he rode away he was so silent that sometimes she!
down the lane. Both lamps were out wondered If he was there. Billy was,
for a time, too flabbergasted to speak. •
of action.
At the finish, she heard a stifled, i
Any furthir pursuit of the thieves
lie put aside as a useless proposition. grunting noise, a sense of something
He hud a vague Idea that they had shaking. It seemed to touch a spring
gone hours ago; in fact, however, lie ln Aimee. She bowed her head on
hnd not been unconscious more than her knees and laughed till her cheeks
were wet.
a few minutes.
“Haven't I torn It!” sha moaned.
‘•There's only oni thing to do," said i
“And I downed Cousin Alexander—
Billy, "an' that's—”
A disconcerting thought flashed nnd the butler’s got yards of my
through his mind. The bumping of i skirt!”
Billy wiped his eyes with hls sleeves.
the Jewel-case against his side sug-1
"An’ you can laugh," he said, with
gested it.
"Gee!" he murmured, “I'm Little Intense delight, “after all that! Ge?,
Sand right
Boy Blue, all right. But if I was to ; but you're the stuff!
run against the cops now, it'd taka ' through. You're all right. As long
a heap of explanation before they! as you can laugh, the Red Gods'll
slugged me. My story’d look pretty stand by you! An’ so will L I’m one
thin. Jewel-case—motorbike—It only1 of 'em.”
"Billy! There's nothing but you
wants one item to complete the out-,
between me and those beastly police.
fit!”
He turned on to the high road, rap
idly resolving on a plan of action as
he rode. It was a good plan, but a
few moments later It was hopelessly
upset again. He was. as It happened,
nearer to Stanhoe than to Jervaulx
abbey, and as he turned in the direc
tion of the latter Billy became aware
of someone running toward him along
the road—a dark figure, with a pe
culiar moving gleam of whiteness
about it. He stopped the Sphinx Im
mediately and thrust out hls feet to
steady himself.
Tlie dark figure checked in Its
stride, hesitated, and seemed about
to bolt back again.
“Partner!" cried Billy in amaze
ment. “Is that'you?"
The reply was a wild gasp. Aimee,I
breathless, muddy, with an appre
ciable breadth of white cambric show
ing at the base of her skirt, rushed
up to him and seized hls arm.
“Billy! Oh, I'm so glad—I’m so
glad!” she panted. "Billy, I—I’m In
an awful mess! The absolute limit!”,
“How! Why?”
“I wns in a house—and it was
burgled”—gulped Aimee, struggling
for breath “they thought it was me— |
and I scooted—they’re chasing me."
It was not a vividly lucid explana
tion. But Billy’s intelligence depart
Aimee Gave a Little Cry.
ment connected with it at once; It

1110 Joyof Liviw
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supplied the missing factors. Before
Confession,
he could answer, a pair of lights
“ It wns very dark and v?ry quiet nt
flashed into view far down the road,
fhe lane's end when Billy at Inst
approaching at speed.
stirred, and. after an interval of i
“Car!" exclaimed Aimee, and with
slowly returning consciousness, man-1
a note of panic—"Billy, suppqpe it's
aged to raise himself dizzily to a sit
police? If so, they'll be looking for
ting position.
me!" She made a dash for the pil
He pressed bis hands to the side1
lion of the Sphinx. “Get me out of
of bis head and remained for awhile
this, Billy—start her quick!"
motionless, conscious of a damp
“Not on your life!’’ said Billy swift
warmth under hls left palm. Hls eyes J
dwelt on a white, chalky stone, asj ly. “That’s the last thing on earth
for you now. Cotne with me.”
big ns a doubled fist, that lay on the
He ran back fifty yards along the
grass beside him. Events began toj
road to a field gate. In a few mo
reconnect tbeinselvjs In a brain that
ments he had it open, thrust the
•till buzzed faintly.
Sphinx through, let h?r fall behind
’ “A granite skull," murmured Filly,
the hedge, and dragged Aimee with
not without a touch of pride, "isn't
him into the ditch. They had hardly
altogether a disadvantage in an argu
gained that cover when the car swept
ment."
by with a roar, showing a glimpse of
He looked about him thoughtfully.
police helmets scudding past ftie low
Not far away something gleamed in a
rampart of thorn fsnce. The majesty
rut—a small repeating pistol.
Hls
of law nnd order, sweeping inexorably
late opponents bad evidently left ln
too much of a burry to take an In through the night. A rattle, a hoot,
and it was gone.
ventory of their effects.
In the ditch there was painful si
"She must have dropped that when
lence.
Billy mechanically felt h*«
the machine crushed,” thought Billy. bulging pocket, glanced for a moment
"She loosed It at me when I was rid at the Sphinx, and then starid blankly
ing up. Lucky for me she hadn't it at Aimee.
Just m>«'. Some girl !"
“Close call, partner,” he observed.
He heaved himself to his feet un
“I thought it must be they,” said
steadily, made for a ditch where i Aimee breathlessly. “I wonder they
there was
glitter ot water, anil haven’t called out the military as well.
battled the tender side of his head. AU the countryside seems to be chas
The water revived him; save for a, ing me! Billy1” she said, with a sus
cut under his hair, no serious damage picious tremble ln her voice, “you’ll
was done, though the blow might help me, won't you? I’ll tell you about
easily have cracked a weaker skull.
it. I—I've kept it from you, but I
“I don't see that 1 shine much, ov sr won't any longer. I—”
this job,” said Billy despondently;
Billy laid a hand on her arm.
"they sure handed it to me. Got right
’’Amy," he said quietly, “Just repeat
under my guard. Never thought of a this piece to yourself. Say: ‘I'm safe,
woman sharing tn a hold-up; an' yet I my partner's lookin' after me.’ Got
guess It’s heen done before."
that? I’ll see you through; you've
Hi picked up the pistol, was about nothin’ to worry for at all. But we
to pocket it, but altered his mind and
can't talk here. We've got to beat It."
tluug it in the ditch. The other auto
He picked up the Sphinx.
matic was nowhere to he seen. Billy
“Follow close after me, an' keep
walked towards tlie Sphinx, the head
quiet.”
lamp of which was now in darkness.
He wheeled the machine along the
His hand swung against a large lump
field path at a run. passed through
projecting from the sidi of his coat.
auother gate, crossed a stretch of
He halted and dragged out the leather
heathery common-land, and made for
case. Billy had forgotten its exist
a small copse at the foot of the slope.
ence.
Aimee trotted behind silently, with an
‘‘Why, here's something saved from
odd sense of relief nnd security. Billy
jthe wreck.'” hi exclaimed.
“They
would see It through. He had said so.
couldn't have seen me get It!"
He halted by the copso, and looked
He dropped on one knee, opened the
round to mnke sure of his bearings.
case, and switched the little ilectrlc
“it ought to be dose handy here,”
torch over it.
he said. “Yes—I've got It.”
Billy gave a stifled gasp. On a bed
He pushed on to a small bosky dell
of cream silk velvet reposed a neck
which
led into a series of old craglace of amethysts, ending in a loop
of nine superb emeralds tiiat shone pits, masked with brambles. Aimee
with changing green fires under the wondered how he could find his way
torch's glow. Billy was not an expert so confidently ln the dark; she had
in gems, hut he guessed that these not. the remotest idea where she was.
“Walt here a minute.I'll come
were such as a prince might be proud
back for you,” said Billy.
to own.
He wheeled the Sphinx away along
“This is thi darnedest game I ever
was up against.” he said dazedly, re a scarcely visible path, and presently
turning the case carefully to hls returned without It.
”1 was fooling around here on an
pocket.
He made a rapid examination of the off day, first time I came to Stanhoe,1
Sphinx, and at once became aware he said, “an’ I lit on something that's
of Calamity Kate's handiwork. In goln' to be mighty useful. The old
spite of the best intjntions, however, Sphinx has got to disappear for a bit.
that enterprising lady laid overesti an’ you’ll soon understand why. Fol
mated the vulnerability both of Billy's low behind ; there's only room for one
skull and bis motorcycle. She had at a time.”
He led the way through the bram
done some damage, but had missed
the more vital parts of thi Sphinx. bles and, pressing ahead, turned on
After ten minutes’ work _Billy's ca the light of hls pocket torch cau-
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Estate of Julia D. Farrington
KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate held at
Rockland on lhe 16th day of January, A. D.
1923 .
Mrs. Lester Stone delightfully en
Clyde W. Farrington, Administrator on the
tertained the Pythian Sisters Sewing estate rtf Julia D Farrington, late of Warren.
Circle Thursday afternoon. On ac- In 3aid County, deceased, having presented his
and final account of administration of said
ount of the bad weather only a few first
estate for allowance:
svere present At the close of the af
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
ternoon refreshments were served.
in Rod; hind. in said County, that all
Irvin Simpson finished installing his published
persons Lire res led may Attend al a Probate
radio this week and Thursday night Court io be held at Rockland, on Lite twentieth
had the pleasure of hearing several I day of February next, and show cause, If an
they have, why the said account should
different concerts.
be allowed.
Wednesday evening. Jan. 24, the new
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge.
A true copy,—A.'.est.:
officers of the Pythian Sisters were in11 -Th-1^ II EN R Y _H I’AY SON. Reg’ster.
tailed by P. C. Lillian Hopkins as
Estate of Timothy Donohue
sisted by Lenora K Cooper, G. M. and
KNOX COUNTY—Iu Court of Probate held at
Elda Ames, G. S. The new officers
Rockland on the sixteenth day of January,
re as follows: M. E. C., Lena Dickey:
A. D ins
M.iry A Donohue. Executrix on the estate ol
5 S, Nfellie York; E. J., May Merrick;
Timothy Donohue, lare of Owl’s Head, in said
manager, Gertrude Snow; protector. County, deceased, having presented her firs:
Emma Stone; guard, llattie Bray; M and final account of administration of said
F.. Flora Marden; M. of R.' & C, estate for allowance:
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
Mabellc B. Stone; P. C„ Eva Hopkins. weeks successively, in Tbe Courier-Gazette.
newspaper published ln Rockland, in said
he retiring M. E. C., Eva Hopkins,
that all persons interested may attend
who has so ably filled the chair for County,
at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on
two years, was presented with a five the twentie.h day of Febiuary next, and show
dollar gold piece by Katherine Dunean I cause. if anf they have, why the said account
in behalf of the members who took this 1 should not be aitowed
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge.
way of showing their appre?iation
A true copy,—Attest:
Brother Bert Hopkins, who has served
ll-Th-17 HENRY H PAYSON, Register.

NORTH HAVEN

EAST APPLETON

Page Five
Estate of Selina C. Bond
Vinalhaven & Rockland
STATE OF MAINE
Knox. ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
Steamboat Co.
for said County of Knox, ou the sixteenth da>
of January, A D 1923
Wihiain C. Bond, administrator of the es
The direct mute between
late of Selina C Bond, having presented his ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEM.
pc Lien that the actual market value of so
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND
much of the estt« e of Selina C. Bond, late of
Rockland, in said County of Knox, as is sub
ject to the payment of tbe Sta e Inheritance
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Tax, tbe persons Interested in tbe succession
(Subject to change without notice)
’hereto, and the amount of the :ax thereon ma>
IN EFFCCT 3.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. 8. 1921
be determined I \ tiie .In !,
«’ I’
Ordered, that notice thereof be gacn to tin
Leaves Swan's Island daily except Sundays
State Assess,us and all persons interested ir. if 5 30 A. M. for Stonington, North Haven,
fhe si.uuesson to said property, by cu using ; Yinaihaven .and Rockland
,
<.'4n ot' this Order to be published or.ee a
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P XI., for
wee':, three weeks success b e I v iu Tbe Courier- Vinalhaven.
North Haven, Stonington, and
Gazet'e, a newspaper published at Rockland
in said County, ’bat they may appear at i Swan’s Island.
W. S WHITE,
Probate Court to be held at Rockland, iu and
General Manager.
for said County, on tlie 29th day of February
Rockland, Maine, Jan’y 6, 1923
A D. 1923, a nine o'clock in tbe forenoon
and be heard ln reference to the determlwatio:
of said tax or any question that may arise
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD!
in reference thereto.
ADELBERT L MILKS,
<
Eastern Standard Tln.e
w
Judge of Probate.
i
Trains Leave Rockland ron
A true copy,—Attest:
Augusta. A{7.00a. m. t7J.Oa.ni.. iUOp.m.
ll-Th-17
HENRY II PAYSON, Register
Bangor. A§7 0J a.m. tT.tiOa. m.. (1.10p.m.
Bath A >7.00 a. tn., 17.30 a in.. 11.10 p
Estate of William W. Anderson
t5
30 p. ni.
KNOX COUNTY. In Court of Probate held uf
Boston. A57.00 a. in., 17.30 a.m., tl.10p.ro.
Rockland, on the sixteenth day of January
Brunswick A 57.00 a, m., 17.30 a. in., fl.10
A D 1923
p. m.. 15.30 p. in..
Frank B. Miller, Trustee under the lasl wil'
Lewiston. A57.00a.m.. t7.30a.m., fl.lOp tn.
and tes:..meiit <>t William W Anderson, i:.c of
New York fl.lOp.m.
Thonras’on in said County, deceased, haviiq
Portland. AS7.00a.m , 1".30a.m.. tl.lOp. m..
presented his first account cf administraition of
15 30 p n*..
the estate of said deceased for allowance:
Waterville A <7.00 a m.. *7.30 n.m. 11.10p.m.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given once
Woolwich. 57.00 a.m., 17.30 a. in., tl.lO p.ma week three weeks successively, in Tbe Cour
15.30 p. m.
ier-Gazette, printed in Rockland, in said County,
1 Daily, except Sunday
5 Sunday only.
that all persons interested may attend at a
A Passengers provide own ferriage between VkoolProba’ie Court to be held at Rockland, on the
wich
and
Bath.
twentieth day of February next, and show
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS,
cause, if any they have, why the said account
9-24-22 V. P. & Gen 1 .Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Agt.
should not be allowed.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge
A true copy,—Attest:
HENRY II. PAYSON.
Lastem Steamship Lines, Inc.
ll-Th-17
Register of Probate.

Mrs. Carrie Cummings and Mrs. Ma
ry Ness went to Union last Saturday
evening and installed the officers of
Union Rebekah Lodge
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Miller have a
brand new baby boy—came in the
Oc*t. 20, 1862.—Left Augusta on the blizzard too.
Many arc enjoying skis.
steatn cars, rode all night, landed in
I heartily enjoyed the poem, ‘Is
Connecticut, marched several miles, at Little Bob Tucked In,” and 1 do not
4 p m. boarded steamer Commodore think the more modern way suggested
at New London bound for New York. by “Myrtle Wortie” should take the
Boat had Just unloaded a lot of cattle place of the old-fashioned mother,
bending above her child and perform
and the decks were unpleasantly cov ing the loving task of “tucking in" and
ered, no ehance to sit or lie down gazing again upon her sleeping treas
World’s greatest Com Harvester
Everybody, everywhere needs to know what
Heavy kicking—no good—but good ure.
The most popular song this winter is Billions of folks have already learned about
enough for a soldier.
,
“Geta-IV the guaranteed painlesa corn and
Brighten the Comer Where You Arc.”
remover. Any corn, no matter how
Next morning we landed in Jersey City Those who cannot sing should learn callout
deep rooted, departs quickly when Gete-It
across the river from New York, and the words and emulate it also.
arrives- Wonderfully simple, yet simply won
derful. because ell soreness stops with the Bist
went aboard train for Washington.
We are glad that the Appleton Ridge
eoDlication. Get rid ol your corn end wear
Stopped by a telegram at New Bruns items brighten up the columns of The
ahoea that fit. Costs but a trifle—everywhere;
wick, N- J., we returned to New York Courier-Gazette once moreat all If It faila. E Lawrence & Co..
and went into barracks on one of the
Skis have only one 1 but they should
city parks, where we stopped four days have one apiece and I would want a
and then transferred to Camp Maine. dozen (eyes) where 1 go ski-ing.
NORTH WARREN
East New York, where we remained
Ava Gushee visited her aunt, Mrs.
until Jan. 23, 1863, being then put on
George Ames and family Sunday.
Supt. Rowe was in this place visit us well as janitor without pay was pre
Estate of John H. Brix
board the ship J. F. Chapman (bull
Ernest Davis spoke at Community ing schools last Tuesday. Rather a sented with a K. of P. ring in appre- KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate held at
in Thomaston) to care for 137 cav
church Sunday, Jan. 28.
iation of the many duties and kind
Rockland on the sixteenth day of January,
cold
day
to
be
riding
horseback.
airy horses destined for New Orleans-.
A. I) 1923.
Eugene Tash had the misfortune to nesses he has done for the welfare of
Frank B Miller, Executor on the estate of
We weighed anchor at 4 p m. next
the
order.
At
the
close
of
the
meeting
fall
last
Tuesday
night
as
he
was
going
|
John
H Brix, kite of Rockland, in said County,
THE UNKNOWN PORT
day (Sunday), a tug having us in tow
‘he refreshment committee, Sisters deceased, having presented his first account
to
bed,
and
broke
his
hip.
The
case
Just as we were to start a tug came
administration of said estate for allow
seems doubly hard as he is a cripple Emma Stone and Flora Marden, took of
alongside and officers came on board
ance :
[For The Courier-Gazette )
charge and refreshments were served
anyway.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
to look into the row we had had yas
(For several days the words of that beauti
weeks successively, in Tbe Courier-Gazette,
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Mank visited at after which games were played.
terday as reported in my previous ICt ful old hyrau. “Pull for the Shore.” of which
Mrs. Ma-belle B. Stone entertained a newspaper published in Rockland, in said
wonderful man, P. P. Bits?, was the au Charles Mank's last Sunday.
ter. One ringleader was strung up by that
I
County, that all persons interested may attend
thor, Iwve heen much in my mind. Its melody
White Oak Grange conferred the the Larkin Club Friday evening. The at n Probate Court tt) be bold at Rockland, on
his thumbs for two hours, two were has rung ih my ears until finally 1 have en
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
evening
was
spent
with
sewing,
after
I
the
twentlch da.v of February next, and show
Estate of Helen N. McCurdy
taken away handcuffed, and one taker dcavored to write these few verses with the first and second degrees on five candi which refreshments were served.
I cause, if any they have, why the said account
NOTICE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
thst they may not seem paradoxical to dates last Friday night.
to hospital. Before we got to New hope
The
National
Geographic
Magazine
I
bllwUl<i
n,t
ape
'
l
bbrt
L.
MILES,
Judge
Tho
subscriber
hereby
gives
notice
that
on
those who ehance to read them i
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
Lewis Tolman left for Topsfield
January 16, 1923, he was duly appointed ex 6.99
Orleans there were several more whcP M for Boston.
To the Unknown Port wb wre drifting,
ecutor nf the last will and testament of Helen
Monday, Jan 22, to work on a stock has been added to the library reading | a true copy.—Attest:
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays
should have been taken ashore or sunk
Rent cordage and tattered sail;
I 11 Th-17 HENRY II PAYSON. Register.
N Mc< urdy, late of Rockland, in the County
farm. Before he arrived there he was table.
t s.oo p M Leave Rockland Wednesdays mid
The salt spray the breeze is flinging
in the ocean, all of the bounty Jumping
of Knox, deceased, without bond ns the will Saturdays at 5 99 A M ; Camden 5 45 A. M.;
The selectmen and town auditor have
Estate of George Warren Smith
taken sick, and carried to the hospital
In the teeth of tlie bitter gale
directs, and on this dale was qualified to fill Belfast 7 15 A M.; Bucksport 9 09 A. M.;
crowd of cut-throatsSTATE OF MAINE
We have sailed since tiie early morning,
said trust.
in Salem, Mass., and was operated up been meeting this last week at*K- of Knox, ss.
Winterport 9.39 A. M
Five days later we Maine boys were
Tho’ our craft we thought well manned,
All persons having demomds against thc es IneReturn
hall
closing
the
town
books
for
the
on Tuesday evening.
—-Leave Winterport Mondays and
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and tate are desired to present tlie same for settle
Yet the current still hears us onward
all seasick. The ship rounding Cape
Thursdays
at Hi 99 A M for Boston and way
year.
for said County of Knox, on the sixteenth day ment, and all indebted thereto aro required to
William Burgess has purchased I
With never a sight of land.
Hatteras and ran into a heavy gal
Hidings, due the following morning about
of
January,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
thou

We
were
visited
by
the
two
light

make payment immediately to
pair of horses.
lasting 36 hours. We were below, car
09
A
M
sand nine hundred and twenty-three.
We have thoughts of the pleasant harbor,
ARTHUR \V MW ’URDY,
Mrs. Lillie Mank and Mrs. Jennie house boats last Wednesday, Zizania
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be tbe
ing for horses. Soon the horses began
Where placid the waters lie.
Rockland. Maine
ind Hibiscus. They made a track
ft
Will
and
Testament
ot
George
Wan
m
Buek'.in
were
out
calling
on
the
sick
In
their
quiet
depths
reflecting
January
16,
1923.
Jan. 25, Feb 1-8
to break loose and thc stanchions tha!
MT. DESERT A BLUEHILL LINES
The beauties of shore and sky;
through the Thoroughfare and cut into Smith, late of Rocki»ort, in said County, hav
recently.
Glad
to
see
some
one
inter
held them to give way, the lanterns
ing
been
presented
for
probate,
and
application
BAR HARBOR LINE
And the frienda who wait our coining—
both the coal wharf and steamboat having been made that no bond be required of
ested
in
the
sick
ones.
FORECLOSURE
NOTICE
falling and trouble to pay generally
How they watch the horizon line,
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M for
wharf. Thursday was cold and stormy the executor named in the will
Mrs.
Josie
Cummings
has
been
con

Whereas,
Thomas
Ii.
Libby
of
Vinalhaven,
With
a
prayer
on
tlieir
lips
for
the
voyager
North
Haven
Stonington, Southwest Harlior,
It was die or get out. We grabbed
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all Knox ('ounty, Maine, by bis mortgage deed Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
To the land of the palm and vine
and as the Gov. Boil well remained at
fined to the house with sickness. 1
the lanterns and got out, at a close
persons
interested
by
causing
a
copy
of
this
dated
the
22d
day
of
June,
1915,
and
recorded
bor 11 A. M.
n
Stonington that day the work done was order to be published three weeks successively
Charles Mank is ill.
shave. The horses were being thrown
They will halt us with acclamations,
in ihe Knox County Registry of Deeds, Book
Return—Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8 00
Llewellyn Mattk was in Portland las! undone. Friday I- L. Snow’s tug cut in The ( 'uri -r <’.ize' e, a MfMpSflpr puhllsbvG 166, Page 351. conveyed to Louis K Liggett A. M. for Rockland and way landings.
With handclasp and cheering smile;
in every direction by the violent pitch
at
Rockland,
in
said
County,
that
they
niav
her way in and towed in for the North
Ah, wh«t a reunion waits us
of Boston, Suffolk County, Massachusetts, three
week to consult a physician.
ing of the ship, breaking legs and
BLUE HILL LINE
With the "loved and lost awhile ”
Haven Fuel Co. tkelr coal laden vessel
h.
“ l>e lie Id at undivided eighths of the properly known as
'ounty, on the East Boston Quarries, situated in said Vinal
backs and killing many, piling them
So oft ln our dreams we see t-hera.
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M. for
which
was
in
Rockland.
The
tugs
I
twentieth
da.v
of
February,
A.
D.
1923,
at
nine
haven,
and
hounded
and
described
as
follows:
—
Their
familiar
tones
roach
our
ear;
Dark
Hartmr,
Fktgemoggln. South Brooksville
up on the leeward side and holding
SOUTH WARREN
coming saved C. A. Sherman of Rock- o’clock In the forenoon, and show cause, If any
Then again we arc lonely voyagers.
Beginning on tbe eastern shore of Indian Sargentvllle, Deer Isle, Brooklin, South Bluethat rail.under water.
land
a
long
trip
to
Vinalhaven
to
catch
I
ISwItl*
w*
’
pWil
'
0
‘
”
!r
Never there, but forever here
Creek,
so-called
and
at
the
northwest
corner
Miss Arlene Newbert of Thomaston
hill. due Bluehlll 11.45 A M
The ship’s captain came and told us
bound of land owned by Clarinda Smith heirs
Return—Leave Biuehiil Mondays at 8 00 A.
was a guest Sunday of her sister, Mrs, the steamer as he boarded the tug and |
' ADELBERT L MILLS.
So always on life's wild ocean
hence easterly by said Smith heirs line 234 M. for Rockland and way landings
we must go down and drag those dead
Walter Bucklin.
Judge of Probate.
reached
home
that
night.
Mr
Sher

feet
tor
a
corner;
thence
southerly
and
cast
At
Boston connection is made via the Met
Toward
the
Unknown
Port
we
drift
;
horses to thc other side and lash them
A true copy.- Attest:
On the deep tticre Is naught hut darkness,
erly by said Smith heirs line and line of land ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
L. B. Wood is in Portland.
man had been on the island sii.ee
there, else the ship would founder be
ll-Th-17
HENRY H PAYSON, Regis er.
Yet faith has caugiit a rift
the
Bodwell
Granite
Company
to
a
gate
New
York
and points South and West.
Tyler Simmons of Thomaston was a Wednesday, having in that time in
In ihe clouds that darkly lower.
post near thc residence of W. H. Adams
fore morning. We were too sick to
L&tatfi of Boyd S. Condi n
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
caller at Henry Look’s Sunday.
stalled
a
radio
set
at
Mrs.
S.
It.
Cush

thence
easterly
by
Adams
line
to
the
highway;
Shutting
out
all
sight
of
land.
care what happened. One boy told
STATE OF MAINE
Portland-New York Freight Service
Aud our Captain steers through the breakers
thence southerly and westerly by the thread ot
Capt. James Creighton of Thomas ing’s.
Knox, ss
him to let her sink—said he didn't care
Direct Freight Service between Portland and
With a truer course than we planned.
highway 1300 feet to land owned by F. 8
ton is stopping with his brother, S. H
At. a Proba’e Court held at Rockland in and the
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friends and no help so reassuring as that of thc
coldI persons interested, by causing a copy of this iron bok set in the ledge at tbe shore of In
Estate of Sarah Abbott
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Albert Evans visited friends in
good funeral director.
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I Order to be published three weeks successively dian Creek so-called; thence southerly follow
The subiigrfber hereby gives notice that on I in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published ing the lino of the shore to tbe bound began
Washington Sunday.
House 603-W
January 16. 1923, lie was duly appointed at Rockland, In said (’ounty, that they may at, containing forty u<tcs there being the Telephones—Office 468.
Irving Turner and Albert Evans
Acting in your stead, he understands that he
Guardian of the estate of Sarah Abbott, of I appear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock 8ame more or less.
were callers at Dwight Collins' in Cql
Thomaston, in (lie County of Knox, and on I bind, i'i said Courrty. on tbe twentieth day of
must act in your spirit, performing each task
Resen ing herein the house and lot within
L R. CAMPBELL
January 20, 1923. was qualified to fill said Fttoruary, A. D. 1923, at nine o’clock in the •the aforesaid enclosure, now owned by Wil
linsville recently.

Some Random Recollections
From the Diary of a Knox
County Soldier Boy.

Crippled by Corns?
Use “Gets-lt"

-FLORIDA
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• A. E. Ginn and family were recently
transferred from Boon Island Light to
The Cuckolds.
Mr. and Mrs. E." V. TaFbot left last
wqek oil the U. 45. S. Zizania for Rock
land-Breakwater Light.
F. Robinson of The Cuckolds made
a trip to Boothhay Harbor on Friday
Miss Evelyn’Stetson of Burnt Island
Light has returned from a few weeks
visit on Monhegan.
Mrs. Eddie Gamage and children
have moved into their new home.
Scott Gray recently arrived -home
from New York.

At theAfirgt symptoms of a qough
or cold, brtflUlte Hyomei. The best
people always have It in the house and
end a cold before It gets deep-seated
Sold by all druggists.—adv.

with thc reverence and tenderness with which
your own hands would perform it if they could.

Sympathy which cannot be gracefully con
veyed by words is revealed through his acts of
service which bring the comforting assurance
that every attention has been given
with thoughtfulness and skill.
Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Coffin Com
pany from a copyrighted message which appeared in The
Saturday Event-Post of April 8, 1922.

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
UNDERTAKERS SINCE 1849
Day Telephone 450.
Nioht Telephone 781-W.
ROCKLAND,
lltlit* fntuilut laritr^SynM It, Sukl,. Sim of :hi nonta of Lift
Message number eight. Copyrighted 1922 C. C. Co.
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trust by giving bond as the law direris.
J forenoon, ami show cause, if any they have,
All persons having demands against the es why tbe prayer of the petitioner should no; be
tate are desired to present the same for settle- | granted,
ADELBERT L MILES,
inetiit, and all indebted thereto are required to
make payment Immediately to
Judge of I’rolmte.
A true copy,—Attest:
W. J. JAMESON.
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Thomaston, Maine
January 20, 1923.
Jan 25, Fefb 1-8
Estate of William W. Southard '
Estate of Edna B. Moore
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NOTICE
Knox, ss.
The subscriber hereby gives notice tlmt on
At a Prolmte Court held at Rockland, In and
January 16, 1923, he was duly apimiuted ad for said County of Knox, on tbe sixteenth day
ministrator of thc estate of Edna B Moore, of January, in tbe year of our Lord one thou
late of Thomaston, in the County of Knox sand, nine hundred and twenty-three
deoeased. and on this date was qualified to fill
A petition asking for the appointment of
said trust by giving bond as the law directs
Joshua N. Sou bard as Adnrin'ls rator on t*i»All persons having demands against the es estate of William W. Southard, late of Rock
tate are desired to present the same for settle land, in said County, having been presented.
ment, and all indebted thereto are required to
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
make payment immediately to
persons interested, by causing a copy of tills
STANLEY R. CUSHIN<;.
Order to be published three weeks successively
Thomaston, Maine
in Tlie Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
January 16, 1923
Jan 25, Feb 1-8
at Rockland, In said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held a.t Rock
land, hi said County, on (he twen ietn day of
February, A D. 1923, at nine o'clock in (Re
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why thc prayer of tbe petitioner should not be
granted
ADELBERT L MI'LE<8.
Judge of Probate.
A true copy,—Attest:
ll-Th-17
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.

Read Oar Advertisements

—And Profit by Them

Hain Chetwynde, to which deed reference is
Attorney at Law
made for description.
Said property being tho same described in
deed ol Margaret E Libby et als to Thomas Special Attention to Probate Matters
E liibb.v, dated June 16, 1915, and recordwl
375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
at Knox County Registry of Deeds, Book 163,
Page 329. And
Whereas, tiie said M J Pa Ison did by as
ARTHUR L. ORNE
signment made on the 9th da.v of September.
1922 transfer and assign said mortgage ami
the debt thereby secured to the (Jloucester Safe
, Insurance
Deposit A- Trust Co . of Gloucester, Massaehu
setts, which said assignment Is rocordcd in tlie
Successor to A. J. Erskine & Co.
Registry of Deeds fur said County of Knox.
Book 197. Page 36 and
417 MAIN ST. - - ROCKLAND. ME.
Whereas, the said Clott-cs'er Hafe DtposfP
A Trust. Co did assign, transfer and set over
said mortgage and tbe debt thereby secured
EDWARD K. GOULD
to Joseph Leopold, tlie undersigned, whose ad
dress is 233 Broadway, New York, by assign
ment dated tbe 2nd day of January, i923, and
Attorney at Law
recorded in said Knox County Registry of
Deeds, Book 197 Page 245, and
Whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, thereof. I the undersigned, as COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN AT.
signee and owner of said mortgage, claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage, and I do hereby
designate and appoint Arthur S Littlefield of
A. C. MOORE
Rockland, Maine, as my representative, agent
and attorney winbin the State of Maine for all
Piano Tuner
matters connected wtih said foreclosure.
JOSEItil LBOPODD
With the Maine Music Company
Dated January 15, 1923.
8-Th-H

V

/
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THE ICE KING’S GRIP

THOMASTON
The W. C. T. U. meets Friday after
noon at 2.30 with Miss Margaret Cran
don.
Dunn & Elliot are expecting 200 tons
of anthracite coal from the mines with
in 10 days.
Mrs. Arthur Elliot, Mrs. Lawrence
Dunn and Miss Hattie Dunn, who have
been spending a few days in Augusta
and Portland, have returned home.
Miss Christine McFarland left today
for Bristol, where she expects to spend
the month of February.
Mrs. Levi Seavey entertained the
Fortnightly Club Wednesday evening.
Joseph Maxey, who was recently op
erated on at Knox Hospital, returned
home Wednesday.
Mrs. Fannie Edgerton is spending a
few days in Rockland, the guest of he
daughter, Mrs. E. P. Ahearn.
Friends of Mrs. Murray Miller are
glad to learn that she is recovering
from her recent illness at the Knox
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Spear have re
turned from Boston.
Mrs. John Brown left this morning |
for Miami, Fla., to join Capt. John
Brown, who is spending the winter
there.
Miss Hilda Parsons of Damariscotta
expects to arrive Friday to spend the
week with Miss Helen Jameson.
Miss Alta McCoy who has been
.spending the past two weeks in New
York, returned Tuesday.
J. F. Burgess of Portland is in town.
Alfred Strout is home for the week
end iroin Bowdoin College.
Eimus Morse is ill with tonsilitis.
During December Treasury Iteserv
Certificates were sold or exchanged to
the extent of $1,500,000. Thomaston
participated in this sum to the extent
of $4,000.
School Building Fund
The report of the School Building
Fund for this week shows the amount
pledged $3,447.50. cknowiedgmcnt it
extended to the following list of outof-town subscribers: Mrs. Marion
Keene Little, Edward K. Hanly, M’sAdele H. Morse, Mrs. Olive Delano
Levensaler, Mrs. Stella MacAlman
Hills. Mrs. Kate Spear Holmes, Miss
Ida G. Elliot, John A. Elliot, Mis
Greta A. Myers, Dr. Edwin l>. Jordan.
Dr. Eben Alden, Miss Grace L. Mor
ton, George E. Dunn, Mrs. Elizabeth
Donohue Libby, Mrs. Cassie DonohuDooley, and Charles Vesper.

SOUTH THOMASTON
Forget-Me-Not Chapter, o. E. S„
held a dispensation meeting Monday
evening, electing its ollicers for the
ensuing year as follows: Susie Sleeper
W. M.; Charles Watts, W. P.; Elvie
Curtis, associate matron: Eva Sleeper,
secretary; Alma Harlow, treasurer:
Helen Rackljff, conductress; Lotta
Crowley, associate conductress. The
appointive officers will be announced
later.
A profitable and interesting meeting
of the Farm Bureau Club was held with
Mrs. I. Newton Morgan all day las'
Friday. The club is starting the year
with 13 paid members and severe
prospective members to come in sooc
A great deal of good is being derived
from these meetings and quite a bit of
enthusiasm is being manifested in
them. Miss Claire Herrick, the Home
Demonstration Agent, was with us and
all in all it proved a pleasing time.
The next meeting with Miss Herrick
present will be held with Mrs. L. B.
Smith at Wessaweskeag inn on Feb
28. A girls'club is in process of forma
tion with Mrs. Albert Sleeper at its
helm, which bids fair to be an en
thusiastic organization. The officers
of the Farm Bureau Club are as fol
lows: President, Bertha Holbrook; sec
retary, Bernice Sleeper: clothing lead
er, Rebecca Thorndike; food leader,
Helen Raekliff: household economics.
Bernice Sleeper. All those interesteu
in becoming members and getting a
lot of good for little effort and expend
iture shoultf communicate with Mrs.
Holbrook.
Old Boreas "blew and blew and bumby he blew some more,” Tuesday after
noon. Everybody had to "walk on his
watch” or get blown into or out of his
way while the gale lasted. One shop
per had the misfortune to drop a pack
age she had just purchased at the gen
eral store and saw old “Bo" take it
beyond sight, where it still remains.
If the writer hadn't done a double
quickstep with a good sized foot she
would have lost her daily mail the
same way.
I. N. Morgan of the Central Ice t'oinpany has a large crew of men cutting
lee on the quarry near one of its
houses of 1700 ton capacity, and some
hustling is being done while tile weath
er holds good. The ice is of splendid
quality, measuring 22 inches square,
which goes to prove that it seldom
pays to worry a great deal about i-<
in Maine, where, the manager of tip
company says, we have nine month:;
of fall and three months of winter.
After this house is tilled they go to
Chickawaukie, where they have a sur
face of 30,000 cakes cleared ready to
fill three other houses, viz : the Pond
house, the Sprague house and the
Samoset, which will necessitate a
“long term at hard labor," quoting the
boas.
Friends of the Lesters in Woodfords
were pained to learn of the accident
which befell Miss Elizabeth Lester last
week when she was run down and in
jured by an intoxicated automobile
driver and hope tier recovery will be
speedy. They also hope tile recklcs
driver will get his just punishment as
well as all such persons who thus en
danger the lives (,f others.

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN

Is Rapidly • Tightening In Penobscot Bay, and Navigation
Is Being Hindered.

SAVING GOOD MONEY?

After an eleven hour battle with ice will make her regular trip to Boston
the steamer Gov. Bodwell arrived at tonight.
A tie-up because of ice In January
Tillson wharf at 4 o'clock Tuesday
afternoon on her daily trip from is decidedly put of the ordinary, for
Swan's Island. She encountered con February is feared by mariners as the
siderable ice in the Swan's ^sland ice month. The great amount of snow
reaches but broke through it success this year has cooled the water to ah
fully until well in toward Stonington abnormal degree and only the con
in the Western Bay. Here she en tinued strong breezes have kept the
countered "slosh" ice which piled in bays as open ‘as they are at present.
far worse than pan or Held ice, and Another snowstorm with a'~piotracted
she was stuck for some time. She calm following with a cold snap would
battered her way into Vtnalhaven and freeze the bays in solid. Rockland
harbor is already frozen with a four
made port here in time to coal.
Yesterday morning she left on the inch blanket and in many places
eastward trip at 10 o'clock and tied up I where the ice is old the thickness is 10
it Stoningtou.at 3 o’clock in the after- j inches.
noon. The movements of this staunch 1 Fox Island Thoroughfare Is frozen
little vessel must depend to a large solid, though the lighthouse tenders
extent on weather and ice conditions, Hibiscus and Zizania, together with
but when it is consistent with safety the Snow tug Sommers N. Smith and
she will serve the island population as the regular passenger boats, have cut
always. Ice conditions, particularly it clear repeatedly.
Vinalhaven harbor is solid, and the
in and around Stonington are very bad
end a protracted cold spell would Bodwell has made her berth with dif
freeze the islands and approaches in ficulty. At present the islanders are
sawing seven inches of ice in order to
solid.
The Westport cancelled her trip to dock the schooner Charles Lister
Bar Harbor yesterday, but will go to which arrived Monday from Port
South Bluehill Saturday if ice con Reading with a welcome cargo of
ditions get no worse. The Camden anthracite coal. The river ports are
came down from Boston, getting in bad shape and the Camden will
through to Bucksport
Wednesday soon find difficulty in making Bucks
noon, in spite of considerable ice. She port unless there is a thaw.

99c

A. & P. Family Flour, reduced to. per bag ....
(Good for Everything)
$121
Pillsbury Flour ..........................................................
80c
10 pounds Sugar ..........................................................
... 13c
Soda Crackers (fresh every week), pound ....
.... 5c
Star and P. & G. Naphtha Scap, per bar ........
... 23c
Quaker Oats, large ............... ....................................
Shredded Wheat .............................................................................................. 11c
Try our Coffees ................. 27c, 33c, 39c: and Teas .................. 47c, 50c

Our Whole Line Is Low—Come In

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO.
ROCKLAND—THOMASTON

INCORPORATED 1870

SAVINGS BANK

OF THOMASTON, MAINE
LEVI SEAVEY, President
J. WALTER STROUT, Treasurer
Deposits Start On Interest the First of Each Month

ll»-tf

10-tf

Wc w£i\t to be in.
'di

iei\joti are iv^eed of
^DDING STATIONERY*
IKE OOOTIERGAItr.E.
MCKIAKU
IPMM?

Were Bought Under Auction
eer’s Hammer At 25 Cents
An Acre In 1878.
Twenty-flve cents for an acre oK
laud, especially an acre covered with
big spruce trees, seems a small price,
yet a great many thousands of acres
of Maine timberland were sold at that
rate no longer ago than 1878- The
records of the sale by auction in Ban
gor City Hall in September of that
year of 350,000 acr^s belonging to the
estate of E. D. Jewett, show that the
prices realized ranged from 25 cents
to $1.02 an acre.
Most -of the Jands disposed of, lo
cated in Aroostook, Piscataquis, Som
erset and Penobscot counties, were bid
ip by men who already were large hold
ers ot timber property.
Charles D. Bryant, Samuel H. Blake.
Eben S. Coe,, J- P. Bass, Nahtan C.
Ayer and William H. McCrillis. all long
since dead*. were the principal buyers,
and all of them became rich from the
sale of stumpage, which, starting at
$1.25 a thousand feet 50 years ago, now
has reached $4 to $7 a thousand.
Mr Bass arid Dr. Coe were the only
men of that great land owning group
who lived to see timbcrlaTids boosted
to their present value of $7 to $12 an
acre througli the advent of the pulp
mills and they were the richest of the
group when they died- A very large
part of the spruce and other softwood
timber in Maine has been acquired by
the big pulp and paper concerns and
small logging operations now are few
and far between, although many great
holdings yet remain in the families of
the pioneers who got Wem so cheaply
from the state and these heirs have
little to <lo except collect stumpage,
fight to keep tlie state from piling on
tin- taxes too heavily ami battle against
lire and the bud worm.
Seventy thousand dollars would have
bought in 1878 100.00(1 acres of land
that today would be Worth $1,000,000.
even if it had been lumbered over once
or twice in that time by an operator
who was content to take trees eight
inches in diameter at breast height.

on second and third floors. For further par
ticulars inquire of E. X HELHER. Telephone
43-3.
13-14-16-17

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements in this column not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
for 50 cents Additional lines G cents each
for cue time, 10 cents 3 times. «Slx words make

lies

Wanted
WANTED—Maid for general housework i:i
family of four MRS CHAS W < REKIHTON,
155 Main St., Thomaston Tel 18512 13-15
WANTED tliambermaid, at HOTEL ROCK
LAND.
—v
13-15
WANTED—Waitress, at the Bee Hive Cafe,
R-tf
Llvnerock street.

WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
and female. Highest prices oaid. JOHN S.
RAN LETT. Rockville. Me Tel.
latf
WANTED—Small farm: describe buildings
location and price. RALPH MILLER, 8b School
street, Gardner. Mass.
12*23
WANTED—Two men between 25 and 45 years
of age to take charge of Rockland and sur
rounding territory, wWeh pays good returns
to a hustler. If interested in bettering your
position and can mfcet the following qu&liflcetions, honesty, a hard worker looking for a
future, and can stand a rigid investigation,
furnish auto or horse, it will pay you-to wrl e
“SALESMAN,” care Couricr-tiazettc.
12*14

For Sale
FOR SALE—Clarion ILinzi'. vitj «<xh1 cull
dltiiiii Prifc $211. V A TRASK. Clencuie
14*16 K
FOR SALE Two lizlit iior.ses. Satiable fur
delivery Weight 1100. Will lie sold cheap.
Tiki small fur our use. U H. BTOVgR CO
___________________________________ 13-15
FOR SALE—4 upright second hand pianos.
STVDLEY'S FI BJitTt RE STORE, 283 Main
Sired, Rockland.
10-tf
FOR SALE—The Freeman Coombs farpi.
MRS ADDIK
Suitable for summer home
COOMBS, Vinalhaven, Me. Il F. D. 43.
10*13
FOR SALE The Magic roai burning Brood,
er—deiiendalile. gas proof and self regulating
W. A. RIPLEY, agent for Knox and Lincoln
Counties Tel. 594 W., Rnekfand. Me 150-tif
FOR SALE Orders taken for Pay-old ohieka
Pure tired S. « It. I Re<ls: 3d Io State egg
laving contest 102U. Eggs for liatehitig. W A.
Rll’bEY. Roeklauil Tel, 591-^.
8tf
FOR SALE—A lutrse. . Utqplra at PEOPLE'S
LAl'XDRY. Limeroek Street.
5-tf
FOR SALE—Xew and second hand boilers.
Hl Io Gil li |i Horizontlil and upright. Spltatdr for jwirl.iblc inlRs, fartories. boat shops,
holsters, elf. I. I, SXOW CO , Pity.
3-tfFOR SALE—1916 Aptfotaon Tourinf; exrailw oxitlitinn throughout Price $359. A. (1.
JOXEb. 5 Txlbot Avenue, Buckland. ’Phone
57,1 R

niece, Alfred and Elizabeth Marion
Storer. Services were held at her late
home Tuesday afternoon. Her body
Harry Moore is ill at his home in was placed in the receiving tomb at
J 11. E. Cunningham and Jesse Rhodes
CAMDEN
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlook visited Thomaston.
the German cemeteryAl. Sheldon has been ill the past
Mr and Mrs. Horace Nash in Liberty
Carl H. Ilopkins left yesterday for last Saturday. They found Mr. Nash week.
TENANT’S HARBOR
Portland where ha.will attend a con i in very poor health.
Mrs. Fred E. Moore was a guest of I
vention of telephone men.
W. M Prescott and Perley Overlook her son. Harry Moore and family of,
Invitations :ire out for a dancing were business visitors in Union last Thomaston Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Wall of
party to be held in K of P. hall next I week.
Roy Harding has returned to his I Wallston are staying w-ith his parents.
Friday, Feb. 9, at 8 o’clock, given
TV. W. Light recently traded a nice home from North Warren where he j Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Wall during his
by Dr. and Mrs. Wilson D. Barron. i pair of horses and new harnesses with has been employed by Llewellyn father’s illness.
What came near being a serious ac
Mr. and Mrs. Finlay H. Calder, Dr. B. K. Ware of Washington- lie a'so Mank.
.
and Mrs. James (1. Hutchins and Mr. , traded horse's Friday with Algernon
Warren Lodge I. O. O. F. will confer cident occurred at the home of H. F.
and Mrs. John L. Tewksbury.
' Austin the genial Washington-Liberty tile first degree on a candidate at Fri Kalloeh Sunday when an oil stove
The installation of officers of Sea I stage driver.
caught fire in a bed-room up stairs.
day's meeting.
side Chapter, O. E. S., was held Mon , Mr. and Mrs. William Johnston and
Mrs. Nelson Moore and daughter It had been lighted and then left to
day evening. The grand matron, Mrs. family visited Mr. and Mrs- Elden Frances spent Tuesday in Rockland, heat the room. Later when Mr. KalMilward G. Patten of Topsham ill : Rhodes of Liberty last Sunday.
loch attempted to enter, he was forced
guests of friends.
stalled, assisted by grand marshall
Persons at present unknown entered back by the intense heat, and smoke
Mrs. Etta Graffam of Brunswick, with I
the Loren Packard residence Monday and part of the room was in flames.
VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Mary Parsons as grand chaplain
afternoon where they robbed two For awhile the situation looked serious
and Mrs. -Miriam Knowlton as grand
Canton Vinalhaven held its first re- children’s banks and appropriated and caused much excitement among
organist. An excellent musical pro ! hearsal drill Monday night for the in some change belonging to Mr. Packard the members of the household, but
gram followed the ceremony of in stallation which is to be held Feb. 9.
after having upset the house generally fortunately the fire was extinguished
FUR PRICES SLUMP
stallation
and
refreshmnts
were
before gaining complete control.
The High School orchestra met with in their search.
Several from here attended the
served. The new officers are as fol Harold Arey Tuesday evening.
Miss Jennie C. Brown was a guest
lows: Worthy matron. Mrs. Evelyn
Kilton Smith is recovering from a of her sister Helen B. Overlook Mon Grange installation at Martinsville
Shown By the New York Auc
To Let
Monday evening.
Tewksbury:
worthy patron. John week's attack of tonsilitis.
day.
Everybody is busy getting their
Tewksbury: associate matron, Mary
The Pals meet tonight with Mrs.
Harry M. Robinson lias received his
tion—Some Prices Have FOR SALE-Weir Twhie
ABKY. VIJoy; conductress. Bertha Sylvester: i Ralph Robinson.
Supper will be commission as postmaster, and after a summer's supply of ice in. No skating
14*15
nalhavcn. M.iine
this
winter
so
far
but
plenty
of
coast

associate conductress, Harriet Dwinal; ;served.
Risen,
However.
short vacation will enter upon his new
FOR SALE—New bungalow at the Creek on
secretary. Louise Walker: treasurer.
Main street, Thonuiston Also fully equipix'd'
Mrs. George Banks entertained the duties, as successor to Frederic E. Ma ing and by the looks now, the kiddies
shoe repairing shop and dwelling with f»rage
Della Clark; Ada. Doris Ogier; Ruth. ! Occident Club Monday. Lunch was thews. Mr. Mathews will be missed, may be sliding next Fourth of July.
Tlie New York /ur auction sale on Green street. Thomaston. Will seli the shop
Frances
Dearborn;
Esther.
Inez served.
as he was a particularly pleasant and Not only "kiddies,” but we have a few
with nr without tools Busy Terms. CHAS. E.
Crosby:
Martha,
Nettie Jellison;
Jan. 28, Mrs. Hattie Tolman entcr- obliging official, to whom the Courier- grown ups who are sports too. Good which closed Saturday, after handling NIEMI. Green St . Thoniastoii, Me 14**T1i-'2O^
millions
of
valuable
furs
from
this
and
i
tabled
a
group
of
14
friends
in
honor
Electa, Georgia Hardy; chaplain, Bar
FOR SALE—A lighting system 6 h p. B’lIIGazette is indebted for many courte exercise, good air, good moon and good
foreign countries, including Riany from
engine. 3 h p generatfMt 3-Oty 60 cycle
fun.
bara Spear; marshal. Gertrude Mor of her birthday. A chicken supper sies.
110
volts switchlHuird. repoatat, 54 jars, shaft
Maine
and
the
Provinces,
showed
the
Mrs. Sopl.ia Wood of Long Cove
row: organist, Cora Calder; warder, i with all the fixings was enjoyed at 6
Rev. E. W. Webber of the Congre
and
bell. Reason for selltug, connected up
Lillian Elliot: sentinel, Finley Calder. o'clock and the evening was spent with gational church, Will take fty the sub spent Tuesday with her sister, Mrs. slump in prices is marked. ( This means with electric power. Fcr further infomuitlon
that
tra|ii>ers
and
hunters
in
Maine
apply
to W. F. MvLAL’GHLfN, Tenant's Har
Capt. John E. Husby was in towti vocal and instrumental music. The ject of bis sermon Sunday morning. Harriet Wheeler.
*
14-19
Seeing the Liberty correspondent's will find the market prices no stronger bor
the first of the week, a guest of D. J. ' hostess was the recipient of beautiful True Womanhood." Special music by
TO LET—3 furnished rooms, light house
problem in one of last week’s issues, this season, while the quality of what
Dickens.
Capt, Husby’s ship, the ■ gifts of confectionery, cut glass and the choir.
modern conveniences. 35 Ocean St.,
reminds the writer of one which may furs will be taken hereafter will bo keeping,
Capulin, is in Portland loading for a linen.
MILTON M GRIFOX, tel 373-M
12-tf
seem very simple at first, yet it has growing poorer all thh time.
return trip to London and Dundee.
The schooner Charles Lister arrived
TO LET—5-room tenement; bath, electric
Prices on beaver, at this New York lights,
WALDOBORO
puzzled many, including school teach
gas and garage, at 37 Camden street.
i Monday from Port Reading with coal.
ers. who I have asked to solve the auction ran from $23 for the best to Apply to MRS T&OMAS. 276 Main St Tel.
The mark down sale at the Davis
Linda Jones entertained a group of
10-tf
$3.59; for muskrats from $1.80 to 15 151.
Garment Shop will save you money on i friends at luncheon Monday evening.
Mrs. A. F. Bond haB returned from problem. Almost ev'ery answer has
cents, all typical of the drop affecting
TO LET—Tenement in Gregory Block, 701
been
alike,
yet
incorrect.
The
problem
Coats. Suits, Dresses, Skirts and Furs,
Mrs. E. F. Roberts and Miss Eliza visit of two weeks in Boston.
Main street Inquire C A HAMILTON. 442
—adv.
18-14 l beth Weiderhold will leave this week
Mrs, Charles Woodbury of Needham. is as follows: If I gave A and B $10.00 Maine furs.
Main street
e
9-tf
Asked
how
he
accounted
for
this,
an
between
them,
but
gave
A
75
cents
for Detroit. Enroute they will stop at Mass.,- was in town to attend the fu
TO LET—Convenient and desirable fur
Auburn
fur
dealer
eited
the
situation
more
than
B
how
much
would
B.
get?
nished tenement of five rooms, toUet and shed,
neral services of Miss Susan A. Stor
Boston, Utica and Niagara.
EAST WASHINGTON
with regard to beaver, saying that one excellent cemented cellar, alf separate, good
Mrs. A. U. Patterson has returned er. Mrs. Josephine Storer and Miss
Misses Frances and Elsie Light of
neighborhood; electric lights, lurdwood floors,
of
the
biggest
houses
bought
10,000
gas n.nge. and all needed household furnish*
TENANT'S HARBOR DAYS
North Union visited their grandpa | from a visit with her daughter. Mrs. Marion Storer. who were in Provi
beavers from the Hudson Bay sale in ings. Just been thoroughly renovated through
j
Charles
Schofield,
in
Rockland.
dence,
R.
I„
returned
home.
rents. Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Light last
Ixindon
for
one-haif
what
was
being
out, while the furnishings are mostly' now.
George W. Singer of Damariscotta This Isn't the Only January When
Union Church Sunday school has
ween
paid for Maine and Province beavers Just like moving into a newly built and fur
was
in
town
Monday.
I
suspended
until
March,
owing
to
the
nished building Will be rented to a responsi
Snow
Fell
In
Knox
County.
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Morton of
at that time, which was $35 and $30 ble party on reasonable terras No short term
George Greenlaw, who has been se-'
East Union were recent v dtors at the scarcity of fuel.
for
prime
furs.
In
consequence
the
application will be considered. Full particu
Walter, son of Langtry Smith, is re riously ill with pneumonia, is reported
There have been other January's price dropped and the demand was lars of F. W COLLINS, 18 North Main Street.
home of his parents, Mr. ind Mrs. L.
as
improving
in
health.
cuperating
from
an
attack
of
grippe.
Rockland,
Maine
6-tf
when snow fell, as Dad's diaries bear
L. Morton
light here.
Mrs. J. W. Sanborn was in Rockland witness.
O. V. Drew and Lafayette Smith
Robert Linscott was in Rockland on
TO
LET
—
Store
wl.li
cemented
basement
at
The following data ’is of interest to a(5 Main St Tel. 242-4, or apply at 89 Park
Saturday.
1879, Jan. 1.—Very pleasant today
a combined business and pleasure trip I went to Belfast Monday.
Maine trappers.
St
417
Geo.
W.
Poore,
who
has
been
away
Mrs.
Langtry
Smith
gave
a
party
last Wednesday.
The New Year has commenced with
American Furs
several weeks, returned Saturday.
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
glorious weather. No snow yet.
Mr. and Mrs. B. K. Ware. Master Monday evening in honor of the 28th
Silver fox, finest skins......... 2057 .higher STREET
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Jonathan
Matthews
155*tf
Jan. 2.—Snowed.
Willard Ware and Mrs Sarah Shat I wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
Black fox. wooly and poor ....10% lower
TO LET—Furnished house on Mechanic
Hennigar.
Luncheon
was who had gone to Cape Cod for the
Jan. 3.—Roads all blocked this morn
tuck of Washington were Sunday vis ' Angus
10%higher
street—on car line. R. K. SXO1V, Tel 490 or
served and in the midst of a jolly even- winter, were called home by the death ing. Garcelon was chosen Governor White fox ........................
itors at W. M. Prescott’s.
79-B.
148-tf
Red fox .........................
10%higher
Those who have the prevailing dis- i inR Mr- and Mra- Hennigar were pre of Miss Susan A. Storer.
today—first Democratic Governor in
TO LCT— 5-to<mu tenement; food location
Mr. and Mrs. .Lanrence Weston of
House cat .................................. 20% higher
temper of cold and grippe are Mrs sented with a large hand painted pic2 years.
L.
t.
CHASE,
45
Middle
St.
Tel
665-2.
Portland have been guests of Mr. and
Wild eat. Northern ............
20%higher
145-tf
Lottie Prescott, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. lul'e of Owl’s Head.
Jan. 4.—Snowed.
Mrs. S. H. Weston.
Wild eat. Southern and
Light and Roy Light.
j
---------------------TO LET—Nine-room tenement; good loca
Jan. 6.—Snowed all day.
Mrs. Dewey Piper and daughter and
Southwestern ....................... no change tion L. F. CHAM. i5 Middle Street Tel.
Jan. 8.—Snowed.
Mrs. Inez C.irgiil of South WashingThe installation of the officers of Mrs. Leroy McDonald returned Mon
M5-2.
12S-LT
■Fisher, fresh-caught, medium
Jan. 9.—Snowed.
ion was a visitor Sunday at the Ip,me | I’ieasant Valley Grange was held on day from a trip to Massachusetts.
and small, durk ............
10%higher TO LET—STORAGE—For rumliure, stoves,
of Mr. and Mrs. W M. Prescott.
Jan.TO.
—
Bad
snow-storm
last
night,
January 22. J. Herbert Gould of Cam
The Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau lias
and musical instruments or anything tin: re
Fisher, large, tliiek-pelted.
Arial Linseott has been in Libi
den was the installing officer and was a planning meeting Saturday in Wal- snow blowing hard today.
a dry. clean room. Termn reasonable.
.................. 30% lower quires
and
old
................
I R. Five 221 Main SI.. Rockland
45tf
during the past week cutting ice
Jan. 16.—Suowed.
insisted by Mrs. Phyllis Tolman Morse. Joboro.
................. 38% lower
Skunk,
fresh
skins
Jan. 18.—Snowed.
The 12 members of the Whist Club
Skunk, old skins ... ................. 30% lower
Jan. 21.—Snowed.
Miscellaneous
who attended the first banquet of the
Muskrat, Alaska ... ....... .......... 40% lower
Jan. 23.—Snowed.
agon pronounced it the. ‘‘best ever,”
lower
..................
30%
Muskrat.
Northern
Jan. 25.—Snowed.
1800 SECURES MONEY MAXING FARM—
The affair was given at the residence
Jan. 26.—Bad storm last night. snow Muskrat. Southern ..................25% lower Stocked and equipped. Live tflese live depot
of Mrs. J. W. Sanborn and the hostess
lower town, ft w steps motor bus; -prosperous neigh
.................
10%
Bear,
black
..............
bors. Htv market.*: Iacres heavy cropping
CASH GROCERY
was assisted by Mrs. C. W. Wallace. blowing badly.
Jan. 27.—Very cold tills morning P.ear, brown ............ ......... ;...... .30% lower fields. sprOig-watcred pa»‘tlrc jftid wvodldl;
Mrs. J. V. Benner and Mrs. Maynard
and
variety fruit:
rp«»m Rouse. 42-fL ha se
Wolf,
Northwestern
41 OCEAN STREET
Kuhn. The evening was spent as usual Roads badly blocked. Edwin Vosc of
barn, poultry boiwe. Owner unable op
Canada ................ ..................10% lower men'
Cushing
froze
to
death
Saturday
erate
$335«
gets
it.
iMrtte,
roWs. poultry, bogs,
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED at cards, the prize winners being Mr night on road from Rockland to Cush Wolf. Western anti Southfull implemeiCs, feed, crops ificluded Details
Kuhn and Mrs. Benner. At midnight
.................
no
change
jwge
1.3
I'lus
(
alalufi
Barg:»iu*
free
western ............ .
the guests were summoned to the din ing. Snowed some this p. m.
FARM ALBNCY. 284 D G . Water
Otter. Northern and Alaska 10% lower ST1WHT
Jan.
28.
—
Rain
and
sleet.
S-;
.
Augusta.
Me.
14It
ing room which was effectively dec
Jan. 31.—Pleasant, with bright sun. Otter, Southern ..........................5% lower
orated in red and green. Green and
NOTICEWill
the
person
who
borrowed
the
January's in New England are not all Cross fox,.................................... no change l»ook entitled “The Twenty-first of June” from
red lights festooned across the ceiling
Lynx .......................................... oo change Dr Georgia Davis, chiropractor please return it
alike
—
some
arc
worse
than
others.
shed a soft clow over the dainty ap
were not many of the people of Beaver.......................................... 20% lower to the owner, whose name is written inside?
14-16
Best All Round Flour, per bag............................................... 95c pointments of the table. .A blazing There
Dressed and dyed seal ......... 10% lower
wood-fire on the hearth, flanked with the Pine Tree State hiking to Florida
PORTLAND PEOPLE t*n find each Issue of
1 3 pounds Fine Granulated Sugar....................................... $1.00 evergreen, gave a colonial accent of and California to escape the in Amer. opossum, extra large
on sale at tlie CENTRAL
and large ................................ no change The Courler-fiazetle
clemency of the weather in 1879. The
CO , ®64 Congress Kt. This will con
Occident Bread Flour, per bag............................................ $1.35 hospitality to the scene. A tiny ev wise feathered denizens of the air did Ermine ..... ................................ no change NiKWB
venience
many
who
want
to got the paper reg
ergreen tree in the center of the table
ularly.
13-tf
bore strange fruit that was afterward that. Now the children of this gen-' Raccoon ....... -i........................ 20% lower
Evaporated Milk, per can................. 10c; 3 cans................... 25c dispensed to the guests. Red rose eration being wise follow the birdies. Mink, fresh-caught.... .......... .10% higher TAKE MY COURSE IN SALESMANSHIP—
...10% lower Win paying jM»sition. CONSUMERS GUIDE
Holltaton. Mass.
.
13*15
Hawaiian Sliced Pineapple, liy;ge cans, each......................... 35c baskets, place-cards and bon-bons car Good luck to them. 1 would like to Wink, old skins......
ried out the color scheme. The menu
PALMER ENGINES
' d,ff( i - nt models, X
to 75 H. I’ One to six cylimlers. Heavy duty.
follows: Grape fruit cocktail, roast
Smoked Shoulders, any size, per pound................................ 1 4c chicken,
Medium duty and high speed types. Afso ac
mashed potato, turnip, cran
cessories and parts
Semi for catalogue.
Corned Beef, newly corned, per pound..................................... 8c berry sauce, baked macaroni and
PALMER BROS., 39 Portland Pier, Portland.
cheese, onions, olives, rolls, lemon pie
Me.
li-37
Stew Beef or Pot Roast, per pound.......................................... 15c cheese balls, ice cream with chocolat'
PICTURE FRAMING I carry a nice line < f
Mouldings and can ftl'l all orders promjrtly and
Hamburg Steak, 2 pounds.........................................................25c sauce, coffee. It was indeed a delight
Everything advertised in our adver
ful occasion, long to lx- remembered
Spanish Onions, 4 lbs. .......... 25c at reasonable prices B1WVIN H. MAXCY over
Jayson’s Store, at__the Brvx>k.
10*17
Pork Roasts, per pound . . 22c. Pork Chops, pound . ,25c by those present. The meeting this tisement of Jan. 18 remains the same Large
Lux, 2 pkgs. ....................................... -...15c ' LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
low
prices
except
the
articles
below
week
will
be
held
with
Mrs.
J.
T.
Gay
Rinso,
pkg
.........
5c;
22
pkgs
..........
>1.00
Beef Roasts........................................................ 12c, I 5c, 18c, 25c
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mail

WARREN

FRANK O. HASKELL
TELEPHONE 318

AT HASKELL’S

Cash Prices for FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY

The Store Where You Save Money

i Chickens, fresh killed, per pound.............................................38c
Fresh Sliced Pork Liver, pound .... 10c; 3 pounds . . . ,25c
S Sliced Bacon, pound boxes, each............................................... 38c
Successor to A. F. Burton
Pure Lard, pound ........................................................................ 16c
GRANITE AND MARBLE 'Compound Lard, pound..................................................................14c
CEMETERY WORK
Fresh Eggs
Fat Salt Pork, pound.............................. 18c
Main Street
Salted Greens, pound.............................. 20c
Dozen 50c
THOMASTON, MAINE

FOR SALE

RICH T1MBERLANDS

Bv a little effort on your part this can be done. In
vestigate our method of doing business, our prices,
service and absolutely the best Groceries at LOW
EST POSSIBLE PRICES. For this vzeek—

THOMASTON

try the Sunny Southland for a change
my own self.
Incidentally we have all the snow
here in Massachusetts compatible with
One quarter of Rankin Block, section occu
comfort. Maine has a surplus of the
pied by Pendleton Drug Store, with tenements
commodity.
Coze.

Salt Mackerel, pound........................... 15c
i Salt Tongues, pound ............................ 1 5c
I Cod Bits, 3 pounds................................ 25c

Boneless Herring
per pound
25c

Pop Corn, per package............... 7c; 4 packages................ 25c
Large packages Rolled Oats...................................................... 20c
Corn Makes, 4 packages...................... .'..................................... 25c
Cream I artar, quarter pound packages
6 packages Baking Soda...........................

. 9c
25c

8 bars Swift’s Pride Soap................. ......................................... 25c
Lux, per package.................... 10c; 3 packages...................... 25c
Rinso. 5 packages.......................................................................... 25c
SAME PRICES ON OTHER GOODS AS EAST WEEK

Susan A. Storer
The friends of Miss Susan A. Storer
were saddened Friday to hear of her
death at her home on t l£riendshi|>
street. Miss Storer was born in Wal
doboro 74 years ago. the daughter of
Albert and Elizabeth Bertha Storer.
She was educated at Castleton Sem
inary, Castleton, Vt„ and was after
ward graduated from Abbott Academy,
one of the finest schools in the East
pin States. Well equipped as she was
to fill any position in life, the ties of
home held her closely. For many
years she cared for an invalid mother
and after her death endeavored in ev
cry way to take her place with the
brother and sisters. She became
member of tlie Congregational church
about 50 years ago and lived such
life as became a Christian. She was
president for many years of the Ladies'
Society of the Congregational church
and her activities in this connection
are spoken of with praise and tender
ness today by (he members of that
organization. Her death from bron
chial pneumonia brought to a close
life of constant endeavor. She will be
missed in the community as one of the
true ladies of the old school whose
place cannot he filled. She leaves two
sisters, Mrs. Jonathan Matthews and
Mrs. Lena Heron and a nephew and

which changed slightly in price:

Wo have a let of odds and ends of
mixed Salt Fish to clean up, while
they last, per lb............................... 3c
Tongues and Cheeks, 5 lbs.............. 25c
We have bought an odd lot of For
mosa Oolong Tea (we tried it and it is
very good) while it lasts 4 lbs.........$1.00

Hamburg Steak, nice and lean, 2
pounds ........................................... 25c
Pig's Liver, fresh, 3 lbs.......................25c
Fat Salt Pork, lb...................
17e
Pork Roast, very lean, lb.................. 18c
Pork Chops, middle cuts, lb............... 21c
Swift's Premium Hem, sliced to fry
(Will refund monry if nut satisfactory)
lb!......................................................35c
Before you buy your weekly supply
7V2C ' of groceries be sure and look over our
Granulated Sugar, lb.............
Confectionery Sugar, 3 lbs................. 25c advertisement of Jan. 18, and save
money by trading with us.
Milk, fresh, sweet, per quart ........... 8e
Strictly Fresh Nearby Farmer Eggs,
dozen .................................. . ..... — 49c
Country Butter, lb..............................45c
Pop Corn, every kernel pops, 4,/a
pounds ........................................... 25c
Crumbled Korn Kakes,5 lb. box....... 45c
Candy of all kinds, 2 lbs.................... 35c
Bloaters, large size, fine quality, 7
• for .........
25c
Pink Salmon, 2 cans .......................25c
Royal Baking Powder, large can .. .38c
medium can .................................. 20c
New Seeded Raisins, pkg.................. 15c
New Prunes, lb................................... 15c
Hawaiian Sliced Pineapple, large {
can ................................................. 30c j
Bulk Rolled Oats, 6 lbs......................25c'
Granulated Meal, 8 lbs..................... ..25c

Aft-R’
S•
ASH AMD
• ft 8

MARKET
TlAIN&tylLLCfcSr.^

orders solicited HBLKN <’ RHODES Ittf
“CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY.” a very
handy 196 page book compiled by R. B. Fill
more, gives :ho official history of the county
and a page or so is devoted to each of the
towns and two plantations Sent by mall to
anv address on receipt of 50c. Address R. B.
FILLMORE. 80 Main 8treoL Thomaston
I42tf

THE INDEPENDENT (Skowhegan) Reporter

Is oc sale At

1. 1.

CARVER'S. Rockland

«R-4f

ENGRAVED CARDS—it at this office and
examine styles. If you already have a plate
bring It ,n and let us print von cards In latest
size. THE COURIER-GAZETTE.

Distinctiveness of
design appeals

to everyone.
Apperson
has

this.
C. JONES
6 Talbot Avo.
Rockland, Main*

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 1,

In Social Circles

WHO IS IHE HANDSOMEST MAN IN KNOX COUNTY?

In addition to personal note* recording de
parture! add arrlrala, tlie department especially
dealiei Information of social happenings, par
ties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by msll or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ........................................ .
770

BEAUTY CONTEST

BEAUTY CONTEST

Between
(WOMAN)
20
My Choice............................................
and
50
Signature...............................................

(MAN)
The regular meeting of the Shake
speare Society, which was held Monday
evening, was one of especial interest.
Under the leadership of Miss l.ucy
Rhodes Act. ;V, of "Antony and Cl opatra” was rend, this finishing the play.
Three papers followed—’"The Cleopa
tra of Art," hy Mrs. Arthur L. Orne;
"The Cleopatru of Fiction,” by Mrs. R.
J. Wasgatt; and "The Cleopatra of the
Drama.” by Mrs. Ensign Otis. A dis
cussion of IhP play followed. An onen
meeting of the Shakespeare Society
will be held Feb. 12 at ihe home of
Mrs. Gorge W. Smith.

My Choice............................................

Signature...............................................

Page Seven

1923
PRE-INVENTORY SALE

Boxes at Fuller-Cobb-Davis or W. O. Hewett Co. stores. There will also be a Bal

STARTS FEBRUARY 3 -SATURDAY

lot Box at the Fair.

This, as you know, is our Real CLEARANCE

Mark your choice and mail to Food Fair Beauty Committee or drop in Contest

SALE of the year

Mr. and Mrs.'George W. Smith en
tertained at a imall birthday dinner
Tuesday evening, the guests including
Mrs. Jennie W. Pird, Mr. and Mrs. F.
W. Fuller and Mr. and Mrs. W. O.
Fuller, and the occasion celebrating five
birthdays that fell within the week.

ROCKLAND GIRL EDITS IT

Winnifred Shaw Fales At the Head of
An Artistic Magazine.

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Nice Native Fowl .................................................i..........................
Small Premium Hams (about 10 lbs. each) ..................................
Nice Smoked Shoulders ........................................... ....................
Salted Greens, 2 pounds for ..........................................................
Good Dairy Butter, per pound ........................................................
Large Can Corned Beef . .................................................................
Large Can Corned Beef Hash ......................................................
California Budded Walnuts, per pound .........................................

Mrs. Maynard Havener entered Knox .
Hospital Wednesday morning for med- ;
leal treatment.
Miss Daisy Bennett, a Sophomore in I
Rockland High School, who makes her i
horn-' with Judge and Mrs. Frank B.'
Miller, School street, is in Silsby Hos- j
pital recovering from an operation for
a very severe attack of appendicitis.

40c
28c
15c
25c
50c
25c
20c
45c

(Every nut guaranteed large and perfect)

Large Jars Oyster Cocktail Sauce ................................................. 35c
Large Can Fruit Salad ................................................................... 60c
Small Cans Nice Sliced Peaches .......... 25c; 5 cans for ......... $1.00
Del Monte Brand Red Salmon ....................................................... 30c

Mrs. Elizabeth Ryan left Saturday
for Portland, where she will be the
guest for a’few weeks of her daughter. '
Mrs. Chas. Burke.

(This is a first-class salmon.

Have a few' cans on th. shelf)

Sunbright Cleanser, per can .............................................................. 5c
(Just as good as any of the cleansers selilng for 10c and 12c

Wednsday evening at her home on
Ocean street, Mrs. Frank A. Beverage 1
entertained with a picnic supper n j
honor of Mrs. Stanley Nickerson, who
has recently returned from a five
months’ sojourn in Boston. The menu
consisted of cold chicken, escalloped
potato, hot rolls, olives, fruit salad,
assorted cake and coffoe. The follow
ing guests, members of her sewing,
club, were present: Miss Emma Well
ington, Mrs. Charles S. Hall, Mrs. AI- I
bert Averill, Miss Lillian Baker. Mrs.!
Robert A. Snow, Mrs. Oscar S. Dun- j
can, Miss Linnle Brewer, Mrs. Arthur!
F. Pillsbury of Thomaston, and Mrs. j
Stanley Nickerson, the guest of honor, i

Good Flour, per bag ...................................................................... $1.10
2 Pound Package Cocoa ................................................................ . 25c
2 Pounds Nice New Dates .............................................................. 25c
Kellogg's Bran, per package .................................. ,..................... 22c
Cereal Meal, per can ........................................................................ 80c
4 Pound Box Premium Soda Bread, per pound ........................... 18c

Miss M. M. Andrews was guest of;
Mr. and Mrs. Tibbetts, Orace street, a :
few days last week.

JAMESON & BEVERAGE CO.

(People say (hey are as good as saltines, at much less money)

1 Quart Bottle Parson’s Ammonia .................................................. 30c
(This is a good bargain)

Home Made Sausage, per pound ................................................... 30c
Nico Norwegian Sardines, 2 cans for ......................................... 25c
_

(Handy to have in the house)

1 Pound Pail Peanut Butter ..................*.................. . .................. 25c
(.Nice peanut butter and a nice little pail for the kiddies)

Sugar, per pound ............................ . ................................................ 8c

Mrs. Nelson Carr, Hill street, who ’ or checker or overplaid effects, and is
has been seriously ill for the past few frequently bound with the matching
color in the pattern. The tendency to
days, is improving.
ward the side closing of jackets should
Tomorrow James Wight, the oldest be noted. Ribbon or a streamer of
bandmaster In Maine and since 1858 an self material ties them together at the
honored figure in Rockland musical; left side Another note in trimming is
the becoming use of fur, many collars
circles, celebrates his 93rd birthday.
being seen on the new spring suits.—
Mrs. J. P. Harriman. wrho underwent Dry Goods Economist.
a serious operation at Silsby Hospital
Clarence E. Daniels was stricken
Saturday is doing well.
with a severe illness while at dinner
Many of the older residents of Rock Tuesday and was taken to "The
land and Ingraham Hill will remember Laurie," where he is improving. He
Mrs. Mary Sargent who. up to a expects to be able to go to his home
quarter century ago, lived in the on Talbot avenue today.
southern section of the city. She has
been making her home with her
POCKETS
daughter, Mrs. Charles Sweetland in '
Attleboro, Mass., and died there Jan.
[For The Courier-Gazette 1
29 at the advanced age of 91.
I have a little neighbor who

Mr. and Mrs. John O. Stevens left i
this morning for Boston.

Eugene Robinson, who has been I
spending a few days with his family. :
returned to Waterville yesterday.

Mrs. Lilian B. Mortland. who has
been for several weeks in Jacksonville,
Florida, the guest of Mrs. Helen Crabtree Stone, followed by a week at Miami, is now at Lakeside Inn, Mount
Dora, where she will spend the remainder of the winter season.

1923.

1
I
.
'
1

Miriam Sewing Circle will meet with
Mrs. Minnie Simmons Friday after
noon at her home on Willow street.

Mrs. G. W. Baehelder has returned ;
from Union, where «he has been spend- !
ing a few days at her former home.

W. E. Crockett of Dorchester, Mass.,
and sister, Mrs. Raymond C. Hopkins
of Quincy, Mass., are guests for a
week or so of their father, G. O. B.

Is rich as rich can he.
He has a store of treasure.
For he showed it all to me;
The 'pockets of his trousers
Are stuffed, all they can hold.
With most every kind of treasure
You could name, excepting gold.

There’s a broken, rusty jack-knife
And a knotted ball of string,
A tin canary on a stick
That once knew how to sing.
A tiny box of flsh books,
And a funny spotted stone.
And a whistle that wont whistle.
However much it’s blown

• There are tufts of colored feathers
That he says are fishing ftivs.
And a dozen striped mat Vies,
And some handkerchiefs and ties;
Of pencils, and erasers
He has a wondrous s:ore-Rnough to last a year at school
And I don’t know liut more.

That's all that I recall, except
An apple and some gum.
And the finger of an old kid glove
To protect an injured thumb :
A. corkscrew, and some matches.
And a battered old baseball Hu' what I cannot undetstand
Is, where he keeps it atll
Fiances Wright Turner.
Camden, Jan. 3(1.

Crockett.
Nine little girls gathered at the home
of Lucy Bewail yesterday afternoon,
the occasion being her 9ti, birthday.
Games were played, then the children
Were ushered Into the slining room
which was prettily decorated with red
hearts. The table w’as set'with dain
ties, and there was a large birthday
cake in the center, with nine candies.
The children with one .puff blew out
Ihe candles. Scallop stew was served.
Miss Lucy received many pretty pres
ents. The guerfts were Ruth McCart
ney, Edna McCartney, Marguerite
Hamilton, Evelyn Hamilton, Catherine
Cole, Flora Hamlin, Catheleen 'Seavey,
Dorothy Magune, Gracy Black and
liucy Sewall.

Mrs. E. C. McIntosh, who has been
ill at her home on Prospect street the
past five weeks, is much improved.
•The Seven Happy Hearts met Mon
day afternoon with the secretary, Vora
Nye. A pleasing hour was spent with
games, charades and conundrums, af
ter which lunch was served. The next
meeting will be with Mary Bird, the
dee president.

iMr. and Mrs. V. F. Studley left
Tuesday for Boston, where they will
spend a week or 10 days.

The Lady Knot Chapter, D. A. R..
Will meet with Mrs. C. F. Snow, Mid
dle street, Monday at 3 o’clook.
Glenn A. Lawrence who attended
the annual convention of the National
Canners’ Association in Atlantic City
last week, continued his journey to
Oocoanut Grove, Fla., where he wilt be
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrrnce. He planned to make stops in
Philadelphia und Georgetown enroute.

Ladies’ nigj)t .at the Elks Home toriight. There wfil he cards in the
afternoon and dancing in the evening,
preceded by supper.

The short, separate Jacket, the im
portance of which cnanot be over
stated, Is one of the important feat
ures of the new collections. It is de
veloped in both rougli and dressy fab
rics, and is replacing to some extent
the vogue for the cape. Camel’s hair
la one of the most favored materials
seen, and It is used for every kin‘1 of
garment ttyit can be classed un.ier
sports-wear. It is smart in either plain

PA R K
Matinee, 2 P. M. 10c, 17c
Evenings 6:45, 8:30;
17c, 22c
Special Prices Thursday & Friday

TODAY — FRIDAY

Harold Lloyd
The Prince of Fun Makers
In His First 5-Reel Laughquake

“GRANDMA’S BOY”
Admission 17c and 28c
SATURDAY

BASKETBALL BATTLES

Rockland Girls, Minus Two
Regulars, Have a Walkover
—Boys Also Win.

Hopelessly crippled, apparently, by
the loss of Breen and Berry from the
center, the Rockland High School bas
ketball girls faced the much-heralded
Maine School of Commerce team from
Auburn last night. This team gave
Rockland a scare last season, losing
by only five points, but was completely
outclassed in this exhibition. Tweedie
and Trifton worked in the center for
Rockland. It was the latter’s debut
into "big lekgue’ basketball and she
delighted the crowd with her playing.
Each Flanagan made 11 baskets and
E. Flanagan shot four fouls in addi
tion. The first period it was all “snip,"
the second period all Eileen. Breen
the regular center, had the misfortune
to injure her knee badly in ,practice.
The lineup:
Rockland: E. Flanagan if, A. Flan
agan rf, Tweedie, M. Griffin c, Trafton
sc, H. Griffin lg, Blethen rg.
Maine School of Commerce: LeRette
rf, Strout If, Keyo c; Cummings • ?,
Given rg, Chabot lg.
Score: Rockland 48, Maine School of
Commerce 2.
Goals: A. Flanagan 11, E. Flanagan
11, Strout 1. Goals from fouls, E. Flan MRS. LIDA (THURSTON)
agan 4. Referee, Wotton.

• » • .

Mrs. Lida Barrie, whose death oc

Rockport High brought down a hard
fighting, steady working quintet which
had previously been defeated by the
cack Camden High team by only three
points but they were helpless in the
hands of Captain Record's boys. Rock
land scored almost at will, playing a
consistent, line passing game and had
the entire second team in the last pe
riod. The fans were much pleased bv
the game and look for a victory over
the Lincoln Academy outfit Friday
night. Reed and Flanagan starred for
Rockland, Bryant and Tibbetts for
Rockport.
The score:
.

Rockland High
Goals
C. Record if ...... 6
Reed rf ...................... 9
Flanagan c ............... 3
O. Record lg ............ li
R. Snow rg ............... 1
S. Snow If ...........
0
Green rf .......... 0
Nosworthy c ............ 0
Baum lg ................... 0
Murphy rg ................... 0
• 18

Fouls

u
1
0
0
0
0

Pts.
10
is
15
u
2
1
0
0
0
0

10

44

0
3

6

o
n
9

n

Rockport High

“Mixed Faces”

•EMPIRE*
Matinee 2 P. M. 10c, 17c
Evening, 6:15, 8:30, 10c, 22c
Special Feature & Prices Thursday

TODAY — THU R S D A Y

MARY P1CKFORD
In her Happiest Picture of Sunshine
and Joy

"THE LOVE LIGHT”
SECOND FEATURE

Mack Sonnett's Great Fun Riot

"MARRIED LIFE”
Admission 17c, 28c.

Children 10c

FRIDAY

HOOT GIBSON

"THE GALLOPING KID’
CULLEN LANDIS in

“WATCH YOUR STEP"

Tibbetts rf ............... 3
Bryant If ...........g.. 3
Bartlett c ................. I)
Osborne rg ............... 1
McKinney |g .......... 1

I)
0
q

9
0
2
|

8
3
1ft
Score: Rockland High 46. Rockport
High 19. Referee, YVotlon. Time, four
10-minute periods.

GRAFTED INTO THE ARMY

Another Recollection of That Ancient
Civil Wartime Song
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Capt. Luke hasn't got it just right
yet. I think 1 heard the song about
the same time and at the same place
that he did. It was sung by Miss Lot
tie R. Young, a very charming young
miss from the Northend, whose sweet
Voice will be remembered by many of
the older residents. Capt. Luke’s first
verse is really the chorus as 1 recall it.
Oh, .lintnty has gone for Io lire in a lent.

They have grafted him into tlie army,
He finally puckered up courage and went,
And they grafted him into tlie army.
And Ihese are the trousers he used Io wear,
The very same buttonsf-tlie iialeh and the tear.
But Vnele Nam gave him a brand new pair
When he grafled him into ihe army.

Chorus
Oh, Jimmy, farewell, your brothers fell

SATURDAY
Goldwyn All Star Cast in

Way donnjn Alabama'.
I thought (liei would spare s lone widow's heir
But the)' grafted him into Ihe army.

"THE GRIM COMEDIAN"

There were tavo or three more verses
but 1 remember only the first.
Grace D. Robbins.
Rockland, Jan. 31.

SECOND FEATURE

“LIVING LIES"
COMEDY

I

TARZAN

BARRIE

Rockland High 46, Rockport High 19 curred in Worcester, Mass., Jan. 18, was

Wm. Russell
A Zippy Story of Politics and
Scallawags
COMEDY
TRAVELOGUE

One of the most attractive magazines
that conies to The Couirier-Gaaette
desk is Home Furnishing Styles, which
beginning last month is to lie issued
monthly from the New York office, a
periodical “dedicated to the art of
home beautifying"—and that is a
highly worthy object, in which every
person who has a home, or expects to
have one, is concerned. We are par
ticularly interested in the publication
because of the fact that its editor is
a former Rockland girl. Winnifred
Shaw Fales, who has won a high place
in the realm to which this magazine
is dedicated. We take pleasure in
copying the publisher’s foreword “In
troducing the Editor:"
“One of the most widely known
names in tlie field of domestic art is
hat of Mrs, Winnifred Fales of New
York city, who besides being a prolific
contributor 10 leading magazines, and
the author of several bonks, has re
ceived and answered during the last
sixteen years more than twenty-live
thousand appeals for advice on the
subject of home beautifying. Not only
has every State in the Union furnished
Its quota of requests, but also Canada,
South America, Great Britain. Norway,
Australia. Cuba, Hawaii, the Philip
pine Islands, France, Italy, Spain, and
even far away India, and China. To
every inquirer Mrs. Fales lias sent a
personal letter of suggestions und in
formation. Numberless expressions of
gratitude from those whose homes
have been made more harmonious
through the successful carrying out of
her recommendations, prove the in
estimable value of the service rendered.
“When the Home Furnishing Styles
Association sought an editor for its
new magazine. Mrs. Fales’ intimate
knowledge of the problems of Ameri
can housewives and her enthiplastic
devotion to the establishment of the
highest standards of beauty in home
furnishing made her tlie unanimous
choice of the directors. Although hap
pily associated with the editorial and
peraonul service departments of one
of the most popular magazines for the
home,-“Mrs. Fales accepted the prof
fered position because sin saw in the
new publication an opportunity for
still broader and more pnaetical ser
vice. Henceforth she will lie associ
ated exclusively with our new maga
zine, Home Furnishing Styles, which
tinder her guidance will reflect the
newest and most worth while develop
ments in home furnishings, and will
present in readable and easily under
stood form the unchanging, funda
mental principles on Which art is
based."
Home Furnishing Styles is circulated
in this part of Maine by the Burpee
Furniture Co., one of Rockland's oldest
business houses which was founded by
Mrs. Fales’ family. Copies can be had
on application at the company's place
of business or by mail.

formerly Miss Lida Thurston of this
city, daughter of Thomas and Alice
(Albee) Thurston, and was for a num
ber of years a valued member of both
the Rockland Opinion and The CourierGazette office staffs.
Mrs. Barrie had not been in good
health for some time, but at the last
was stricken with a shock which ter
minated in unconsciousness and from
which there was no recovery, and
after ten days the end came. Mrs.
Barrie had many old-time friends and
acquaintances in Rockland who hold
her in pleasant remembrance. She
was a person of the finest type of
womanhood, refined and sweet man
nered, and one who stood for all that
was highest and best in life. Of a
temperament that loved music, in her
early years sac was frequently con
nected with musical affairs, and at one
lime a member of the etioir of St.
Peter's Episcopal church in Rockland,
of which church she was a dcvqted
participant.
One brother, Edw. Thurston sur
vives her with whom she had made
her home the past several years.
Funeral services were held in Wor
cester, and later the body will lie
taken to Rockland for interment in the
family lot at Sea View cemetery.
Ballot boxes have been placed in the
stores of Fuller-Cobb-Davis and the W.
O. Hewett Co. to receive votes in Ihe
beauty contest being staged by the
Community Food Fair committee. Con
siderable interest has been manifested
and the contest promises to become
pretty warm by the end of Food Fair
week. One young woman Htated that
her section of the city would produce
tlie winner and her friends are wonder
ing if the girls in ihe other parts are
going to let her get away with it without
a fight even if she does live at the
Northend. Among the men there will
not be much of a contest, it Is feared,
as it is pretty generally understood that
a certain genial Main street merchant
has cornered the market on voles. Be
that as it may, it is entirely laosible that
there are younger men in Rockland who
could give tbis merchant a run for his
money. Many votes have been cast by
the ladies even at this early date and
this contest will without a doubt settle
for all time the question of who the
best looking girl in Rockland is. Many
persons have inquired if it was neces
sary to have a printed ballot. It Is not.
You can cast a Vote for the person you
are interested in by simply writing his
or her name on apy piece of paper and
depositing same in the ballet boxes. So
get busy, girls, and .produce the winner.

Tlie mark down sale at tne Davis
Garment shop will stive you money on
Bargains in linoleum remnants at Coats, Suits, Dresses, Skirts and Furs,
Burpee's Saturday at 10.—adv.
—adv.
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K. J. SIKICW'TOIV CO.

Now is the time to do that painting and repairing job.
(J It is too cold to work out of doors but just right to work in
the house.

<J| Fix up now; it will soon be warmer and you will want to
work out doors and won’t have lime for the inside jobs.

IJJWe ran furnish Saws, Planes, Hammers, Sind all kinds of
tools to do the wood butchering with, and we have every
thing in Paint, Varnish and Enamel for finishing up the job.
<1 Do it now and be all ready when the Twilight League starts.

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
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THE HELVETIA’S EXPERIENCE
Was Thrice Within 150 Miles Of Charleston Only To Be
Blown Off In 45-Days’ Passage From New York.
The full story of the schooner Helve
tia's experience is told in the Charleston
(S. C.) American, a copy of which has
been sent to The Courier-Gazette by
Capt. R. K. Snow, one of the schooner's
owners who was in Charleston await
ing Capt. Greenwood’s arrival. The
story follows.
s s • s

Forty-five days at sea, tossed by the
rough seas and heavy winds; coming
near to Charleston several times, lint
each time driven off again, the s hooner Helvetia Saturday morning, under
full sail, came into Charleston harbor.
Reports of a few days ago that the
schooner was safe aroused more than
doubt in the minds of persons in
Charleston, but its arrival in the har
bor was almost as if a ghost of the de
parted had returned. The Helvetia
however, presented far from a ghostly
appearance—it was spic and span, in
splendid shape, and would hardly have
been taken for the schooner which had
long been given up.
The tug Henry Buck, Saturday af
ternoon at 5 o’clock commenced the
task of docking the schooner to the
North State pier. Al 5.40 the vessel
had been made fast to its moorings at
the pier, and Capt. L. A. C.repnwood,
master of the Helvetia, came on shore.
Hoavever, he was not the first of the
vessel’s crew to touch terra (Irma
again, as Alvin Sagurlin, one of the
sailors, climbed down the bowsprit
when the schooner was near the wharf
and leaped to the pier, evidently en
joying very much the opportunity once
more to rest his feet on something else
than the ship’s deck.
Capt. Greenwood stated that, despite
the fact that the ship had been at sea
since Dec. 13, there was little to say
about the journey. In his own words,
it was not "much of a yarn.” "We had
hardly set sail from New York," said
the master, "when we found ourselves
in a northwest sea and northeast
winds, which was only the commence
ment of our troubles. Following on
this, we encountered only gale after
gale. I concluded that it would avail
us nothing to attempt to battle the
elements of the weather, and, taking
in all sail, we merely drifted around, at
the mercy more or less of the weather,
but at the same time greatly minimiz
ing the danger to the ship.
"Thera- is little to say about it except
that the vessel proved its staunchness.
It is a line craft well put togetherstrong and steady, it clearly proved
this under the conditions through
which ave passed.

Near Charleston Thrice
The Helvetia was witlun 150 miles
of Charleston on three occasions, ac
cording to Capt. Greenwood. He said
that each time gales were encountered
and he had to allow his vessel to drift
along with the winds. The fartiiest
east the vessel ever avent was when it
reached a point within 150 miles of
Turk's Island.
Capt. Greenwood was surprised al
the various reports which had been
broadcasted throughout the ebuntry
as to his vessel's condition, some being
to the effect that it had been found in
a capsized condition off Winter Quar
ter Lightship, another that it had been
toaved to Norfolk, and sill another that
it could not be found when sought
after in its capsized condition. As to
these reports Capt. Greenwood said
that he was indeed glad that they were
unfounded and without truth, for it
avas much better to come in on the
Helvetia as it was yesterday than to
be lying in Davy Jones’ locker, whe-e
the reports had buried him and his
crew.

Is a Strong Vessel
The Helvetia is said to he one of the
strongest vessels that call at this port.
Having been built over 15 years ago,
she has sailed tlie seas in fine style, ami
the recent long trip at sea is the only
near-mishap which she has ever en
countered. The ship is a sleek looking
schooner, and undoubtedly proved her
avorth in the recent battle with the el
ements of sea and wind.
■When the Helvetia left New York
a sounding disclosed that there were
live inches of water in the bilges. Fri
day night another sounding showeii
that there were then hut seven Inches
of water in the bilges. The fact that
the < raft took in only two inches of
Water in the forty-five days journey is
thought toy mariners here to lie an
unusually good proof of Its staunch
ness.
During the war the Helvetia was
used by the United States government
us a decoy ship. In this service, Ihe
schooner encountered all sorts of
weather and dangers, hut seemed al
ways, avith the help of its own line
construction and perhaps a lucky star,
to (merge safe.

Belongs to Snow Line

The Helvetia belongs to the I. I.'.
Snow Co. of Rockland, Maine, and
sail -d from New York Dec. 13 to lift
cargo here at the North State Lumber
Company. No word was heard from
the ship whatever, and, with the reports from Norfolk that she had been
found off the Winter Quarter light
ship, little, if any hope was enterCrew Was Faithful
| tabled here tor her arrival. She avas
“As to the creav," said Capt. Green given up by practically everyone along
wood, "I can only say that they showed the waterfront, and she was stricken
a willingness to do tiny thing in their from the "en route” columns of many
•
power to help at all times. They maritime papers.
The schooner Dorothy Brinkman is
proved to be a clean-cut hunch of men,
faithful under all conditions, and I cn route to tile North State Company,
consider myself lucky in having had and would have lifted the cargo In
tended .or the Helvetia had not the
under me such a crew."
When told of the recent report that a latter -arrived yesterday. Now, hoav
ship had provided the Helvetia with pro ever. tlie Helvetia will take on the
visions, Capt. Greenwood said that this l argo for which it was chartered, and
must have been a misinterpretation of will commence loading on Monday
the message sent out. lie said that morning. Captain Greenwood declared
on Thursday a tanker, whose name that his vessel was lit and ready to
was given as the Alio, passed so close | load cargo, anil the Dorothy Brinkman
ly to his vessel that lie .asked Iter mas avill lie loaded with another cargo when
ter for his position, which the tanker's it arrives this week.
captain gave him. He said he told the
Capt. Greenwood'* First Trip
tanker’s master that he had been at
sea for forty-three days, and asked
This was Captain Greenwood’s first
him to notify the Helvetia's owners in trip as master of the Helvetia, and his
Rockand, Maine, that the vessel was initial connection with the Snow Line.
safe. He said that the vessel’s pro When it was found that Capt. A. II.
visions had held nut well, and that Thomas, the regular master of the
only on one or tavo commodities had Helvetia, was unable through illness
they run low. The reason his asking to iiring Itis vessel to Charleston, the
Rockland, Maine, that the vessel was Helvetia was kept waiting in Newthat his chronometer had -been giving York in the hope that he would lac able
inconsistent positions, and that he to make the trip. But when, after
therefore had endeavored to secure waiting ten days, it was found that lie
his exact and correct whereabouts. At was still in no shape to assume the
this time the Helvetia was 100 miles wheel, Capt. Greenwood was placed in
command. Though Ills first trip on the
from here.

vessel avas an unusual one, yet the
new master of the schooned proved his
value in bringing her to port in good
condition despite the experience.
The schooner's crew is composed of
Capt. Greenwood, and six other men.
as follows: Albert Brickson, mate; J.
Anderson, steward; and John Pass, C.
W. Cook, J. Robertson and Alvin Sa
gurlin.
Cupt. Richard K. Snow, senior mem
ber of Ihe Snow linn, spent several
weeks in the city anticipating the ar
rival here of his vessel. Capt. Snow,
however, was tit ull limes optimistic
about its safety, and placed little con
fidence in the reports sent out as to
her having been found off Norfolk. lie
left only last Wednesday for Jackson
ville, and will return to the city today
to personally greet Captain Greenwood
and once more to look over the good
ship Helvetia.

CUSHING
Another cold wave pnssed over this
place Tuesday with high wind, the kind
which sends the cold into the marrow
of one’s ixinee. The river is frozen us
far as the eye can see. looking seaward
from the verge of Hathorne's Point.
All business is suspended, cannot even
catch a fish or dig a bushel of clams.
There is so much snow in the woods
that no one but a very tall person can
cut wood. Nearly all of our neigh
bors are getting short of fuel and un
less the weather changes they will be
compelled to live in lied or move out
of town.
The town officers are to meet at
Town hall Monday, Feb. 5, to settle ac
counts.
Mr. and Mrs. Mellie Maloney are
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.
S. Miller.
Howard, the infant son of Mr. and
Mrs. S. A. Miller, is recovering from
bronchial pneumonia.
Mrs. Stanley Miller arrived home
Wednesday from Silsby Hospital, Rock
land, where she received treatment for
three weeks.
B. G. Geyer slaughtered two hogs for
E.-B. Hart the pust week.

A. R. Rivers
A. It. ItiVers, who recent* died at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hart,
avas practically a lifelong resident of
this town, except one winter spent in
St. Petersburg, Fla., and a few winters
in Portland, to be near his son. I Io
was the son of Deacon Moses and Han
nah (Robinson) Rivers and the last
survivor of his family. He taught for
several years in the public schools of
this town, also a singing school, as he
was exceptionally fond of mUHlc. Ho
conducted a general store for many
years and was postmuster at South
Gushing for more than 20 years, from
which position he resigned about nine
and one-half years ago. He loved his
town and especially his old home here
where he spent the greater part of his
life. He leaves a son, B. W. Rivers of
New York; a (laughter, Mrs. A. W.
Johnson of Kt. Petersburg, Fla.; also
four grandchildrden, to whom sympa
thy Is extended. His remains were ta
ken to the tomb in Thomaston, the
services to be held in the spring as
scon as his daughter comes North.

The Community Food Fair at the
Arcade, Itockland, Feb. 12-17, is to be
Hie biggest ever. Thousands of samples
will lie given away, together with
many valuable gifts at the door.—u<lv.
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DONSON
Th* Reliable and Satisfactory

Psychic and Spiritual

MEDIUM
Can bo consulted every Tuesday and
Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
29 PARK STREET
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE. 799W
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EARTHQUAKE HUNT

FERNALD IS A CANDIDATE
Report That Maine Senator Would Quit On Account Of
Hl Health Denied By Himself.
Senator Bert M. Fernnld is going to
be a candidate for the Republican
nomination for the United States Sen
ate at the primaries in June, 1924, to
succeed himself!
This statement is upon the author
ity of the Senator, who gives that as
surance to a friend in a letter received
in Augusta Monday.
The Senator
says, to this friend, who wrote asking
if the reports that he was to retire
from public life at the close of his
present term were true:
"I shall be a candidate for nomina
tion in 1924!”
Senator Fernald further says in
speaking of the report that he would
not be a candidate: “I do not know
where the story got started that I was
not expected to be a candidate; but 1
know it has been in several of the
eastern papers. I have never indica
ted to anyone that I would not be in
the ring.”
He says that he has received a
large number of letters from all over
Maine assuring him of their support
and he expects to win handsomely, as
these letters come from all sections of
the State; many being from prominent
Republicans in the very section where
the only announced candidate against
him has lived.
Friends of Senator Fernald are of
the opinion that the story of his pro
posed retirement from the Senate
grew out of his illness of last year
from which he has now fully recov
ered. While no great fuss was made
over the illness, it was known as was
the fact that he felt it was wise to
leave Washington and come to his
farm in West Poland to recuperate.
This, undoubtedly, started a lot of
suspicious persons talking.
Of his
health he says in the letter received
today:
'
“1 am in splendid health. My voice
has returned, and I am feeling as hus
ky as I ever did in my life. 1 did have
a miserable time with my throat for
about six months on account of speak
ing too much when 1 should have ta
ken care of myself. 1 had influenza,
but insteud of doing as 1 suppose 1
ought, which was to have gone to bed
and had a doctor, I worked every day.
made several speeches, and instead of
thy throat condition improving,
found I had inflamed the vocal cord.
But that is a thing of the past, and I
am in splendid condition now in every
way.”
Friends of the Senator who have
seen him recently in Washington say
that he is in excellent condition; that
his voice is as good as ever; that he
is as fit as a ilddle.

Prospective Opponents

sey, who was formerly a member of
Congress from the Fourth District,
sought
the senatorial
nomination
against Senator Fernald in 1916 and
lost. He did not contest in 1918—the
first election was to till out the unex
pired term of Senator Edwin C. Bur
leigh—but in 1922 he did oppose the
renomination of Senator Hale. Dur
ing the progress of the Hale-Guernsey
canvass it was frequently set forth
that Mr Guernsey had no expectation
of winning, but that he was simply
trying to build up an organization so
that he could whip Senator Fernald in
the 1924 primary.
To a great many people that sound
ed reasonable, but
Mr. Guernsey
pricked the bubble when in a signed
statement to the newspapers he said
his light was against Hale in 1922
and not Fernald in 1924.
Mr. Guernsey has not made, a pubfic denial of the rumors in recent
weeks to the effect that he would op
pose Mr. Fernald, but friends of his
quote him as having told them that he
had no such intention. Mr. Guernsey
has said, according to these friends:
'T shall not be a candidate against
Senator Fernald. I regard it as use
less. I do not believe it Is possible to
defeat him in a republican primary in
Maine. He stands too high with the
people of this State; he has the confi
dence of all the people. He has made
them a fine representative. Should
Senator Fernald not seek a renomina
tion. so that the field is open. I should
seek the senatorial nomination.”
This seems to dispose of the talk
that the former Congressman has any
intention to go after the Fernald seat.

Milliken Not Likely to Try
Hints have been made that former
ftov. Carl E. Milliken might go into
the contest, but those who are most
closely in touch with the political sit
uation do not expect it. These men do
not question hut that Gov. Milliken has
an ambition to sit in the Senate, but
they incline to the oainion that this is
not the time when he will seek to gra
tify that ambition.
Gov. Milliken, they say. is a good
politician. He lias proved it in the
past. He hasn't been very active in
politics during the past two years, hut
anyone who thinks his political ear
hasn't been down close to the ground
where it would catch every thud isn’t
on speaking terms with the ex-Governor and his way. He has as good a
notion of how people feel towards can
didates. prospective and positive, as
any man in the State and those folks
who dance around whispering in his
ear want to be sure they are telling
facts and not guesses it they wish to
make an impression. It is not impos
sible that Gov. Milliken might go into
the contest next year against Fernald
hut is highly improbable, say these

During the past few months there
has been a great deal of speculation
as to what was going to occur in this
coming senatorial contest and just
who would be the men in the race. ,nenMany men have been mentioned as
Those two gentlemen have been
having a hankering that way. but only I eIo8e political friends, as well as warm
one
has said he was going in. This personal friends for years. The Govone is Cot. Frank M. Hume of Houl- ! *mor won’' tr* for Fernald’s place un
ion, who Commanded the 103d infan-iless it becomes pretty evident thai
try
of the Yankee Division in the 1 there is no chance for the Senator to
World War. He toldhis friends more j he renominated, that is the view of
than a year ago, and the fact was pub- J close friends of both men. Even then
li.shed in the Lewiston Journal, that ho i say men who know Gov. Milliken very
was going to oppose Fernald for the , w ell, it is not at all certain the Govnomination, but his formal announce- ernor would set’,; the nomination in
ment was not made until fast fail.
j 1924. Gov. Milliken, it is pointed out
The Colonel has been active in | Is still a young man and ha? plenty of
hunting support from the time he j time ahead in which to go to the Senfirst got the idea of going after the | ate. Just now he is actively engaged
senatorship and while he has secured ' in private business; a business in
some following it has not yet reached , w hich he is greatly interested and
a proportion which makes it a for- which, so he tells his friends, he has
midable hazzard for Senator Fernald. gotten more real enjoyment than any
at least, such is the view’ w’hich close other he ever tried. I ntil this busifriends of the Senator in all sections ness has been placed upon a foundaof the State say
I tion where he feels he can safely go
Within a few weeks it has been said away and leave it there is good reason
that Frank E. Guernsey of Dover- | for thinking that the Governor will
Foxcroft would seek the nomination keep away from ail political offices.—
against Senator Fernald. Mr. Guern- j Lewiston Journal.

Four Generations Helped

Dr. True’s Elixir
The True Family Laxative

Family Laxative and Worm Ex
peller.
Safeguard your own health,
look after the children who mayshow signs of worms and should
lie rid of them the easiest, safest
way — by taking Dr.
True’s
Elixir.
Your dealer knows of its world wide reputation, gained through
four generations of public health
service.
Made from imported
herbs of strictly pure quality.

I

UP

Signs of Worms: Constipation,
deranged stomach, swollen upper
lip, offensive breath, hard and
full stomach with pains, pale
face, eyes heav^- and dull, short,
dry cough, grinding of the teeth,
tongue coated and covered with
little red points, starting during
sleep with troublesome dreams,
slow fever.
Mrs. Henry Johnson, 820 Hay
ward Ave.. Baltimore, says: “I
have bought Dr. True's Elixir
for over 10 years and knew it is
good.”
Mrs. II. N. Roberts, 501 Asy
lum St„ Flint, Mich., says: "My
little girl is relieved of her
worms.” And in a later letter
wrote: “Baby is fine and it was
ycur medicine, Dr. True's Elixir,
that helped her."

Other winter s ornts remind us
That our task, though not sublime,
Is to sho' el through rite snowdrifts,
Help the trail ge. through on time.

Clear the road so that another
Following in the mall-team's track.
Some forlorn and misled brother.
Wonders when lie will get back

• • • •

It might be asked what value tc
mankind will result from the expend
iture of great sums for the study o!
a natural occurrence which, it is ad
mitted, can never be prevented and
which may continue to exact its tol
of human lives and property. In view
of the fact that scientists can now lo
cate the certain lines along yvhicl
quakes have occurred and seem sure
to occur again in future they are able

WANTED

to oxchango new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
68-tf

really WORKING for you?
How can your investment money be best

employed ?
Where it is safe—where it pays you a
fair return—where you can get it out when

needed—where it can be used to make your
own state busier and richer—where it can in

a very direct way work for lower taxes and

greater prosperity in your own home State.
Can you put your money to work where
it will pay you vastly more than mere divi

dends except by investing it in some Maine

hydro-electric company security?
I

And is any company doing more of this

work—and does any security offer more de
sirable points—than

Now you pessimistic brother.
Sister loo if such there be.
B.v next year we’ll all forget it,
These big storms of Twenty-three.

Maine

Power

We have put a lot of facts about Maine

and about how to judge a security in a new
circular.

We shall be pleased to send you one.

Central Maine
Power Co.
I
Augusta, Maine

to speak of live earthquake rifts as
•hey speak of I've volcanoes.. It is
known by the form of the volcano or
by the occurrence' of eruptions within
historical time that it is potentially or
ictual.y active, and much the same
may be said of the earthquake rifts
There are lines of special danger on
,-hich no schoolhouse, skyscraper or
iam should be built. They should be
voided, as far as possible, by railroad
ines, bridges, aqueducts and other
itiblic works, and yet it happens that
they often run through valleys where
such works are suggested by the con
ditions of the ground. As long as
builders remain ignorant of their ,posiion they run the risk of inviting de
struction, it was added; but it is not
lifficult by proper study to locate these
ines of danger on a map and to make
he Information public for the benefit
>t engineers and others. Indeed, there
s now being published an earthquake
ift map of the state of California,
howing tiie lines of active rifts and
liso of faults that are supposed to be
naetive, as a result of the work car
ded on in co-operation with the in
stitutions advisory eommttee.
That is how the engineers who laid
ut the new water supply lne for San
Francisco were able to remove it from
he former line which followed an act
ve rift for miles and locate it along
mountain range, where, if it moves
at all, will move as a block and not
become dislocated or destroyed

Azores Named for Hawks.
Pretense Lowers Value.
The first name given to Hie Azores
Whatever you are by nature, keep
was Amres. mol. while Hie dale and to It; npver desert your own line of
name of the discoverer of these Islands talent. Be what nature Intended yon
is uncertain, il is conceded Hie name ' for, anil you will succeed; he anywas given Itecause of the great ninnler tiling else and you will lie ten thouof Imwks flying about. Acore signifying sand times worse than nothing,—Sidhawk in Portuguese.
i ney Smith.

“For Quali = Tea
Order”
Ax-

**
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ORANGE

PEKOE

TEA

TRUE MEASURE OF VALUE

Other storms we’ve had a plenty—
Back in Nineteen-seventeen
Came big drif s in quick succession,
Not a fence-post could be seen.
Underneath the dreary snovvpiles,
Sleeping lie the Helds cf green,
Soon the fairy wand of spring.Lme*
Will awake them front tiheir dream.
Present troubles soon will vanish,
Darkest hour before the dawn.

Gwrnffct. 1»M, hr M«Clw» Wee
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For it’s there, that bright cloud-lining,
Le’s reflect it in our face>
Then we'll know that grouches never
In our heart will And a place.
Nettie M. Perry.
North Hope, Jan. 30

Mrs. Mary A. Davis fell recently and
broke her hip.
Mrs Delwin Miller of Union is stay
ing for a few days with her mother,
Mrs. Mary A. Davis.
Mrs. Belle Howes who has been with
her daughter, Mrs. Ella Turner, for a
few weeks is now at Walter Reed’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Overlock and son
Merle visited their daughter, Mrs. Beu
lah Tibbetts, Sunday.
George Day of Burkettville is work
ing in the woods for Geo. McLain and j
boarding at Elwood Hart’s.
Mrs. Mary F. Eastman had a severe
attack of indigestion Tuesday and still
remains ill.
F. S. Emerson is manufacturing
hoops for Carney Shute and Edwin
Martin.
Clarence Howes is getting out quan
tities of elm and ash for John Q. Ad
ams.

Central

Company and its 7'< Preferred Stock?

I

Sidney Cowing

A RELIABLE

This sparkling

COMMISSION HOUSE

comedy sings with
the spirit of youth
and throbs with
situations whimsi
cal, laughable, with
a happy and proper
ending in which
there is a double
wedding and an
other scheduled for
the near future.

EAST LIBERTY

Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.

Is ycur investment money

T IS DIFFICULT
to imagine any
thing more fasci
nating than our
new serial story

Every pessjn'st Is saying,
As he views the landscape o’er,
Tis the worst winter ever,
Never saw the like before

So it’s best to just forget it,
Live each day ns it goes by,
Do your best, look o’er the hi 11-tops.
Clutch a glimpse of bright blue sky.

By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
the less you can earn, and it’s the dollars saved early in life that tell
when the future days of need shall arrive.

Every-Other-Day

PERFORMANCE, NOT PRICE

Conies the wall from town and city.
One more snowstorm's heavy load
Sure will tax us to the limit.
We’ve no funds to break more roads

For the whole Family, either
child or grandparent. 40c—60c—
$1.20.

279-285 MAIN STREET

An Outdoor Sport In Which
the Country’s Scientists Are
Now Engaged.

Men and teams are busy working
Every day to clear the roads,
But their tffor s all seem futile.
Back It conies in wtiid-s.rown loads.

Always there's a silver lining
Placed in every cloud that's born.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

1923.

at

Don’t experiment—buy Dr’
True’s Elixir, the True Family
Laxative and Worm Expeller,

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

1,

|

While man can never hope to har
ness the forces of nature to the extent
of preventing, or even foretelling,
Wf fWVIU tfll fw/K
earthquakes, it is not impossible, says
cub Unwn footuid
the Carnegie Institution of Washing
ton, that scientists may be able to deipi At artuidiAid
jse methods of forestalling their disin zhi Aatu/iday
strous effects b.v the selection of safer
locations for cities and by appropriate
tiwuna (Poit
methods of construction.
Earthquakes have occurred ever
since the crust of the globe began to
trnt Indeed, the condition of unsta
(ht faaufy a/nd
bility is the earth's normal one and
man long has suffered in consequence.
To say then that what mankind has
haracterized as a phenomenon which
s as sure and as inevitable as an
Upse of the sun. might lie eluded
finally, seems almost an impossibility.
information.
Yet such thorough studies of the na
ture of quakes and their occurrence
ncuri/u. advMt
ave been mule in recent yea's that
future years, construction of great
faadvt amvmn
buildings, dams, and even cities, may
Cwruts
*
be affected by recent discoveries in
geology.
Earthquakes are a natural occur
rence in certain regions where the
•V-‘&
mountains are alive, Carnegie officials
umom
declare. There are districts, like the
OOAiVO
Atlantic Coast, where the mountains
are dead, but around the Pacific and
in a great belt which reaches across
Asia and the Mediterranean, the moun
tains still are growing- In their growth
W. H. GLOVER CO.
masses comprising many thousand cu
bic miles of rock are pressed against
Rockland. Me.
each other, but are held by friction
126-Th-tf
until the strain becomes too greet.
Then they slip and what is called an
earthquake occurs. This is the modrn theory of earthquakes. It has been
developed through prolonged studies
ind demonstrated by observations of
many minor quakes and of the lines
HOPE
long which they occur.
• • • •
Installation of officers took place in
ilope Grunge last Saturday at the
The earthquake plane is often spok
day session. Ilaroid Nash of Camden en of as a fracture that it is really not
was installing officer, assisted by Mrs a break, a recent statement of the intitution declares
it is Ihp surface
Nash.
between great masses which never
Dorothy Ludwig returned to Camden- have been united, hut which for ages
High School this week after a week's have been slipping past each other;
absence on account of sickness.
and where this plane comes to the sur
Misses Jeanette Taylor and Eva face of the earth there is a line called
Taylor who teach the Corner and an earthquake rift. The greatest of
North Hope schools, spent Sunday at these rifts in the United States, so far
their homt in South Hope, returning as known, extends along the coast ran
by way of Hobbs' Pond.
ges of California for a distance of six
Llewellyn Thorndike has been doing hundred miles. It passes just west of
over a room in the Coose cottage and
an Francisco, to the east of Los An
is to start papering, painting and geles, and disappears in the Gulf of
other fixing up in the Ralph E. Brown
alifornia. Along the San Andreas
cottage where he and his helper are rift, as it is called, earth shocks have
making their headquarters for the occurred at different times in different
section:;.
present.
There is quite a lot of sickness
South of that stretch for some 300
around town just now and among thq miles there has been no movement
victims of the grippe or bad colds are since 1837 uhen a severe sli n k oc
Mrs. A!den Allen. Mrs. .1. B. Marriner, curred, the mark of which may still lie
Miss Julia Harwood. Raymond Lud traced across the desert plains like an
Still further south
wig. Mrs. Eleanor Payson and the irrigation ditch
there have been several recent shocks
Weaver family.
Mrs. Julia Harwood returned from hut none of great violence, although
New Jersey last Saturday on account there is evidence of considerable activ
of the serious illness of her grandson ity in the section east and west of Los
Angeles.
Raymond Harwood.
Fo.- some, years now, the Carnegie
The Farm Bureau annual meeting
was held here last week Wednesday Institution has been deep in the study
and these officers chosen for the year: of earthquakes, and only recently or
E. N. Hobbs, general chairman. For ganized the. advisory committee in
the Ladies Auxiliary: Alice True seismology, calling on the co-operation
chairman: Annie Bartlett, secretary: of many other scientists to aid in the
and project leaders. Hazet Payson for research. Its activities have resulted
household management, Addie Mar in the dis overy of many facts of prac
riner for-clothing and Katherine True tical importance to mankind in this
for food. The program for the year onnection.
The co-operation of the United
has been arranged and looks very in
eresting. A fish chowder and fixings States Navy was obtained in making a
was served to a good sized gathering depth-measuring survey over a largi
Neighbors and friends of the Har area adjacent to the California coast
wood family are sympathizing with and while the survey ws made to find
them in the loss of Raymond, their 18 the trend of earthquake rifts, it re
year old boy who died last Sunday- sulted in important data for Marines
and map makers. Through the finan
night.
Mrs. Miller B. Hobbs was operated cial assistance of the Carnegie Founda
on at the Knox Hospital. Rockiand tion, of New A'ork, Dr Bailey Willis,
Tuesday and reports on her condition seismologist of Stanford University
was sent by the Institution to Chile t
are favorable.
study the effects of the recent earth
quake there and survey, the aim being
THE sliOWS OF 1923
to arrive at the probable causes.
[For The Courier-Gazette 1
Day b.v day the a:orm-ciouds gather,
One by one the snowflakes fall.
And the dr'.J.s grow wider, higher Fences can’t ’be seen at ali.

to better health by this time-tested laxative

For over 72 years this pleasant
and effective laxative has given
proper relief to thousands of
men, women and children who
have suffered from constipation,
deranged stomach, and other
troublesome complaints brought
on »»• disordered, sluggish bowels.
For good health—to be free
from headaches, bad tasting
mouth, all-gone feeling in stom
ach, .dizzy speils, constipation,
the bowels must be kept tuned
up. Nature can he assisted by
using Dr. True's Elixir, the True

February
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Follow this charming
blend ofromance, ad
ventures and humor
in the columns of
THE COURIER-GAZETTE

DRESSED

CALVES

LIVE AND DRESSED
POULTRY
EGGS, APPLES, ETC

PROMPT RETURNS

T. H. WHEELER CO.
93-101 Clinton Street

EVERY Apperson is a better motor
car because of the many thousands
of Appersor.s built before it. A
quarter century of creative effort is
reflected in each motor and chassis
unit. In their production, the skill of
Apperson mechanics has kept pace
with the refining and simplifying of
mechanical principles and details.
The result is the most sturdy and
accessible 8-cylinder motor car man
ufactured. Its superiority of per
formance, endurance and road com
fort is definite by comparison. A
telephone call will bring the Apper
son demonstrator to your doortoday.

APPERSON
MOTOR

CARS

Seven distinctive body type*. Price, rang,
from $2620 to $3695 at Kokomo, Indiana.
Excise tax is extra.
APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.
KOKOMO. INDIANA

A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Ave., Rockland

BOSTON

TELEPHONE 576-R.

